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IMPROVED ESTIMATES OF THE AREA DENSITY

OF CLOUD-TO-GROUND LIGHTNING OVER %

THE UNITED STATES ?. i€

Michael W. Maier-

Lightning Location and Protection, Inc. i-.

Tucson, Arizona

and

Jackie M. Piotrowicz
NOAA/NHRL..

Coral Gables, Florida

ABSTRACT

A key element for any successful and cost-effective lightning protection
design is an accurate estimate of the frequency of direct lightning strikes to
ground. For example, an effective protection system for an electric power -""

transmission line in Florida (an area of high lightning incidence) would be
far too costly and not necessary for an area such as California (an area of
low lightning incidence). In order to estimate the frequency of lightning
strikes the local area density of lightning Flashes to ground, i.e. the num-
ber of strikes per unit area per month or per year, must be known. In the USA,
ground flash density is often assumed to be a relatively simple function of the
mean number of thunderstorm days per month or per year. Many design handbooks
give formulas which relate ground flash density to thunderstorm days, but no
formula is generally accepted as standard. All too often, the actual lightning
strike incidence is considerably different from the lightning strike projections
based on the thunderstorm day statistics. The resulting over or under design
of lightning protection systems ultimately leads to greater costs.

Here we show that the thunderstorm duration statistics are a much better
indicator of true ground flash densities than the number of thunderstorm days.
Maps of mean annual ground flash density are presented which have been inferred
from long term thunderstorm duration observations. The thunderstorm duration
data were obtained by the relatively dense network of existing aviation weather "--
reporting stations. Approximately 450 stations are used, each with an uninter-
rupted " year period of record. The station density available here is essential-
ly twice that of any previous thunderstorm frequency analysis of the United States.

Our analyses show that maximum annual ground flash densities of 18/km 2 are .- ".'-
found in the western interior of Florida from Naples to Cross City. High flash
density values (> 12/km 2 ) are found over much of the Florida peninsula, the Flor-
ida panhandle, and westward through the southern gulf states to eastern Texas.

A large area of flash densities > 8/km
2 are found over most of Oklahoma, Kancas,

Missouri, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Tennessee. High flash densities

(> 8/km 2 ) in the western states are limited to south central Colorado, north-

eastern New Mexico, northern Arizona and extreme southeastern Arizona. Pro-

nounced flash density minima are found over the southern half of Texas and in

the southeastern states from central Alabama northeastward through western -.--.

Virginia. Most of the western and northeastern states have flash densities

< 4/km2 . Maps of the 95, and 5 , probability flash density values are also pre-

sented. Verification of these maps awaits a nationwide direct measurement pro-

gram or successful practical application. ...

d'.%-

This paper was not available for incorporation into this book.
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Lightning and Transient Protection of Radio Systems

By

Prof. S. Lundquist
Institute of High Voltage Research
Uppsala University, S-755 90 Uppsala,

Sweden

ABSTRACT

Protection of important radio systems against electromagnetic transients from
lightning discharges and nuclear explosions (NE24P) nowadays is more or less a
standard procedure. However, the problem of coordinating different protective
measures and selection of the most suitable components still are problems deserving
further studies. Tests have therefore been performed to evaluate some important
parameters of individual components and of radio systems for frequencies up to
75 MHz. At the testing both standard test pulses as well as fast rising pulses in
the nanosecond range has been used. Gas discharge tubes, cables etc. have been
tested separately and as part of a system. In this way it is possible to study the
effect of different counterpoise and grounding systems, different cable lengths
and different locations of the cables as well as the location and properties of gas
discharge tubes and semiconductor protection elements on the amplitude and energy
of the transient reaching the sensitive parts of the system. The results are also
used to estimate the necessary intervals for routine maintenance and to predict the
MTBF for faults caused by lightning. A technique for field tests in actual instal-
lations will also be discussed.

This paper was not available for incorporation into this book.
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Coupling of Natural Atmospheric Interference Through Apertures

By

J. Hamm, W. Graf, and E. F. Vance
SRI International

Menlo Park, CA 94025

ABSTRACT

The coupling of electromagnetic energy through apertures has received a great
deal of attention in recent years. This recent research has been both theoretical
and experimental in nature and has been focussed on the problems associated with
apertures which are small compared to a wavelength.

The results of this research can be applied to the problem of determining the
transient signals induced on conductors behind an aperture by lightning and static
charging. While the problem of determining induced transients in complex systems
(such as aircraft or ground-based facilities) cannot be solved exactly, the
research of the past few years indicates that upper bounds can be determined for
these transients. This paper reviews our recent work on aperture coupling and

applies the results to models of airborne and ground-based facilities.

The nature of this recent work is such that reasonable upper bounds can be
determined without the use of extensive computer codes. The system designer can

determine quickly whether or not a particular aperture presents a problem for elec-
tronic systems located behind the aperture. The analysis performed in recent years
has been of two different types: transmission line modeling of canonical circuits
behind the aperture, and matrix formulation of Maxwell's equations. Both approches
lead to relatively straightforward expressions for bounds on transient voltages
and currents on conductors behind the aperture. Our laboratory measurements on
test apertures are used to investigate the suitability of these bounds.

The results of this research can also be applied to the problem of generating

realistic specifications, standards, and test procedures for certifying systems
which must operate in the natural electrical environment.

-F
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ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY INTERACTS with aircraft normal electric field and the tangential ,1,
to produce transient electric and magnetic magnetic field couple through the aperture to
fields at the outer surface of the aircraft. interact with conductors and wiring loops behind
These surface fields and the signals induced on the plane. As the figures imply, this coupling %
wire penetrations of the surface act as problem is equivalent to the problem of electric
equivalent sources for the transient electro- and magnetic dipole sources located at the
magnetic enviropent inside the aircraft. A aperture with the aperture shorted. These
companion paper describes this problem and sources, radiating in the presence of the

L.
shows that wire penetrations of the surface are conducting plane, produce the same fields in the
usually the most significant contributors to the shadow region as do the original external
internal transient environment. If all wire sources. Formally, the problem is reduced to
penetrations of an aircraft surface have been finding the dipole moments of the equivalent t
properly treated, the apertures on the exterior sources and computing the fields produced by
surface of the barrier can become significant these sources.

points of entry for electromagnetic inter- Figure 3 shows the general aperture -.

ference. These apertures may be in the form of coupling problem of interest for electromagnetic
holes or openings on the surface or in the form interference control. An external electro-
of seams and Joints. magnetic field is assumed to be incident on a

To solve the aperture problem, the system volume containing electronic equipment and
designer must: (1) determine quantitatively the wiring. The volume is assumed to be enclosed by
effects of the apertures on the internal a metallic surface containing holes and seams.
voltages and currents, and (2) develop measures The interaction of the incident field with the
for "closing" those apertures that affect system outer surface produces a surface surrent density . .

perfnrmance. J and a normal electric field component En at
t~e apertures. These surface fields couple

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND through the aperture to produce transients on j,

conductors inside. The internal transients may
The types of apertures encountered with be in the form of (1) surface current densities

typical aircraft are holes with maximum on equipment enclosures or (2) voltages and
dimensions of a few meters, long narrow slots, currents on exposed equipment wiring. The
structural seams and access hatches. For internal surface current densities Ji can
analysis purposes, these apertures can be interact through apertures on the enclosures
considered "small;" that is, the characteristic with conductors at the next topological level,
dimension is smaller than a wavelength. Long and the voltages and currents can drive these
narrow slots and seams are considered as inner levels directly.
distributed small apertures, and their coupling The practical problems of interest usually . -.

properties can be expressed per unit length. concern volumes that are rather densely packed
With the discussion being limited to "small" with equipment and wiring, where the wires are
apertures as defined above, the following often routed in harnessed bundles. These
discussion of the theoretical background is coupling problems cannot be solved rigorously -h
generally valid for frequencies below 100 MHz. because of the complexity of the internal
This is not a severe restriction, since the configuration of wires and conducting
spectral content and coupling transfer functions surfaces. Recent research into this problem has
appropriate for lightning are usually not concentrated on determining upper bounds on the
important above 100 M1z. 23 internal transients, and significant progress

Two recent publications present excel- has been made in the past few years. Davis has
lent reviews of the literature describing investigated bounds on coupling through an
aperture coupling. These problems ae difficult aperture to a single-wire circuit loaded at each
to analyze, especially the case of an aperture end, and other work has address 6 the more
on a cavity containing equipment and wiring, important multiconductor problem. Both
The only configuration for which analytically problems are formulated in the same way. The
rigorous results are available is that of a aperture excitation is modeled by the usual

small circular aperture on a conducting plane of electric and magnetic dipoles radiating at the
infinite extent. Numerically "accurate" results aperture location with the aperture shorted,
are available 3for some cavity and aperture i.e. closed. The single-wire and multiconductor

configurations. These were obtained by a circuits are modeled as transmission lines above
numerical solution of integral equations in a ground plane, with impedance loads at each
terms of the unknown aperture field compo- end. The transmission lines are driven by the

nents. The aperture fields were then considered fields of the equivalent dipole sources, and
as sources for the fields existing behind the this excitation is modeled by inserting
aperture. equivalent voltage and current sources In the

The mechanisms of field leakage through an transmission line. Figure 4 describes this
aperture are described in Figures 1 and 2. The model, a key requirement of which is that the

*Numbers in parentheses designate references
listed at the end of the paper.
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circuit be separated from the aperture by at impedance can be evaluated using the expressions %

least a few aperture radii, developed by Casey. The table on Figure 10
The dipole moments can be bounded by describes the effectiveness of various mtsh

bounding the aperture polarizabilities, and the screens in reducing the aperture voltage and -'

induced currents and voltages can be bounded by indicates the accuracy of Casey's model.
applying the usual transmission line equations These quasi-static models ar? useful for a
to the receiving circuit. For the single-wire quantitative understanding of c¢upling through
receiving circuit, the mathematics is an aperture and are formally vilid only for a
straightforward. Analysis of the multiconductor circular aperture on an infl .Ire ground plane.
circuit requires a matrix formulation to The formal extension to noncircular apertures
generate bounds. The single-wire case is a backed by partially filled cavities is a
special case of the more general matrix difficult problem that has not been solved.
formulation. Certain bounding statements can be made,

The aperture coupling experiments described however, that relate to the usefulness of the ."
in this paper have investigated coupling to results of the analysis of a circular aperture
circuits very near the aperture, as well as in an infinite plane. Both Casey and Davis
circuits distant from the aperture. The results state that the characteristics of noncircular . .

of these experiments are used to verify recent apertures can be bounded from a knowledge of
theoretical models. coupling through circular apertures, and that

coupling through an aperture on an infinite
MEASUREMENT CONFIGURATION plane is an upper bound on coupling to an

aperture in a cavity.
A metal box was constructed with dimensions

of 1.22 m by 1.83 m by 0.91 m. The box was INTERNAL TRANSIENT MEASUREMENTS
excited by a parallel plate transmission line
with a source and a matched load at the two ends A single wire was inserted in the test
of the line, as shown in Figure 5. The upper volume in the configuration shown in Figure
surface of the box was designed so that a 11. The dimensions W and D were varied, and the
variety of apertures could be located under the wire currents were meapured under a variety of
upper plate of the transmission line. This loading conditions. When the wire was short-
excitation resulted in a field distribution at circuited at each end, the observed current
the aperture as shown in Figure 6. The source waveshape was similar to the waveshape of the
driving the parallel plate line is shown in incident electric and magnetic fields. When the
Figure 7. This pulser circuit supplied an wire was terminated in the characteristic
incident electric field with a peak value of 18 impedance of the wire-to-surface transmission
kV/m, with a risetime (zero to peak) of about line (approximately 240 0), the current observed
10 ns, and a pulse duration of approximately 8is on the wire had a waveshape similar to the
(to I/e of the peak). Figure 8 shows the derivative of the incident (external) fields.
electric field in the center of the parallel Figure 12 displays these measured currents for
plate region. one set of wire locations. The tables in the

figure contain the peak amplitudes of the
APERTURE VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS currents for two values of the parameter W and

for a range of values of the parameter D.
The theoretical study by Casey indicated The internal current measurement con-

that a small circular aperture can be considered figurations were used with the analytical

as an inductance, and that the voltage induced results of Davis in order to investigate the
across the aperture by magnetic field coupling bounding process.
is the product of the inductance and the time Table I shows that the computed currents
derivative of the external surface current are indeed larger than the measured currents,
intercepted by the aperture. Figure 9 shows the generally by less than a factor of 10. The
external current driven over the aperture and first entry in the table (D = 0.007, W - 0)
the resulting voltage measured across the describes a configuration in which the internal
aperture on the inside of the test volume. The wire is right in the aperture, a case for which
table in the figure Indicates the accuracy of the theory breaks down; i.e., the wire is well
Casey's quasi-static model for the aperture within an aperture radius of the aperture.-
sizes used in the experiment. The waveshape of However, the computed upper bounds are
the aperture voltage is very close to that of reasonable for the other cases listed for W %
the time derivative of the external surface 0. As the wire is moved away from the aperture '

current. (W = 0.23 m), the agreement improves somewhat.
Another important contribution of Casey's

work is the development of a simple model for SUMMARY %.%
predicting the effectiveness of a mesh screen N
placed over the aperture. With the untreated This paper has reported on an experimental
aperture modeled as an inductance, a wire mesh investigation of recent theoretical developments
cover can be modeled as a parallel impedance concerning aperture coupling. Continued
element, as shown in Figure 10, where Zeff is development of bounding theories, especially for '
the effective impedance of the mesh. This the multiconductor configuration, will allow
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system designers to assess the importance of

apertures to the lightning immunity of air-

craft. These theoretical developments may also

be reflected in the structure of new electro-

magnetic specifications and standards used for

aircraft procurement.
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1.1fbi ic I

FIGURE 1ELECTRIC FIELD APE RTU RE -COUPLING GEOMETRY. (a) Impressed
electric field perpendicular to screen with no aperture. 1b) Electric field
near aperture in sawen. 1c) Equivalent electric dipole Ion screen with no
aperture) and its electric field far from aperture.

FIGURE 2 MAGNETIC FIELD APERTURE-COUPLING GEOMETRY. (a) Impressed
magnetic field parallel to screen with no aperture. Wb Magnetic field
near aperture in screen. Wc Equivalent magnetic dipole (on screen with
no aperture) and its magnetic field for from aperture.
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FIGURE 3 APERTURE COUPLING EXAMPLE
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-- SURFACE CURRENT DENSITY, J,
-~MAGNETIC FIELD. He
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NOTE; Thig pluw is i9nfinitg.

FIGURE 6 FIELD VECTORS AND SURFACE CURRENT AT APERTURE

620 kn PARK GAP

To Trgewitsoii Scion~

BATTERY 0.1 p

FIGURE 7 PULSE SOURCE FOR PARALLEL PLATE REGION

PEAK FIELD - 1S IsV/tn

PEAK !E- 2.2 kIV/i,
dt

20 no/div -l

2 a/di-%

FIGURE 8 ELECTRIC FIELD IN CENTER OF PARALLEL PLATE REGIONj
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Pftk J, - 40 Am'-

Pask . - 6 Am t
lns-

1

I r I1 1 1

20 ns/div

(a) SURFACE CURRENT DENSITY AT APERTURE

APERTURE PEAK VOLTAGE IV)
RADIUS

Wm MEAS. THEORY

0.10 66.6 67.9
0.06 17.7 16.0
0.025 6.2 4.2

A A-*

20 ns/d-v

(hI VOLTAGE ACROSS APERTURE

FIGURE 9 EXTERNAL SURFACE CURRENT DENSITY AND INDUCED
APERTURE VOLTAGE (waveshapes shown are typical)

l~)Le Ze Vf(tI

L- EQUIVALENT APERTURE INDUCTANCE

Zef$ - EFFECTIVE SCREEN I vesh) IMPEDANCE

APERTURE RADIUS MESH SIZE APERTURE VOLTAGE REDUCTION
4cm) ICWY) PREDICTED MEASURED

10.0 2.64 0.129 0.119

1.27 0.064 0.043

0.64 0.026 0.020

2.5 2.S4 0.376
1.27 0.215

0.64 0.102 0,094

FIGURE 10 EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT FOR MESH-COVERED APERTURE WITH
MEASURED AND PREDICTED APERTURE VOLTAGE REDUCTION
FACTORS .
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TOm VIEW

R 1  R 2

SIDE VIEW

FIGURE 11 LOADED WIRE IN TEST VOLUME

m) W-0 W.0.23mn

0.007 400 3.3
0.060 160 -

0.100 02 '16.8

0.500 42 19.6
0.500 12.4 7.6

20 nls/div

(a) R 1 R 2  0 n

-..

I I I II mak I')..,

D

W-0 W-0.23m

" 0.007 48 0.3

0.00 22 --

0.100 13.2 2.8

. . oII0.200 3.8

20 nsidiv
l 1  R 2  2.: 4 0 n'

FIGURE 12 CURRENTS MEASURED ON WIRE IN TEST VOLUME

(circular aperture with 0.10 m radius; waveshapes shown 0.

are typical)
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1,AUNCH ROCKEf SYSTEM, (MLRS)

LIGHTNING TEST

by .,

Dr. George R. Edlin, MICOM

Mr. John D. Robb, LTRI

Mr. Ron Tomne, Vought Corp.

LIGHTNING TESTS HAVE been carried out on the MLRS and also for loading into the launch vehicle.
System including tests of the launcher/loader pod

and complete tests of the vehicle in the field. The test discharges were fired from the -
The tests include high voltage long arc strikes expected angles of approach of a natural light- r ;p
to determine the distribution of the strike ning discharge.

points, and also high current tests to check for
possible damage and accidental ignition of the TEST RESULTS - The tests included e_
rockets, approximately 100 test discharges and only one

area of the LPC was found to present a possible
The purpose of the tests was to assure that problem. A strike did occur to the metal cover

no accidental ignition would occur under the on the back of the upper central launch pod. ":"
worse conditions of lightning strike point and A drawing showing both a strike to the metal

current magnitude. cover and also streamering off the metal cover
from strikes to either of the upper side rails

The laboratory tests of the LPC were carried are shown in (Fig. 2).

out in the Miami laboratory of LTRI and the field
tests were carried o-t at White Sands Proving In order to preclude this, a metal bar was
Grounds, New Mexico. placed across the top above the metal covers. An

additional sequence of tests was carried out and
Initial tests of the LPC showed that strikes no strikes occurred to the metal cover and no

could occur to the metal protection cap over the streamering was observed. %

igniter on the upper center launch pod, and high
current tests showed that ignition of the launch One other possibility which was evaluated
igniter squib could occur. Additional protection was that a lightning strike would strike the
was therefore added in the form of a protection center bar and flash over to the cap by virtue of
bar across the top of the frame above the igniter an inductive impedance voltage. Consideration,

area to prevent this type of strike from however, of this possibility on the basis of
occurring. Additional discharges were fired into simple linear circuit theory indicates that it is
this area and no indications of ignition of low inductance voltage - V2 L * di/dt
occurred, probability. The length of the bar is

approximately one meter and a strike to the '
Tests of the complete vehicle including the center of the bar would present two one-half

long arc high voltage tests and the high current meter paths to the basic LPC structure. With an
damage tests showed no ignition occurring nor did inductance of one microhenry per meter estimated,
the system upset which could cause ignition. the paths from the center of the bar to each side

would constitute, in effect, two one-half
These tests included 150 high voltage long microhenry inductors in parallel or one-quarter

arc discharges and over fifty 200,000 ampere microhenry. With a rate of rise of 100,000
discharges to the complete MLRS launch pod amperes per microsecond, the di/dt voltage would

system. These tests constitute, to the best of only be equal to 25,000 volts which would fire
our knowledge, the most severe sequence of tests approximately only 1/4 inch distance. Therefore,
ever carried out on a complete vehicle of any with the cap underneath the bar and spaced away
type. from it, the probability of strikes to the cap

would be extremely low. Thus, the tests showed
LABORATORY TeSTS OF THE LAUNCHER LOADER POD (LPC) no strikes to the caps after installation of the

protection bar above them and even if a stroke
TESt ARRANGEMENT - The test arrangement, as did occur to the center of the protection bar

shown in (Fig. 1), consists of the high voltage which is a relatively low probability, the tests

2.5 megavolt Marx impulse generator, the test thus indicated that no strikes would occur to the
area, the test electrode and the test object, the igniter covers.

launcher loader pod. The LPC consists

essentially of a metal frame in which are mounted FIELD TESTS OF THE MLRS COMPLETE VEHICLE LAUNCHER
six rockets inside of launch tubes. The pod of ASSEMBLY
the assembly is used for storage, transportation
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HIGH VOLTAGE LONG ARC - The test arrangement

for the high voltage long arc tests are shown in -I.

the drawing and photograph of (Fig. 3 and 4). A "

1.5 million volt Marx generator was constructed

in the field at White Sands Proving Grounds and a
ground screen was placed on the ground in front ""-.

of the Marx generator. Because the Marx 25 MEGAOLT

generator was not mobile, the MLRS test vehicle GE Qq

was driven into the various positions for firing i -- r ,O ,G"'GH VOLTAGE -% "-

lightning strokes to it from the expected ELECTRODE

approach directions of a natural lightning

strike. The vehicle was moved rather than the
large Marx generator. The test electrode
positions as indicated in (Fig. 3), covered the -MLS LPC

front, middle and rear of the launch pod and also

the cab of the vehicle. O0 0
The tests indicated that nearly any part of

the top of the launch pod could be struck and the

launch pod or control cab could be struck.

No strikes were fired to the antennas as the "-

"* antenna tuner and radio were critical for other
tests and possible damage was not acceptable. Fig. 1 Test arrangement for high voltage long

Therefore the antenna and tuner tests were arc tests

planned for a separate series of laboratory a

tests. A rough review of the antenna lead
lengths and the fields calculated inside the cab

indicated that the induced currents would
probably be less than that which would result

from strikes to the center dividing posts on the

windshield of the cab.

The tests thus indicated no unusual strike-

points in this series of tests.

HIGH CURRENT DAMAGE TESTS - rhe test

generator for the high current tests consisted of

a large bank of capacitors charged in series -

parallel and discharged in the same configuration
in the vehicle. The screen mat underneath the

vehicle was carried up to the base of the current /

generator which was located on a truck bed in
order to minimize inductance and with this

arrangement currents exceeding 200,000 amperes

could be fired to the vehicle. Discharges were
fired to all the major strike points and no

upsets of the launch system occurred in any of

the test strikepoints with any of the test

strikepoint locations.

CONCLUSIONS

In a series of tests on the LPC and the MLRS -----

vehicle with the LPC installed no upset or damage

occurred whi :h would cause an inadvertent launch Fig. 2 - Strike to LPC shows streamers of center
with the exception of the early tests before the pod and right rail

protection bar was installed on the LPC. Thus the e
system withstood approximately 150 high voltage ,-P

long arc lightning discharges and 50 discharges

between 150,000 and 200,000 amperes. This

constitutes one of the most severe tests of a

complete vehicle assembly that has been run to
our knowledge to date.
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Fig. 3 -Illustration of high voltage long arc
field tests of MLRS system

Fig. 4 -Test arrangement shown above with test

discharge shown below
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A CONTRIBUTION TO THE ANALYSIS OF TRIGGERED LIGHTNING:
FIRST RESULTS OBTAINED DURING THE TRIP 82 EXPERIMENT •

by P. Laroche*, A. Eybert-Berard*, P. Richard*, P. Hubert**',
G. Labaune*, L. Barret*"

*Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Adrospatiales (ONERA)
BP 72 92322 CHATILLON CEDEX (France)

*Centre d'Etudes Nuc~laires de Grenoble, rue des Martyrs,

38000 GRENOBLE (France)

**Centre d'Etudes Nucl~aires de Saclay

91191 GIF-SUR-YVETTE CEDEX (France)

ABSTRACT A preliminary analysis of some of the
data procured during the summer is conducted

This paper presents a preliminary analy- in order to clarify the origin of VHF radi-
sis of the data concerning triggered light- ation during lightning.

ning flashes obtained at the Langmuir Labora- For that purpose we examine the proper-
*tory in 1982. Discharge currents, visible ties of short pulses observed during a storm

light emitted by return strokes channel and and then discusse emission characteristics
nearby magnetic fields detected at ground are from triggered lightning as related to flash

*correlated. Measurements of distant VHF radi- phase and as deduced from various measure-
ation by means of a spectrum analyser and a ments.
two dimensional interferometer location sys-
tem at 300 MHz are discussed. EXPERIMENTS

DURING THE SUMMER OF 1982, an experiment on A diagram giving the location of all
triggered lightning was held at the Langmuir measuring equipment is shown in figure 1.
Laboratory of the New-Mexico Institute of TRIGGERING SITE - Current is Measured by
Mining and Technology (USA). This experiment means of a coaxial shunt connected to the
was conducted by investigators from the US triggering device. The resistance of this
Air Force (FDL laboratory - WPAFB), New shunt is 0.001 , and its rise time is
Mexico Tech, ONERA (Office National d'Etude shorter than 80 ns. The signal is recorded on

et de Recherches Afrospatiales - France) and a wide dynamic range. The bandwidth of the
CEA (Commissariat 4 l'Energie Atomique - current recording equipment Is DC to about 1
France). It had two main objectives MHz.

- studies of the behaviour of a hemispherical
ended cylinder that simulated an aircraft Triggering Equipment -Lightning flashes
fuselage when strucked by lightning ; are triggered beneath stormy clouds, using

- analysis of the electrical properties of the well-known wire and rocket technique [I]*

triggered lightning. [2). A small rocket, of the anti-hail type,
In addition to development and testing unspools a steel wire, 0.2 mm diameter. The

of the equipment associated with the instru- lower-part of the wire is connected to ground

mented cylinder, the main experiments, to through the current shunt device. Triggered
which this article is primarily related, are flashes ire obtained when the rocket reaches
as follows : heights between 50 and 500 m depending of the

a) current measuring at flash foot ;electrostatic field strength created by the .
b) detection of the visible light emitted by cloud,
the lower part of return strokes channel Light Sensor - A light probe is in-
c) measurement of magnetic field at ground stalled about 300 m away from the triggeringmesurement oflmagnetic field;asite ; it is directed toward the lower part

*produce by nearby flashes of the channel that corresponds to the con-
d) measurement of distant VHF radiation by ducthe ch th a ored t the bon-
means of a spectrum analyser and a two dimen- ducting wire which is vaporized at the begin-
sional interferometer location system at 300 ning of the event. With an 8 degrees light
MHz. Also, a high time resolved measurement acceptance angle, the measured optical signal
of the electromagnetic radiation during a *Numnbers in parentheses designate References
storm was performed. at end of paper.
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covers about 35 m of channel length. The A/2 dipoles, installed at A/4 of a vertical A %
probe gives information in the visible range supporting mast. We have verified that the
(400 to 700 nm). coupling between antennae is negligible ; the.6%

Magnetic Sensor at Ground - A magnetic 3 dB bandwidth of each channel is 370 kHz.
sensor is installed about 200 meters from the The sensitivity of each channel is adjusted
triggering site. Its bandwidth is 100 Hz-20 following results obtained by other exper-
MHz and the receiving signal is connected to imentalists [5] : E.T. Pierce gathered the * -,
a battery operated videotape recorder with a results concerning different measurements,
1 MHz bandwidth [3]. Its dynamic range is normalized at 10 km for a I kHz bandwidth. On '.V
adjusted in order to record the effect of figure 2, we have indicated the threshold of
large current pulse passing through the flash the interferometer and of the spectrum ana-
channel. lyser, in regards of others results which

ELECTROMAGNETIC MEASURING SITE - Exper- magnitudes are gathered around the following
iments are performed at the West-Knoll site characteristic
located about 1300 m south of the triggering
site (see figure 1). They include the follow- (xi'/m.klz) =f z
ing measurements

Wide Band Measurement - The instrumental RESULTS
device is made of a wide bande antenna con-
nected to a fast transient digitizer (Tektro- WIDE-BAND MEASUREMENTS [6] - These
nix 7912 AD) which is controlled by a com- measurements are not synchronized with other
puter (Tektronix 4052). The bandwidth of the data and correspond to natural lightning as
antenna is 20-200 M-z but we have verified well as triggered events. The results ob-
that it can be use to 500 MHz. Concerning the tamed during the 82 campaign, bring out the
response of the system to impulse signals, we following points
must note that due to mismatching of the - the records exhibit mainly short pulses
antenna with the recorder, only the first 10 whose shape and rise time are almost ident-
ns can be considered to represent the actual ical regardless of the type of flash
shape of the incoming pulse. - the rise time is few ns

The transient digitizer is used with an - the pulses are emitted at a rate between I
amplifier that has a 600 MHz bandwidth and a a 2p"
detectable signal level of I mV. The computer Figue 3 g s he a p

-'" is programmed to record about one event per pulse ; the table, shown on figure 4, tia-

minute. cates the characteristics of 20 different
300 MHz Interferometer System [4] - The pulses obtained during a single storm. It

principle of the experiment is to measure the must be Keep in mind that the distance be-
phase difference of an Incident electromag- tween the radiating sources and the antenna
net ic wave on two different antennae that are is not known.
separated by a distance which Is a fraction RESULTS CONCERNING TRIGGERED FLASHES -

to a few tens of a wavelength. This principle There were 24 attempts to trigger lightning
is valid only for a plane wave. among which 14 were successfull. Triggered

The system used for these experiments Is events may be of three types [3]
made of two parts : a large system and a - the classical type corresponds to an upward
smaller one. Each is constituted by three branching flash that produces a continuous
equidistant antennae that provide an angular current, for the first tens of ms due to an
locat ion of the radiat ing sources. Antenna upward positive leader ; however, fast and
dimensions are opt imized in such a way that large current pulses may be observed, super-
the largest set gives precise hut non defi- imposed simultaneously with the continuous
nite locations (modulo parts of 2rf) and the current component
sma I ne imp-rse oh definice brat ions. "the anomalous" type has a channel which
Th, opt imzition *,f instrumental parameters does not follow the path of the wire ; there
has pr vlddd d linmsIons of 0.5 ?' and I)A is Initially an upward moving positive leader
basel to In *ngths for the small and the large but the current In the shunt falls to zero
swatt-m rea pertive.ly. Temporal resolut ion of when the wire Is vaporized ; the first return
the 1t,;m 1 p5 and the no'mi na I locat ion stroke Is often initiated by a downward
a: rat I a, hotter than -  

rad . Signal stepped leader whose lower parts follow the
sensitivity is' -0' dim, branch of the initial upward moving positive

Spectrum Analyser - A system of six leader the flash produces few strokes be-
narrow-hand rec itvrs i provided by CNFT fore the beginslog of the continuous current
(Cent r,, %at lonal f .'Fttid,, des T61 commun.- component ;
cations - France). thiIs jilpment is used to - the "pseudo-anomaulos" type has the same
study the electromgnet ic spectrum of ViF-i'lhF current char 'cter1stIcs aas the anomalous one,
radiat ion duirlto 1 1ghtning flashes. Reci' ivini but it strikes the m'asurlog equipment be-
frequen i's art regularly spaced, on a log- cause it follows the lower part of the vapor-
scale, from 60 to 900 Millz : 600, 0, 175, ized wire. Events A and B discussed In what
300, 500 and 900 4u1 . The dynamic range of fol lows are of that type (event A: I 7h3'lmm

each channel Is 80 dB. The six antenna ire
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46s, day 8.5.1982 ; event B 12h51mm46s, day angular location of three different downwards
8.7.1982). propagation sources defined on figure 7

Event A - The first radiation detected (points 01 , 02, 03).
by the interferometer occurs 32 ms before the VHF radiation is detected by the spec-

first return stroke and a few ms after the trum analyser just before the beginning of
vaporization of the wire. Angular location of current flow due to the upwards positive
the VHF sources may not be obtained before leader from the wire. Radiation is gathered
the radiation associated with the first in burst corresponding to light pulses. One
stroke, because the signal received is too of the most general results concerning this
weak to allow for a full reduction of data. measurement is that the magnitude of the

Figure 5a shows the current versus time radiated field stays within a short dynamic
variation ; figure 5b shows the angular (el- range, whatever the actual component of the
evation-azimuth) locations of the sources flash. Nevertheless, the temporal evolution
corresponding to the flash. Suitable inter- of the radiation seems closely related to the
ferometer information indicates several flash to ground phase ; we have drawn, on
spatial continuous organizations of emitting figure 9, radiation associated with the
sources. Associated with the first stroke is stepped leader before the first stroke 04
an upward propagation of sources, from the and, on figure 10, the radiation associated
location of the triggering site. These move with the dart leader preceding the last
with a mean velocity of 4.107 m.s - I  if stroke.
it is assumed that all the events happen in a The stepped leader radiation begins by a
vertical plane containing the triggering bursts of 77 ps duration, 1.9 ms before the
site. Other organized locations of sources, stroke 03 (fig. 9). It is followed by short
indicate downward propagations that are prob- bursts of 5 to 10 ps width that are rather
ably associated with dart leaders. These have regularly spaced by blanks of 50 to 80 ps.

mean velocity between 107  and 5.107 The strongest radiation corresponds to the

m.s - I . Figure 6 shows, for the first return stroke.
stroke and a dart leader, the time evolution The duration of radiation from this
of the elevation angle of the sources. These first return stroke is 140 jis and corresponds
curves clearly indicate the upwards or down- to the duration of current deduced by the
wards propagation of the phenomenon. magnetic sensor. However, the main current

Event B - This negative triggered flash pulse, as recorded by the current shunt,
exhibits 16 large current pulses as recorded lasts only 40 ps.
by the magnetic sensor close to the channel. The dart leader before the last return
However, during the same time, the optical stroke exhibits very different VHF character-
sensor indicates 46 fast luminous pulses. istics. As shown in figure 10, radiation is
After evaporation of the wire, the flash more continuous and increases slightly as the
strikes the measuring equipment but the lower radiation sources (300 MHz) approach the
part of the channel is diverted so that we ground in 600 ps time. All radiation ends at
only have measurements before vaporization the start of the current pulse from the re-
and for the four last strokes. The overall turn stroke.
duration of the flash is 412 ms.

The first stroke occurs about 12 ms 'DISCUSSION
after wire vaporization. The magnetic sensor

at ground indicates a corresponding current Data reduction of TRIP 82 measurements
of 16 kA with a rise time of 15 ps. The maxi- is still, in a preliminary stage and must be
mum current amplitude during the flash, as improved in the future.

deduced from this sensor, is that of the last Nevertheless, it is now possible to
stroke : 19 kA, rise time I 3s. point out some interesting facts concerning

The radiation first detected at 300 MHz electromagnetic radiation produced by light-
by the interferometer is simultaneous with ning discharges.
the first stroke ; angular locations associ- Regarding electromagnetic measurements,
ated with it are scattered above the trig- we are not able to see big differences be-
gering site. Most of the angular locations tween triggered lightning and initially up-
obtained during this flash are spatially wards directed natural flashes. Anyway, the
scattered ; they correspond to bursts of a most significative result is that VHF radi-
few hundred ps duration, that are generally ation due to an upwards positive leader is
associated with current or light pulses. On weak (less than 50 pV/m.kHz at 10 km at 300
two cases, we observe a downwards organized MHz). It is just detected by the spectrum .

propagation which may correspond to two dart analyser which sensitivity is greater than
leaders : The velocities are 107m.s-  the interferometer one.

and 8.10t m.s-1 . We have observed, during natural or
We have drawn on figure 7, current and triggered lightning, short radiation pulses

light emitted by the flash versus time ; we with a typically 2 to 5 ns rise time, and a
have indicated the bursts of radiation de- maximum rate of 20 per pis. The frequency
tected by the interferometer and by the spec- spectrum of these pulses has the same shape,
trum analyser. Figure 8 is a drawing of the in the VHF range, as this which corresponds
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to well known results on lightning (fig. 3) ; deviate from the evaporated wire, exhibit be-
this strengthen the idea of the impulsive haviour that is close to that of naturally
nature of VHF radiation due to lightning. occuring upward initiated discharges. This

Results indicated by the interferometer makes triggered lightning a powerful tool for
have the same general characteristics as all lightning studies including more techni-
those concerning natural flashes observed cally oriented effects such as their Interac-
during a previous campaign and presented in tions, with aircraft.
an other paper 17] : All these considerations Imply the need
- radiation is, most of the time, constituted to improve the instrumentation in future%

by pulses of less than I ps duration ; program. A three dimensional, more sensitive, % N
those pulses are gathered within longer interferometer should be used in conjunction

radiation bursts of few hundreds ps dur- with a spectrum analyser and a wide-band

ation ; antenna system

- the corresponding locations of the radi-
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Triggered flashes, in particular the
frequently obtained "anomalous" flashes that --"
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LIGHTNING ATTACMIIENT PATTERNS AND FLIGHT CONDITIONS
EXPERIENCED BY THE NASA F-106B AIRPLANE

Bruce D. Fisher
NASA Langley Research Center

J. Anderson Plumer
Lightning Technologies, Inc.

Abstract The flight program began in 1978 when a Twin
During the NASA Langley Research Center Otter airplane equipped with an airborne light-

Storm Hazards Program, thunderstorm penetrations ning locator system was flown on the periphery of
have been made during three summers by an exten- thunderstorms in Oklahoma and Virginia (l).*
sively instrumented F-106B research airplane in The program continued in 1979 when operations
order to record direct lightning strike data and began with an F-106B airplane, which was flown on
the associated flight conditions. The penetra- the periphery of thunderstorms in Virginia (2).

[* tions were made in Oklahoma and Virginia in con- From 1980-1982 419 thunderstorm penetrations were .
" junction with ground-based weather radar measure- made with the F-106B in Oklahoma and Virginia

ments by the NOAA-National Severe Storms Labora- during which 176 direct lightning strikes were
tory and NASA Wallops Flight Center, respec- experienced. The lightning attachment patterns
tively. In 1980 and 1981, the airplane received and flight conditions for 1980 are presented in
10 direct lightning strikes each year, with most (3).
penetrations occurring near the freezing level. Since new aircraft are being designed with
In 1982, 239 penetrations were made during which large areas of skin and structure to be made of
156 direct lightning strikes occurred. Most of composite materials, improved knowledge of the
the penetrations in 1982 were made at higher susceptibility of various parts of the aircraft
altitudes and colder ambient temperatures than surface to lightning strikes is necessary. For %
in 1980 and 1981. Following each flight, the the purpose of establishing surfaces of different
airplane was thoroughly inspected for evidence susceptibility to lightning strikes on aircraft,
of lightning attachment, and the individual the Federal Aviation Administration has defined
lightning attachment spots were plotted on iso- lightning strike zones (4). These definitions
metric projections of the airplane to identify were later refined by Society of Automotive
swept flash patterns. Engineers Committee AE4L (5) to accommodate the

This paper presents samples of the strike different lightning environments at forward and %
attachment patterns that were found, and dis- trailing-edge regions of the airplane. These
cusses the implications of the patterns with definitions, however, do not establish the actual
respect to airplane protection design. The locations of the various zones on a particular
altitudes, ambient temperatures, turbulence, and airplane. At present this is accomplished by

*precipitation at which the strikes occurred are comparing new designs with actual experience
also summarized. The significance of these (when available) of similar-shaped airplanes, or
findings with respect to lightning avoidance by by tests in which scale models are subjected to
airplanes is also discussed. Finally, lightning simulated lightning strikes. Uncertainties still
strikes to several U.S. Air Force airplanes exist, and one purpose of the Storm Hazards Pro-
struck during routine operations are discussed gram is to clarify some of the more questionable
in relation to the Storm Hazards flight aspects of establishing lightning strike zones.
experience. The purpose of this paper is to summarize the
THE NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER STORM HAZARDS results of the Storm Hazards lightning-
PROGRAM is being conducted to improve the state attachment-point analysis and to present the
of the art of severe storm hazards protection, flight conditions associated with the direct
detection, and avoidance, and design of aircraft lightning strikes experienced during 1980-1982. A
for those hazards which cannot reasonably be
avoided. Although hazards such as turbulence TEST EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES
and windshear are being studied, the primary
emphasis of the Storm Hazards Program is being The fifteen airborne experiments on the
placed on lightning hazard research. Lightning F-106B in 1980-1982 are described in (6-10).
is of special interest because the projected use Table 1 summarizes the experiments performed,
of digital avionics systems and composite air- and the locations of the data systems are shown
craft structures will require incorporating in Fig. 1.
appropriate lightning protection design
features. *Numbers in parentheses designate References at

end of paper.
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TEST EQUIPMENT vertical tail as shown in Fig. 2.
F-106B Research Airplane - A thoroughly Environmental parameters and flight condi-

instrumented F-106B "Delta Dart" airplane tions were measured by the Aircraft Instrumenta-",,
(Fig. 1) is used to make thunderstorm penetra- tion System (AIS) and the Inertial Navigation
tions in the Storm Hazards Program. The two-seat System (INS). Among the parameters measured by
cockpit and large 'nternal weapons bay for carry- the AIS were the following: static pressure,
ing the research instrumentation systems make it dynamic prcssure, angles of attack and sideslip, ,
well suited for thunderstorm research. Details total air temperature, and normal acceleration. ,
on the F-106B airplane and the criteria used in Interphone conversations and VHF radio trans-
choosing the airplane for this mission can be missions to the mission controllers were recorded
found in (2 and 3). on a separate tape track. The separate AIS

An extensive "lightning hardening" program 14-track analog tape recorder also recorded the
has been carried out on the airplane and the outputs of the INS, which included latitude,
onboard data systems (2 and 11). Prior to each longitude, and heading. Time was provided to the
thunderstorm season, the lightning hardening DLite and AIS tape recorders by a battery-
procedures were verified by ground tests (11) in operated time-code generator in the AIS. The ..
which simulated lightning currents and voltages descriptions of the lightning flashes by the
of greater-than-average intensity were conducted crew and contacts with the mission controllers ,
through the airplane with the airplane manned were recorded on an onboard voice recorder which
and all systems operating. In addition, all ran continually throughout the flight.
systems were monitored during ground tests in Ground-Based Radars - For the research
which simulated lightning waveforms were injected flights in Oklahoma (1980 and 1981), the NSSL
into the airplane for calibration of the direct- Doppler radar at Norman (14) was used to measure
strike lightning sensors (12). Finally, the the precipitation reflectivity data. Addition-
paint has been stripped from the top and bottom ally, an incoherent 10-cm-wavelength surveil-
wing surfaces of the integral wing fuel tanks to lance radar (14) was used to provide air traffic e

reduce lightning dwell times in those areas, control guidance to the airplane.
Airborne Data Systems - The F-106B airplane For those flights which occurred in

is equipped with a number of data systems to Virginia, four separateradars were used. First,
measure the electromagnetic and environmental precipitation reflectivity was measured with the
characteristics of thunderstorms during penetra- NASA Wallops Space Range Radar (SPANDAR).
tions. The direct-strike lightning instrumenta- Second, an FPS-16 tracking radar at NASA
tion system (DLite) (6 and 13) documents the Wallops was used to track the C-band transponder
electromagnetic characteristics of direct mounted on the airplane in order to provide the
lightning strikes and nearby lightning flashes SPANDAR crew with real-time information on the
at normal airplane flight altitudes. It con- location of the airplane. On those occasions
sists of twelve electromagnetic sensors mounted when the INS was not used onboard the airplane,
on the surface of the airplane, a shielded the FPS-16 radar data were used to produce plots
recording system in the weapons bay, and a con- of the airplane ground track. Third, the pre-
trol panel in the aft cockpit. The DLite record- cipitation data from the National Weather
ing system consists of two digital, expanded- Service WSR-57 radar at Patuxent River, Md.,
memory, wide-band, transient-waveform recorders were transmitted in real time to a color video
coupled to a 14-track analog tape recorder, and display in the SPANDAR control room to assist the
one wide-band, 2-channel, analog tape recorder. SPANDAR crew in providing real-time airplane-
In addition, outputs of a current transformer penetration guidance. Finally, a 70-cm-wave-
attached to the nose boom and a shunt attached length UHF radar at NASA Wallops was used to
to the Kevlar/epoxy vertical fin cap were detect lightning channels in order to provide
recorded on a Boeing Data Logger system mounted real-time lightning location information to the
in the weapons bay (6 and 7). airplane (15). The seven ground-based experi-

The lateral and vertical components of the ments associated with the Storm Hazards Program
ambient electric field were measured by a system in 1980-1982 are summarized in Table 2 and
of three field mills (6). The field mill data described in (15-18).
were recorded on the 14-track analog tape TEST PROCEDURES
recorder in the shielded enclosure and were also Flight Procedures - The thunderstorm pene-
telemetered in real-time to the mission control tration procedures, given in detail in (11) are
room at NASA Langley to help provide real-time outlined briefly in this section. Two guide-
guidance to areas of lightning activity, lines adopted from previous thunderstorm pro- '..'-

The lightning attachments to the airplane grams were that all flights be limited to day-
were filmed by two 16mm color movie cameras (6) light hours t, minimize the threat of flash
running at a frame rate of 14 frames per second blindness, and that penetrations not be made
(the shutter is open 1/28 sec for each frame), through storm areas having precipitation reflec-
One movie camera was installed forward of the tivity contours over 50 dBZ to minimize the
windshield, focused on the nose boom. The sec- chances of encountering hail. In 1980 and 1981,
ond camera was mounted on the left side of the the freezing level was chosen as the altitude
fuselage, looking aft. The field of view of for penetration whenever possible. In 1982,
this camera included the left wingtip and however, higher altitudes were chosen, with the
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specific altitude determined from the indica- It is possible for many of the DLite sen- %

tions of lightning from the NASA Wallops UHF sors to trigger on lightning electromagnetic -
radar. Generally, the pilot set power and indi- pulse from a nearby flash as well as from a
cated airspeed for 300 knots prior to storm direct attachment. Therefore, uncorrcborated
entry and maintained a constant pitch attitude triggers in the DLite system (except from the
during the penetration, accepting the resulting current sensors which could only trigger from a
altitude and speed excursions. This procedure direct strike) were counted as nearby flashes,
was the best technique for flight control and not as direct strikes. A crew call of a nearby
provided a more accurate measurement of turbu- flash without a corresponding DLite sensor

lence. The flight observer operated all the trigger was not counted.
data systems from the rear cockpit, allowing the Determination of Lightning Attachment
pilot to give his undivided attention to flying Points - Following each flight in which there
the airplane. At any time during the mission, were direct lightning strikes, the lightning
the pilot could elect to terminate a penetration attachment points were located by careful inspec-

. by using a predetermined escape vector. tion of the airplane surface. The procedure was
Definition of Penetrations, Direct Strikes, as follows:

and Nearby Flashes - A thunderstorm penetration 1. Inspect each airplane extremity for evi-
is defined as a data run through a thunderstorm, dence of lightning attachment. The evidence was
usually at a constant nominal altitude and head- usually manifested by spots of molten and
ing, with the time duration computed from cloud resolidified metal ranging in diameter from 0.01
entry to cloud exit. In 1982, the penetration to 1.00 cm (0.004 to 0.4 in.),* usually sur-
data have been supplemented with two cloud rounded by a region of discolored paint.
passes, which are data runs through light, indis- 2. Closely inspect all surfaces that lie aft -"

tinct clouds with no discernible precipitation of the nose boom for additional lightning attach-
and turbulence and indefinite cloud entry and ment points that indicate the swept-flash path(s) .'-

cloud exit conditions. The two cloud passes taken following initial attachments to the nose
were included because three lightning events beam. This often required the use of a 4 power
occurred during them. magnifying glass because the diameters of some

The lightning events experienced by the of the swept-flash attachment points were very
F-106B airplane are categorized as direct strikes small and the points were hard to distinguish ,",
or nearby flashes. A direct lightning strike in from other blemishes on the airplane surface.

the Storm Hazards Program is defined as a light- 3. Record the location of each attachment
ning flash which has been confirmed to have hit point and plot the points on isometric drawings
the airplane based on lightning attachment of the airplane.
points, cockpit voice comments, lightning movies, 4. Calculate the dwell time t that
or direct strike waveforms on the onboard light- elapsed between attachment points, assuming the
ning data systems. A nearby flash is defined as airplane was travelling at a constant velocity V
a lightning flash which has triggered a sensor of 182.9 m/sec (600 ft/sec), with the expression
in the DLite system without attaching to the t = d/V, where d is the longitudinal distance .. '

F-106B airplane. between successive attachment points.
Following each flight, a determination was 5. Review and correlate findings with the

made of the number of direct lightning strikes pilot's and observer's observations. This step
and nearby flashes which had occurred. The pro- was particularly important in separating the
cedure was as follows: attachment points produced by each strike after

1. Conduct an external inspection of the a flight in which more than one strike was
airplane to check for lightning attachment received.
points. 6. Postulate, based on the attachment

2. Determine, from the voice transcripts, points, films from the two onboard movie cameras,
the times of direct strikes and possible nearby sensor triggers, and flight crew observations,
flashes called by the flight crew. the probable direction from which the strike

3. Review movie camera films to determine initially approached the airplane, the initial
the times of direct strikes seen by the two and final attachment points, the swept-flash
onboard cameras. path(s), and the point(s) and direction(s) from

4. Review Data Logger data for times of which the flash exited the airplane.
valid direct-strike waveforms from the nose boom Reduction of Airplane-Measured Flight
current transformer and vertical fin cap shunt Parameters - Static temperature and pressure
(used with Kevlar/epoxy fin cap only). altitude were computed from parameters measured

5. Review DLite data for times of valid and recorded by the AIS. The values of pressure
waveforms from the sensors, altitude were computed from the static pressure

6. Compile a list of unique direct strike values and corrected for position error (19).
times from sources 1-5 above.
When no other data were available, the number of
strikes was estimated from the geometry of the *Dimensional quantities are presented in
strike patterns. This was done on several both the International System of Units (SI) and
occasions in 1980 and 1981. U.S. Customary Units. Measurements and calcu-

lations were made in U.S. Customary Units.
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The ambient temperature was determined from the ambient temperatures between ±10°C, only 7 of
total temperature measurement (19). The rela- the 176 strikes occurred at these ambient tem-
tive intensities of turbulence and precipitation peratures. In 1980 and 1981, when the majority
at th& times of the lightning strikes and nearby of the penetration time was spent at ambient %
flashes were extracted from the cockpit voice temperatures between ±100 C, only 5 of the 20
transcripts, strikes occurred at these temperatures. In

fact, the peak strike rates per penetration and
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS per minute of duration occurred not at the freez-

ing level, but between the altitudes of 10.4 km
FLIGHT CONDITIONS - The direct strikes and and 11 km (34,000 ft and 36,000 ft) (Fig. 4), or

nearby flashes for the Storm Hazards '80-'82 between -400 C and -450 C (Fig. 5). Whereas the
Programs are summarized by year in Table 3, in highest lightning strike rates were related to
which the number of events having corresponding penetrations at higher altitudes and colder
waveforms on the DLite and Data Logger systems, ambient temperatures, the nearby flashes
camera views, crew calls, and altitude and tem- occurred at altitudes from 4.3 km to 11 km
perature data are indicated. As shown in (14,000 ft to 36,000 ft) (Fig. 4), corresponding
Table 3, 10 direct strikes and 6 nearby flashes to ambient temperatures from 0°C to -50°C
occurred in 1980; 10 direct strikes and 22 (Fig. 5), with no apparent pattern of occurrence.
nearby flashes occurred in 1981; and 156 direct In 1982, there were 156 lightning strikes
strikes and 26 nearby flashes occurred in 1982. compared to only 10 strikes per year during 1980
The numbers of thunderstorm penetrations are and 1981. This order of magnitude increase in
summarized in Table 3(c). strikes was accomplished without an equal

Prior to beginning thunderstorm penetra- increase in the number of penetrations that were
tions with the F-106B airplane in 1980, pub- made or in the duration of time spent in the
lished aircraft strike statistics such as those storms. Specifically, 239 penetrations and two
shown in Fig. 3 (from (20)) were used to esti- cloud passes were made in 1982 in comparison to
mate the best penetration altitudes to use for 180 penetrations in 1980-81 (see Table 3(c));
maximizing direct-strike lightning data. The and 749 minutes were spent in thunderstorms in
data in Fig. 3 show the altitudes at which air- 1982, while 459 minutes were accumulated in

*craft were struck during routine operations, as 1980-81. The success of the 1982 program was
compared with a typical cumulonimbus cloud, produced by concentrating on higher altitude
Based upon those data, most penetrations in 1980 penetrations in 1982 than before, and by using
and 1981 were made at altitudes corresponding to the NASA Wallops UHF radar to direct the F-106B
ambient temperatures between ±100 C. airplane to areas of high lightning flash rates

The penetrations, strikes, and nearby in 1982 (15).
flashes experienced during 1980-1982 are plotted The lightning strike statistics gathered in
as a function of altitude in 0.6-km (2000-ft) the Storm Hazaids '80-'82 Programs are in gen-

altitude bands in Fig. 4, and as a function of eral agreement with the results of several other

ambient temperature in 50 C temperature bands in research programs, including those of the U.S.
Fig. 5. A total of 419 penetrations and two Air Force Rough Rider Program (21). In this - -

cloud passes were made at altitudes ranging from earlier flight program, the maximum lightning
2.4 km to 11 km (8000 to 36,000 ft), with a mean activity in thunderstorms was found to occur
penetration altitude of 6.5 km (21,400 ft). A near 9.2 km (30,000 ft) altitude at about -40°C.
mean penetration temperature was available for In addition, ground-based instrumentation systems
322 penetrations (see Table 

3
(c)), with mean (22 and 23) have detected two layers of lightning -,

penetration temperatures ranging from 100 C to activity in active thunderstorms. For the
-500 C, with an overall mean value of -180 C (see Florida thunderstorm studied in (22), the tem-
Fig. 5). The 419 penetrations and two cloud perature of the lower boundary of the higher

passes resulted in a total of 1208 minutes of altitude layer of activity occurred at -390 C.
thunderstorm duration (the 322 penetrations with This higher altitude layer of activity is

* mean ambient temperature values produced 980 described in (23) as a new class of small inter-

minutes of duration). The distributions of cloud lightning activity which forms a canopy

penetration time with altitude and temperature over the main updraft region of a storm, produc-
(Figs. 4 and 5) are very similar to the corre- ing a near continuum of lightning activity

sponding penetration distributions, centered at 12 to 13 km (39,370 to 42,650 ft)
Direct strikes were found at altitudes from height. Although there are some differences

4.3 km to 11.6 km (14,000 ft to 38,000 ft) with between the altitudes of peak lightning activity o,

a mean value of 8.7 km (28,400 ft) (Fig. 4); the found in (23) and by the F-lO6B airplane, the ,I,'
correspc.ding strike temperatures ranged from differences may be due to the difference in the r .1
50 C to -50°C with a mean value of -320 C. height of the cloud tops of the storms sampled, %
Although the peak lightning strike activity was with tops in Oklahoma generally exceeding those
expected to c~ccur at or near the freezing level of storms in Virginia. Finally, lightning

(O°C) (20), most of the strikes occurred at echoes have been detected bv the NASA Wallops
altitudes above 7.6 km (25,000 ft) and at amhi- UHF radar at the higher altitudes flown b theent temperatures colder than -25°C. Although F-IO6B airplane in 1982 (15 and 24). Therefore, "

194 minutes of penetration time was spent at it scems likelv that many of the Storm Hazirds
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'82 strikes were taken during flights through A second common misconception among pilots
the upper lightning activity center of has been that lightning, turbulence, and pre-
thunderstorms. cipitation occur at the same place and time in

The lightning strike statistics shown in thunderstorms. The Storm Hazards data contra-
this paper differ significantly from the pub- dict this belief. The number of direct strikes
lished strike data for commercial aircraft, such to the F-106B airplane are plotted as a function
as in (20) for several reasons. First, each set of the relative turbulence and precipitation p's
of data was accumulated from different meteoro- intensities, as called by the flight crew, in
logical and operational conditions. The NASA Fig. 6. In the majority of cases, the direct
data presented herein were taken from inten- strikes occurred in areas of the thunderstorms
tional penetrations through active thunder- in which the crew characterized the turbulence
storms, while the operational data include and precipitation as negligible to light. How-
lightning events which occurred in a variety of ever, a few strikes occurred where the conditions
storm conditions. In addition, the altitudes at were described as being heavy. The nearby flash
which commercial aircraft penetrate thunder- data (not shown) are nearly identical to those
storms were found in (21) to be related to three shown in Fig. 6. In addition, three lightning
factors: avoidance of obvious thunderstorm events did not occur during penetrations. Two
areas; the duration of lower altitude holding nearby flashes and a direct strike (nearby
patterns in bad terminal weather; and frequency flashes 2 and 16 and strike 56 of 1982) occurred
of instrument flight rules (IFR) altitude assign- in what were called "cloud passes," in which the
ments. In other words, commercial aircraft will only notable feature was light clouds. In fact,
normally deviate from course when enroute to three strikes occurred when the aircraft was at
avoid thunderstorms which have tops that reach the edge of the clouds, or actually in the clear.
to cruise altitudes, and only penetrate when Specifically, one direct lightning strike
required to do so in the terminal area, where (strike 5 in 1980) occurred only 2 seconds after
typical assigned altitudes are near the freezing cloud entry, another (strike 77 in 1982) occurred
level. Therefore, the lightning event distribu- only when the forward one third of the fuselage
tion with temperature found in the Storm Hazards was in the cloud, and yet another (strike 3 in
Program is the result of the higher percentage 1981) occurred while the airplane was in clear
of time spent by Lhe F-106B research airplane at air underneath an overhanging cloud.
altitudes with high rates of lightning activity For safety reasons, the F-106B airplane was
above the freezing level, compared with the low not flown into the reflectivity cores of storms
percentage of time spent in storms at tnese alti- where the precipitation reflectivity values
tudes by commercial aircraft in routine exceeded 50 dBZ. Therefore, no comments can be
operations. made on the probability of direct lightning

The Storm Hazards data contain several strikes occurring in such areas. However, the
implications for aircraft operations in and data show that, for the thunderstorm areas
around thunderstorms. First, the use of light- studied in the Storm Hazards Program to date,
ning strike statistics, such as those in Fig. 3, lightning strikes may be encountered at nearly
to avoid lightning strikes can lead to the oppo- all temperatures and altitudes by aircraft in
site effect if the data are not fully understood, the vicinity of thunderstorms, usually where the
Published strike data have been used to prepare relative turbulence and precipitation intensi-
pilot briefings that indicate that aircraft ties are characterized as being negligible to
should fly at altitudes where the temperature is light. Therefore, these data show that the .-.

colder than -10°C in order to avoid lightning presence and location of lightning do not neces-
strikes. Two examples of such operations are sarily indicate the presence and location of
given in (2), in which strikes to three U.S. Air hazardous precipitation and turbulence.

Force F-106A airplanes on routine missions are It is felt that most, if not all, of the
described. In one case, a pair of airplanes was direct strikes which have occurred to the F-106B
at an altitude of 7.6 km (25,000 ft) and 7.9 km airplane were intercloud strikes or upward
(26,000 ft) when the airplanes were struck in branches of cloud to ground flashes, rather than
non-thunderstorm clouds. In the other case, a the core channel of cloud to ground flashes,
single F-106A airplane received multiple strikes which conveys the entire flash charge to the
while penetrating a line of thunderstorms at an ground. If this is the case, the peak ampli-
altitude of 13.7 km (45,000 ft). In yet another tudes of current and charge should be relatively
(unpublished) case, a U.S. Air Force F-15A air- low in comparison to the published full-threat
plane penetrated a thunderstorm in the same gen- values (4 and 5) which are based on ground-based
eral area, altitude, and time as the NASA F-106B measurements of currents in the cloud to ground

airplane. The NASA airplane took six inten- channel, and this has proven to be the case to
tional direct strikes (strikes 151-156 in 1982) date (6). However, some current rates of rise
without incident, while the F-15A sustained one have proven to be very high (6), which implies a
direct strike which caused considerable damage potential threat to aircraft electrical and
to the airplane. None of the pilots of these avionics systems from lightning-induced
USAF airplanes were anticipating a direct light- voltages.
ning strike since they were using accepted Finally, there is strong evidence that a
lightning avoidance techniques. number of the direct strikes to the F-106B
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airplane were triggered by the airplane (15), (frame rate of 14 frames/sec). In the fifth

even when the airplane was in areas with high frame, Fig. 8(b), the airplane apparently has
natural lightning flash rates. If this is the flown out of the channel, as two pieces of the
case, lightning detection devices may not be channel can be seen faintly behind the airplane.

* capable of warning an aircraft flight crew of a The sixth frame is blank, but in the seventh
lightning threat. This fact, coupled with the frame, Fig. 8(c), the lightning channel can be
poor correlation of lightning occurrence with seen clearly behind the airplane. There is a
hazardous precipitation and turbulence shown in displacement of the channel which was caused,
the Storm Hazards Program, implies that light- apparently, by the airplane movement while the
ning warning/detection devices may not be suffi- airplane was still a part of the channel.
cient as the sole cockpit device to g1 -de air- Frames 8 and 9 are blank. Finally, the tenth
craft flight crews around hazardous thunder- frame, Fig. 8(d), shows a burst in the vicinity
storm areas. of the afterburner which was counted as a

LIGHTNING ATTACHMENT PATTERNS - In the pre- restrike, although it may have been an entirely
ceding section of this paper, the occurrence of new strike. This film sequence shows that it is
aircraft lightning strikes with respect to the possible for an airplane to fly out of a live
general features of the thunderstorm has been lightning channel. In this case, the airplane
discussed. In this section, the discussion was out of the channel in about 0.3 sec
focuses on the locations of the lightning attach- (4 frames).
ment points on the exterior of the F-106B air- The second pattern, in which swept flashes
plane. Four general patterns have been found in sweep back across the midspan areas of the wing,
the lightning attachment patterns: swept is illustrated in Fig. 9. In this figure light-
flashes along the entire length of the fuselage; ning attachment points for strike 2 of 1980 are
swept flashes which sweep back across the mid- shown plotted on an isometric drawing of the
span areas of the wing; strikes in which the F-106B airplane. This strike is also an example
initial entry and exit points occur at the same of the third pattern, in which the initial entry
extremity; and strikes in which the entry and and exit points occur at the same extremity
exit points are confined to the aft extremities. (nose boom in this case) without involving any
With any of these patterns, it is possible for other extremity until the flash sweeps aft. The
the swept flash channel to rejoin behind the lightning strike scenario which follows was
airplane after the airplane has flown through deduced from the geometry of the lightning
the channel as shown by the aft-facing lightning attachment points and the pilot's comments at
movie camera, and described below, the time of the strike. (The lightning movie

The first lightning attachment point pat- cameras were not installed during 1980.) The
tern is the typical nose-to-tail swept flash initial entry and exit points are presumed to
seen on many aircraft. The strike used as an have occurred on the nose boom. As the airplane
example of this pattern (strike 16 of 1982) also moved forward, the entry point swept down the
is an example of a swept flash which rejoins right side of the fuselage and beneath the right
behind the airplane after the airplane has flown wing across the midspan area. The exit point,
through the channel. At the time of this on the other hand, swept back to the left wing, -
strike, the crew called a strike down the right where the flash branched. One branch swept down
side of the fuselage. The lightning attachment the leading edge to the wing tip and the other
points for strike 16 are shown plotted on an branch swept across the top of the wing in the .'-

isometric view of the airplane in Fig. 7. The midspan area. The general orientation of the
initial entry occurred at the nose boom with the channel gave an cntry from below and to the
initial exit occurring at the left wing tip. As right of the airplane, with an exit off the
the airplane flew through the channel, the entry extremities upwards to the left. The exit C

point swept aft along the right side of the points were presumed to be on the left wing
fuselage to the vertical tail and the exit chan- because more severe damage was found on the left
tel trailed aft from the wing tip. The general elevon and wing tip than was found on the trail- " -

orientation of the channel shows the strike ing edge of the right elevon. A more detailed
attaching to the airplane downward from the description of this strike can be found in (3).
right, and exiting downward to the left off the This is one of several strikes which have
wing tip. Four of the ten successive frames occurred in which the flash swept back across
taken by the aft-facing movie camera are shown the midspan area of the wing with no upstream
in Fig. 8. To aid in the interpretation of initial attachment point such as an engine
these data, it should be noted that the airplane nacelle. The flash would normally he expected
travels approximately 15 m (50 ft) between the to sweep back along tile wing leading edge to the
center time of each frame, and also travels wing tip (see (25)).
7.5 m (25 ft) during the time the shutter is The fourth pattern of lightning attachment
open for each frame. In Fig. 8(a), the entry points that has been found consists of those
point has already swept back along the entire strikes in which the entry and exit points are
length of the fuselage to the vertical tail, confined to the aft extremities of the airplane. -
with the exit point trailing from the left wing A photograph of such a strike is shown in
tip. The view shown in Fig. 8(a) remains essen- Fig. 10, taken from the aft-facing movie camera
tially unchanged for the first four frames on the left side of the airplane. This strike
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(number 15 of 1982) was detected only by the temperatures between -400C and -45 0 C, whereas
movie camera, indicating that this strike was most previously reported strikes have occurred

confined to the vertical tail and right wing at or near the freezing level (OC). ,.
tip, as shown in the lightning attachment point 2. For the thunderstorm areas studied in the
diagram, Fig. 11. The exit point is presumed to Storm Hazards Program to date, lightning strikes
have occurred at the right wing tip because of have been encountered at nearly all temperatures
the physical damage found there. (Ihe right and altitudes in the vicinity of the storms,
wing tip is not in the field of view of the usually where the relative turbulence and pre-
camera.) This strike is one of several filmed cipitation intensities are characterized as being
in 1982 in which the attachment points were con- negligible to light. Therefore, the presence and
fined to the vertical tail, wing tips, and after- location of lightning do not necessarily indicate
burner. In fact, evidence of lightning attach- the presence and location of hazardous precipita-
ment points have been found up to 36 cm (14 in.) tion and turbulence.
inside the afterburner nozzle. 3. The data confirm that initial entry and

The lightning attachment point data have exit points of strikes frequently occur at air-
provided further insights into the validity of plane extremities, in this case the nose boom,
the assumptions used in establishing lightning the wing tips, the vertical-fin cap, and the
strike zones on aircraft by showing the manner afterburner. Swept-flash attachment pointq were
in which an airplane interacts with a lightning observed along the full length of the fuselage,
strike channel, especially the manner in which as is common in other airplanes of this general
flashes sweep aft from initial lightning attach- size, following initial strikes to the nose.
ment points. These data confirm that initial Unexpectedly, several of the flashes swept aft
entry and exit points frequently occur at air- across the midspan surface of the delta wing.
plane extremities, in this case the nose boom, Evidence of lightning attachment points were

the wing tips, the vertical-fin cap, and the found up to 36 cm (14 in.) inside the
afterburner. Swept-flash attachment points were afterburner.
observed along the full length of the fuselage,
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Table 1 - Summary of Fifteen Airborne Experiments in 1980-1982 p

Data system Key
Experiment (See Fig.1I) Organization ref. Year

Direct-strike lightning DLite system NASA 6 1980-
measurements 1982

Direct-strike lightning Data Logger Boeing Commercial 6 & 7 1980-
measurements Airplane Co. 1982

Effect of lightning on Fiberglass vertical-fin NASA 8 1980-
composite materials cap flame sprayed with 1982

aluminum

Graphite/epoxy fin cap ".'"

Kevlar-Thorstrand/epoxy -.
fin cap with shunt
output to Data Logger

Measurement of lightning Lightning optical signa- NOAA-NSSL None 1980-
optical waveforms ture sensor 1982

Measurement of lightning Lightning X-ray detector Univ. of 9 1980-
X-ray emissions Washington 1982

Measurement of trace Atmospheric chemistry NASA 10 1980-
gases from lightning- air sampler system 1982
Atmospheric Chemistry
Experiment

Lightning attachment F-106B NASA 3 1980-
point determination 1982

Turbulence and wind Aircraft Instrumentation NASA None 1980-
shear measurements System (AIS) 1982 %

Inertial Navigation
System (INS)

Storm hazards correlation Airborne lightning NASA 1 1980-
locator 1982

Airborne X-band radar

Cockpit voice recorder
Outside-air temperature

gauge
AIS
INS

Measurement of thunder- Field mills NASA & AFGL 6 1981-

storm electric fields 1982

Photography of lightning Two - 16 mm movie NASA 6 1981-
attachments cameras 1982

*Evaluation of passive Four commercially Lightning None 1982
lightning protection available diverter Technologies
techniques strips Inc.

Evaluation of X-band Airborne X-band radar NASA None 1982
weather radar for Airborne lightning
storm avcidance locator

Video recorder

Qualitative assessment 16 mm color movie camera NASA None 1982
of character of water in pod under left wing
film on a radome

Determination of feasi- Meta] patch bonded to NASA None 1982

bility of detecting leading edge of
rain and ice with a vertical tail
simple indicator
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Table 2 - Summary of Seven Ground-Based Experiments in 1980-1982 f,.

Key

Experiment Data system Organization ref. Year ,

Turbulence measurement 1. NOAA-NSSL NOAA-NSSL 16 1980-

with Doppler radar Doppler at Norman 1981

2. NASA Wallops NASA Langley None 1982

SPANDAR AFGL None 1981-
1982

Turbulence measurement NASA Langley Doppler in NASA Langley None 1981-

with airborne Doppler NASA Wallops Skyvan 1982

radar airplane

Measurement of fast and Fast and slow antennas NASA Goddard 17 1980-

slow field changes installed at NASA 1982

from lightning Wallops

Measurement of locations LLP system with sites NASA Langley 18 1982

of cloud to ground at Hampton, VA; NASA Wallops

lightning Wallops Island, VA; NASA Goddard

and Dahlgren, VA SUNY-Albany

Measurement of locations LDAR system installed NASA Wallops 18 1980-

of lightning at NASA Wallops 1982

Radar detection of NASA Wallops UHF radar NASA Wallops 15 & 24 1982

lightning Univ. of
Oklahoma

Passive radar detection NASA Wallops telemetry AFGL None 1982

of lightning antenna

Table 3 - Summary of Lightning Events and Penetrations and Associated Data

(a) Direct strikes

Number of strikes with -

Recorded Recorded

(DLite) (Date Logger) Camera Crew Altitude Temperature

Year Totals waveforms waveforms views calls data data g

1980 10 8 0 (a) 9 10 9

1981 10 0 1 0 9 10 10 1

1982 156 107 12 77 131 155 155

Totals 176 115 13 77 149 175 174

(b) Nearby flashes

I 6 6 (b) (a) 0 6 5
1)lgl 22 22 (b) 0 2 22 22

1982 26 26 (b) 0 5 25 25

Total, 54 54 - 0 7 53 52

Lotu,: (a) Cameras not installed

(b) Data Logger sensors respond to direct strikes only

4" (c) Penetrations

Number of peetations with-

Altitude Temperature

Year Totals data data

1980 69 69 46

1981 111 111 59

1982 241 (a) 241 217

Totals 421 (a) 421 122

Note: (a) Includes tw) lotid passes
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ELECTROSTATIC CHARGING OCCURRING IN A VORTEX TRAILED

FROM THE TIP OF A LIFTING SURFACE

John W. Daugherty

Owens Corning Fiberglass
Granville, Ohio

Henry R. Velkoff

Department of Mechanical Engineering
The Ohio State University ".,.

Columbus, Ohio

ABSTRACT

A program was undertaken to investi- surface of the helicopter. The resultant

gate the vortex geometry, particle distri- discharge causes violent shocks to the
bution and electric field distribution in a unloading personnel; and in situations
trailing vortex shed from an airfoil tip where the stores are flammable or explosive

placed in a dust laden flow. A differen- arcing from the helicopter to these stores

tial airfoil, positioned in a subsonic wind can result infires and/or explosions.
tunnel, generated the trailing vortex. Dust Due to the hazard associated with

conditions, typical of a helicopter landing electrostatic charging of helicopters,
zone, were simulated by seeding the wind studies have been carried out to determine
tunnel flow. means of eliminating or dissipating of this

A vaned probe was used to measure the build-up charge. Definitions of the pre-
vortex geometry. A particle impact probe cise charge-generating mechanismns are still
and a miniature field meter were used to nebulous. There have been attempts to
map the particle distribution and electric credit the large deposits of static charge

- field distribution across the trailing vor- on helicopters to ions in the engine ex-

tex. The particles in the trailing vortex haust gases, to contact charging (tribo-
created a quasi-steady, electric field with electrification) occurring when suspended
contours of constant electric field similar particles in the air (water droplets, mist,
in appearance to the particle distribution dust, snow flakes, ice crystals) impact the
contours, surface of the helicopter, and to movement

of the helicopter through varying electro-
static fields.

INTRODUCTION A fundamental aspect of the fluid
field associated with the flight of a heli-

Static charge buildup on aircraft has copter, which does not occur with fixed
always been a nuisance with regard to in- wing aircraft, is that the trailing vor-
flight transmission and reception of radio tices shed from each rotor tip flows
messages. In the case of a helicopter, downward in a helical path and bathes the
static charge buildup is a severe problem surface of the helicopter. The trailing
because it also presents a personnel and vortices shed from the tips of fixed wing
material handling hazard. An individual aircraft, flow downstream and eventually
loading sling loads from a hovering become dissipated in the atmosphere.
helicopter becomes an integral part of the The purpose of this research was to
discharge path for the static charge on the study the charge-generating and separation

capabilities of a trailing vortex system and
to determine if the trailing vortex system

"This work was supported in part by the U.S. can create a stable electric field and if
Army Research Office - Durham under Contract so to determine the parameters which
#DA-3 -24-ARO-D-246." control the strength of this field. To ac-

complish this, an experimental program was

initiated to measure the strength, geome-
try, and charging capabilities of a trail-
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ing vortex produced due to lift on an air- 2. Spray Electrification -- occurs
fact placed in the test section of a low- due to the shattering of the surface liquid
turbulence, subsonic wind tunnel. To mea- film of water droplets on impact with some
sure the rotational velocities present in part of the helicopter surface. The shat-
the trailing vortex system, a non-rotating tering of the droplet causes the electrical
type vortex meter was designed and fabri- double layer to break and results in sepa-
cated. A homogeneous mixture of particles ration of parts having dissimilar charges. -
was seeded in to the flow field in such a 3. Charging by induction -- occurs %
way as to simulate helicopter dusty landing due to the helicopter passing through
zones. A miniature electric field mill was regions of varying electric field. The V.

used to measure the electric field in absolute charge on the helicopter remains
seeded flow. An impact probe was developed relatively unchanged while the potential
which was used to map the particle density field of the surrounding varies.
distribution throughout the flow field. 4. Charging from the engine-exhaust

Experimental measurement of the trail- gases takes place due to the thermally gen-
ing vortex geometry and strength was made erated ion pairs in the combustion chamber
throughout a plane normal to the flow di- of jet engines. If ions of either polarity
rection at several locations downstream of preferentially recombine, the remaining
the trailing edge of the airfoil. Measure- charges of like sign will yield a charging
ments made with the electric field mill and current.
density probe were made at the same loca-
tions as the vortex measurements. This EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
permitted comparion of flow field geometry
versus electrostatic charging. This section of this paper describes

briefly the experimental equipment employed
BACKGROUND ON ELECTROSTATIC CHARGING OF in the measurement of the vorticity con-
HELICOPTERS tours, and the particle density contours.

Most of the equipment discussed in this
The hazards of static buildup on heli- section was designed and fabricated speci-

copters were mentioned briefly in the in- fically for the experiments which were per-
troduction. To illustrate the seriousness formed during the course of this study. The
of this problem, one has only to refer to a equipment required to produce the seeded
publication by M.E. Rodgers (1) where it is flow field and the trailing vortex system
reported that rescue operations were being were a subsonic wind tunnel into which a

jeopardized by the frequent electrical differential airfoil was mounted, a parti-
shocks received by winchmen and survivors. cle feed system, and a filter system.
In some cases severe shocks had been ex- WIND TUNNEL AND DIFFERENTIAL AIRFOIL -

perienced, and concern was expressed about A low turbulence subsonic wind tunnel was
the possible consequences to survivors in used to obtain a flow field for the experi-
poor physical condition. Attempts to pro- mental tests. The wind tunnel is 45 feet
vide conductive paths through the winch- long (13.7 m) from inlet to the end of the
men's clothing proved largely ineffective, turning box located at the tunnel exit and

and trailing wires for earthing purposes has the capability of developing test sec-
represented greater hazards than the static tion velocities of 187 ft./sec. (57 m/sec).

buildup under certain conditions. The test section is 10 feet long (3.05 m)
The various mechanisms leading to with a 2 x 1.5 ft. (.61 x .46 m) cross

static electrification of helicopters in section and is constructed of wood coated
flight have been cited in References (1) with non-pigmented varhish for dielectric
and (2). These mechanisms are precipita- properties. The trailing vortex system was
tion charging, spray electrification charg- generated in the wind tunnel through the
ing by induction, and charging from engine use of a differential airfoil. A differ-

exhaust gases. In Reference (3), the main ential airfoil is made up of two airfoil
rotor blades of helicopters are said to be sections of equal span length and chord.

the chief contributors to the electrostatic It was mounted tip-to-tip across the wind
charge on helicopters. The remainder of tunnel test section. The airfoil sections
this paragraph will be devoted to discuss- were positioned so that the angle-of-attack
ing the details of these charging mecha- of one section was equal and opposite to

nisms. that of the other. The airfoils were sup-
I. Participation charging -- occurs ported in the wind tunnel at their quarter-

* when charge-carrying particles, such as chord position by a steel support rod posi-

dust, water droplets, snow flakes or ice tioned 2 feet (.61 m) aft of the contrac-

crystals strike some part of the helicop- tion section exit. The differential air-
ters's surface. The charging currents foil was used in this work because it pro-
depend upon the space charge density, in- duces a stable vortex whose position in the

terception surface area, and velocity of wind tunnel test section is independent of
impact. the flow velocity, the airfoil angle of at-

tack, and the distance aft of the airfoils.
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PARTICLE FEED SYSTEM - The wind tunnel sions of 1/2" x 1/4" (.64 cm x 1.27 cm). A
flow field was seeded with particles which strain gage bridge was used to pick up the
are blown against the wind tunnel inlet torseon signals receiveo. Figure 1 shows a
screen by a nozzle. The particles were typical probe-vane arrangenlrlt.
stored in a spring-loaded hopper capable of
holding 50 pounds (22.7 kg) of particles.
The hopper was equipped with a dial indica-
tor to indicate the flow rate of particles
from the hopper. The particles were drawn
from the hopper by a venturi located be--..
neath the hopper. The spout of the hopper. . . . L

was connected to the throat of the venturi.
Air passing through the venturi mixed with
the particles and carried them to a mixing
chamber in the back on the nozzle.

The nozzle, which directed the parti- Figure 1. Vortex Probe Schematic
cles against the wind tunnel inlet screen,
consisted of a cylindrical mixing chamber T l it ob
section, a converging-diverging section, The calibration of the vortex probes

and a hollow sting running down the center was carried out by rotating the vortex
. of the nozzle. At the end of the sting was probe in a uniform flow attained in the

mounted a deflecting cone. The mixing wind tunnel facility. The rotation of the
. chamber received the mixture of air and probe caused torque to be produced on the

particles from the venturi and also un- vanes which caused a change in stress in

, seeded air from the primary air supply. the sensor. This change in stress changed
This mixture was exhausted through the con- the frequency of the radio signal being
verging-diverging section toward the wind transmitted from the calibration system to
tunnel inlet. a receiver located outside the wind tunnel.

A third air-supply line was attached This frequency was visually displayed on an
to the hollow sting. Air passing down the oscilloscope or monitored with a digitalt h sting was exhausted through jets located in frequency counter. The probe was rotated""the base of the cone. The main purpose of over a range of angular velocities, and a.'"

the cone was to reduce the core velocity of plot of frequency versus angular velocity
the nozzle exhaust. The air jets at the was obtained. Figure 2 presents results
base of the cone helped to shape the nozzle from the calibration.
exhaust plume. 450

FILTER SYSTEM - The wind-tunnel flow
exited into a large turning box which di-
rected the flow of air and seed particles 400

up toward the laboratory ceiling. A system
to filter the particles from the flow with-

. out creating a severe pressure drop, was 350
used to prevent the particles from blowing
throughout the laboratory and to collect
the particles for reuse. The system se- 300
lected was a large 18-ft. high, 12-ft. dia-
meter (5.5 by 3.7 m dia), filter bag which .
is made of cotton flannel. 250o

- VORTEX PROBES - The vortex-sensing £

probe designed and fabricated for the
measurement of the vorticity in the trail- 200

"* ing vortex system was capable of determin-
ing the geometry and magnitude of rotation
of a trailing vortex by traversing a plane 15 •

normal to the axial direction of the vortex. A, !'
The non-rotating type vortex meter used 0 1. ,
senses the rotation of the fluid by means o ,_

of strain gages. The output signal from
the strain gages (either in millivolts or ,. .
frequency) corresponds to a stress in the 50 .- .

sensing element due to twist which is
caused by the rotating fluid acting on the 0
probe vanes. The angular motion in the 00 40 o 120 60 20c. ?90
fluid due to vorticity was sensed by the RPS

. action of the flow over a set of vanes
spaced as a cross. The vanes have dimen- Figure 2. Vortex Probe Calibration
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TEST PARTICULATES - The particulates It was necessary to simulate the con-

used for seeding the flow were poly-vinyl- ditions of a typical helicopter landing
chloride, (PVC) pellets, and sand. The zone. Reference (5) was used to obtain %

poly-vinyl-chloride pellets were used to typical helicopter dust concentration and

seed the wind tunnel flow for most of the particle size distribution of particulates
experiments to avoid excessive wear of the recirculated through the rotor of a hover-

equipment. ing helicopter at a typical helicopter
Poly-vinyl-chloride (PVC-pellets) - landing zone. The PVC pellets and =3 glass

The PVC pellets were spherical in shape, had particle size distributions similar to
white in color and chemically inert. The that in the Phillips Drop Zone. The parti-
physical properties were: cle size distribution for the 7120 sand

Sp. Gr. (resin) . . . . 1.4 fill between that of the terrain and the

Bulk density ....... 01IV- 0.58 gm/cc distribution obtained at a one-foot hover
Vol. resistivity . . . 10 ohm/cm height.
Dielectric constant. . 3.7 ELECTROSTATIC SENSING-DEVICE - This --

Specific Heat . . . . 0.25 cal/gm - 'C section describes the instrument used and
The results of a sieve analysis for three results obtained from them in conducting
samples of PVC as supplied and the results measurement of the particles and the elec-

obtained during the course of this study tric field set-up by the swirling particles

are given for comparison in Table L. in the trailing vortex. A difficulty, as-
sociated with using these instruments, was .7

Table -- P,C Sieve Analysis es s the lack of knowledge about the order-of-
magnitude of electric field levels, voltage
gradients and charging rates to be expected.

I Retained T, .et..,,d ELECTRIC FIELD MILL - An electric
f tet ,I 'l 8! ,,,, ' Test,2 field mill was constructed (6) which was

used to measure the electric field distri-
I ____o__ 2 bution in a plane normal to the wind tunnel

o250 Ta .. 5., . flow. The electric field meter sensor con-
_____sisted of a set of fixed conductive vanes

* 2i i 21.and a second set of rotating vanes, geome-

17,, 0 i 11 . .6 trically similar to the first, which were
1, 1 1 1 I .25 Iq o grounded. The grounded set of vanes was

45 1.1 0.1 positioned directly above the conducting
__ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ _vanes on an insulated shaft which prevented
- , r charge flow from one set of vanes to the

.- 7
4 12 3 . other. The rotating vane periodically

503. 19 9 8 ----- ,. ----. - shielded and exposed the insulated probe to
_______________ the electric field in which the field meter

has been placed.
#120 PETRO SAND AND v3 GLASS - The The field meter used in this work was

#120 Petro Sand and 3t' glass granules were modified so it could operate in the seeded
generally spherical although the surface is flow field in the wind tunnel. A grounded
very rough. The materials are 99.9 sili- cone was attached to the field mill sensor
con dioxide. The particle distribution for in front of the rotating vane. This cone e
each material is given in Table- . deflected the particles away from the con-
Table b -- Particle Distrlbutio on f the 2 Sands / 0120 and *3 ducting plate of the field mill sensor. "

The sensor plate output of the field
%,Retained mill was connected to a model 610C Kiethley
l ,e 812 Sand ' es ueed electrometer. The electrometer functioned

31, Supplied Me as. red Supplied .l.., as a pre-amplifier and impedance matching .:::
u-7c, . .st. st. st. Li. device. The output of the Kiethley elec-

8 1.2 trometer then passed through a high-low

580 0.0 band-pass filter to an amplifier. The out-

420 Trace I.2 7 29.5 3.5 put of this amplifier was then monitored
ao I with a digital counter for statistical
280P 0.o 30.5 analysis and a light~beam oscillograph for

2 50 8.0 3. 00 continuous recording of the field mill
0o 6.60 200. signal.

The electric-field mill probe was in- . €.
177 u 7.1 serted into the x-y positioning device, and

149 u 40.00 c.o 7.0 .20 the output from the sensor recorded as it
15. 38.20 traversed vertically through the trailing %.

,i 1.0 18..o .2 .vortex. Vertical traverses were run at ,
several horizontal locations in the vortex.

5 0  
1.'" 2.57 .1 ,. The field mill was also used to determine
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the statistical distribution of voltage
pulses recorded at discrete locations in
the vortex. A drawing of the electric
field mill is shown in Figure 3.

fOLOER SECTIO.I IIARREL SECTIOl VAMEJ4EAD SZCTIONI
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IIARM[ CAP

00
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Figure 3. Field Mill Design

ELECTROSTATIC DENSITY PROBES - To particle impacts prior to exiting from the

determine the density distribution of par- nozzel, pieces of screen were placed in the

tides throughout the wind tunnel flow duct to increase the turbulence and in-
field, electrostatic density probes were crease the probability of particles impact-

fabricated similar to those described in ing the duct and/or the screens. The ap-

References (8, 9, and 10). proximate number of particles per sample

The results of the previous designs of was determined from the sample distribu-

electrostatic density probes indicated that, tions. The weight of each sample used in

with the paticulates used in this work, these calibration tests was 0.2 gm. As a

probes which require the passage of parti- check on the number of particles per sample

cles through them, are susceptible to clog- a ring probe soldered to the impact probe
ging. An impact probe used inthis work had was located at the exit of the nozzle. The

a small brass cylinder, 0.125 inches in diameter of the circular loop was slightly

diameter and 0.1875 inch long (.05 cm dia larger than the exist diameter of the noz-

and .074 cm). These dimensions were chosen zle. The particles were introduced into
to minimize disturbances to the flow and the calibrations system over a 4.0 minute

yet permit local measurements in regions of time interval. Eighteen samples of each of

minimum particle density, such as the vor- the three particulates were used for these

tex core. The brass cylinder was soldered tests. The total number of particles

tolthe center wire of a co-axial cable. A sensed by the ring probe was monitored by a
10 ohm resistor was inserted into the digital counter. The results of these
probe lead between the probe tip and ground. tests indicated the number of particles per
Particles impacting the probe caused a cur- sample sensed by the ring probe agreed with
rent to flow through the resistor which re- the number calculated using the measured
sulted in a voltage pulse across the resis- distribution for the PVC pellets and was
tor. Each voltage pulse was amplified by more than 50% low for the #3 glass and #120
an battery powered isolated amplifier with sand samples. The error between the number
a 20 mega-ohm input impedance and an over- of particles sensed by the ring probe and
all gain of 1,000. The output of the am- that calculated from the distributions of
plifier was connected to a digital counter the sand samples was probably due to low
which recorded the individual pulses and charge levels residing on the sand parti-
displayed the running total. The back- ces.
ground noise level of the amplifier was The circular wire was removed from the
less than a microvolt. The amplifier was cylindrical probe tip and the cylindrical
contained within a grounded metal case to impact probe was then positioned 0.5 inches
eliminate pickup of stray signals. (1.27 cm) from the nozzle exit in line with -•

CALIBRATION OF THE IMPACT PROBE - The the nozzle exhaust. The pulses induced in
impact probe was initially tested in the the probe due to particles impacting the
exhaust of a small nozzle. Particles were probe and particles passing close to the
introduced upstream of the nozzle and probe surface were recorded. Histograms of
through impacts with the duct walls became the results of these tests are also shown
charged. To increase the probability of in Figure 4. The mean value and standard
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7 The vortex probe was used to measure
P,,ticle -ro~ iteu ,, * 3,Cl,,, Ithe vorticity distribution at several loca-

Ro, Probe R,,tut. tions aft of the airfoil trailing edge. The
* .! probe was moved to the wind tunnel center

line which coincides approximately with the
vortex center. Frequency readings were

Stan-ard e-lutln .taken over ten second intervals. At least_3 9 t tnsd D vltl-n - 500

---- . C., two and often three frequency readings were
1 . 0 .2Cl Sr..P taken at each point. The probe was then -4C v n d 1366 repositioned at various locations in a1 ~Dry Slere Aanlysl.

plane normal to the wind tunnel flow. -
After recording the frequency readings at

the desired locations in the vortex, the
- probe was then moved far from the vortex,

but not into the wind tunnel boundary
. . layer, and a background reading obtained.

Recorded Cou ts Per Sec x 10- To make a vorticity map at another location

aft of the airfoils, the tunnel was shut
S

act Prob
e 
Result, down. Then the x-y positioner was reposi-

tioned at the desired location aft of theV -- e 1562. . airfoils and the vortex probe repositioned- ,dd Devtti,,1o 6 on the wind tunnel center line. The tunnel

* _ flow velocity was brought back up to the
77 desired velocity and, as previously out-

12G I' Sple, lined, frequency readings recorded at
*_various locations in a plane normal to the

I flow. Vortex data was obtained for two
flow velocities and two angles of attack at
various locations downstream from the air-

-I foils.
The electric field meter tests were

Recorded Court, Per performed after the vorticity measurements
were completed. The electric field measure-

Figure 4. Particle Count Histogram #3 ments were made at five transverse loca-
Glass tions in the plane of the trailing vortex.

The field meter was positioned at a trans-

deviation of the measurements are indicated verse location, then continuously moved
in each figure. The results of these tests vertically through the vortex; the output 4,0w
were used in determining the effective dia- of the field meter was recorded continu-
meter of the probe. ously on a light-beam oscillograph. The

X-Y POSITIONER - The x-y positioner is field meter was then positioned at five
an electromechanical device capable of 1o- vertical locations over which the continu-
cating probes accurately within the wind ous trace was taken. At each vertical Io-
tunnel test section. The x-y positioner cation, the magnitude of the electric field
located the probes in a plane aft of the was monitored. The output of the field

airfoil trailing edge. The positioning de- meter was connected to a digital counter
vice was moveable and could be positioned with a variable voltage threshold. By vary-
at any point in the wind tunnel test sec- ing the counter threshold level, the volt-
tion. The probe support hub of the device age pulses below a specified level did not
was capable of supporting any and all of register on the counter. The results of
the instruments used in the course of this the statistical measurements were plotted
work. Separate power trains drove the on probability graph paper and from this
probe support vertically or horizonally to plot the mean field strength was obtained.
a positioning accuracy of better than 0.01 The particle density distribution was
inch (.004 cm). the last phase of the experimental tests.

The baseline particle distribution was
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS measured without airfoils i'n the wind tun-

nel. The mass flow indicated by the parti-
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE - The experi- cle density probe was compared against the

mental measurements obtained cover three know mass flow from the particle feed sys-
separate phases; vortex data, electric tem. The particle density probe was then
field distribution, and particle density used to map the density distribution

distribution. All the results discussed in throughout the trailing vortex at several
this section regarding electric field mea- locations aft of the trailing edge of the
surements and density distributions are for airfoil.PVC seed particles only.
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VORTEX PROBE RESULTS The vortex tack, the flow velocity, and distance down-

probe results are shown in Figures 5 and 6. stream of the airfoils within the range of
The center of the wind tunnel is at O-hori- the test.
zontal and 0-vertical The results are ELECTRIC FIELD METER RESULTS - Elec-
plotted as lines of constant angular velo- tric field data was taken at Z = 12 inches
city, which is equal to half the vorticity. (.305 m) and Z = 24 inches (.61 m). In
Although the wind tunnel flow was stopped each case, the angle of attack of the air-
completely from test to test, the vortex foils were set at ±7 degrees and !- 12 de-
location and geometry was not noticeably grees. When the meter was located in the
altered, proper axial position, it was then posi-

___________________ ____tioned at the desired horizontal and trans-
verse location with the x-y positioner. The

n: C 2 he wind tunnel flow was then brought up to
+ 1)e2g. speed and the particle feed system turned

on. The electric field meter then tra-M1,12 Airfoil [ Io.Teeeti il ee hnta

versed a vertical path through a portion of
-,the vortex, beginning 3.5 inches (8.9 cm)

above the vortex center line and ending 3.5

X Core Velocitv inches (8.9 cm) below. At six locations
2___ - spaced vertically across the vortex (4.0

26CR PS and 1.5 inches (10.2 and 3.8 cm) above, at

15601RP! the center, 1.5 and 2.5 inches (3.8 and 6.4
cm) below, the electric field meter output
was monitored statistically. Due to the
limited capacity of the particle feed
system, the flow of particles was stopped
as the meter was repositioned between sta-

Transverse Tnches tistical readings and during transverse
movement of the meter. It was necessary to

Figure 5. Angular Rotation Contours rps shut down the wind tunnel flow completely
Figure____5.___Angu__ar Rnseveral times during the mapping of the

ZI "I IInce electric field in order to collect the par-
ticles and refill the particle-feed hopper.

= + 7 I)eg. The flow field in the absence of the
V = 115 FPS a Thr o l w t ae rd vtet c w the
0012 Airfoil airfoils was traversed vertically with the .

() irfoil I--electric field meter at five horizontal lo-

, ]___ , _____ _____ cations across the wind tunnel test section.
Visual observation of the oscillograph

Core VelocitV traces for these traverses indicated a
slight decrease in the electric field level

- 252R P near the south wall of the wind tunnel test
l5 121 ORP> section.

______ -The output signal of the electric
tfield meter was fed into suitable ampli-

fiers and to the oscillograph or the digi-
_tal counter. The oscillograph was used for

obtaining continuous traces. The digital
counter was used during the statistical

Tranrvers Inches _ monitoring of the electric field. The mean
value of electric field was obtained from

Figure 6. Angular Rotation Contours - rps probability plots.
The electric field data and the volt-

The vorticity measurements downstream age distribution curves foro( = -7° , Z z 12
of the 0012 differential airfoil at t7 and 23 inches is shown in Figures 7 and _.
degrees angle of attack were run with the The complete electric-field contours were
wind tunnel flow at 115 fps (35 m/s). Care obtained by linear interpolation between
was taken to insure that the airfoils were the locations where the electric field mea-
set at equal and opposite angles of attack. surements were made. The dotted portions

These contour plots shown in Figures5 of the contours were added on the basis of
and E indicate that the geometry of the trends indicated by the other contours.
vortex is well defined as close as 12 PARTICLE DENSITY DISTRIBUTION - The
inches (.305 m) aft of the airfoils. Study particle density probe was traversed ver-

of all data taken revealed that the differ- tically and horizontally in a plane normal
ential airfoils produce a stable vortex to the wind tunnel flow. At each location,
whose position in the wind tunnel test the number of particles impacting the probe
section is independent of the angle of at-
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was recorded over two ten-second intervals. 5-
The average reading was then taken as the ,Vc 1Pus
particles per second passing that point in
the wind tunnel. 4 - 3000 V/m

The result of these measurements are /
shown in Figure 9 which is a plot of the
particle density distribution without the 3 -

airfoils in the test section. The particle / /

density distribution, with no airfoils in / ,

the test section, indicates a density I '200/
-PVC PZ.LETS , 2 - I I

00A r 1400 V/m

4

500 v/"/
T / I I 0O..

o) - \ ..-
V\2000 V'-

0 2500 m

N. 0 V 1700 V/r n V M

- -2

1400 V/m v -
2-2 0 1 0

Horizontal Distance in inches

Figure 8. Electric Field Distribution> (400VV/o/ (Volts/m) ±7' Z 23 inches
-I 1700 Vimn

~2000 v /m

D 2500 V/t v s ectiPS

toward te botto. This s to beexpecte

:3000 V/m te 16 l.ras
-2 -

2 -t t g
Horizontal Distance in inches b

Figure 7. Electric Field Distribution
(Volts/m) erat7e Z = 12 inches

gradient from the top of test section
toward the bottom. Thicls n to be expected
due to the gravita- y2is
tional force on each particle. It must be
emphasized that the gravitational effect on -0the particles occurs during the time the \ ,- -

particles are leaving the feed nozzle plume H ,1, ,"I'-'-".

and being accelerated in the wind tunnel
inlet from a velocity of 13 ft/sec (4.0 F P Dniy isrbto
m/sec) to a velocity of 115 ft/sec (35air
m/sec). After the particles enter the testsection inlet, the effect of gravity is ;''
negligible compared to the drag force due -2 .- 'r
to the flow velocity. The average particle -'
density across the test section is 250 par- -7 -' ;,-.
ticles per second. With the differential "°"'°"'""' n,, ..... In-h.
airfoil installed in place, the particle Figure 9. Particle Density Distribution
density probe was traversed vertically and L -"

horizontally over a plane aft of the air-.'-:-
foil. At each location, particle counts ...o

were taken twice over ten second intervals.
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The readings were averaged. The density
distribution at Z = 12 inches aft (.305 m) V , W FPS

of the airfoils for ±7 deqrees anqle of A.112 At....

attack are shown in Figuresloand 11. The 7'''
particle density contours were obtained by P,-.

linear interpretation between measured
values.

Due to the limited capacity of the
particle feed system, the wind tunnel had 1
to be shut down several times during the
measurement of the density distribution
over the entire plane of the flow field in - \
order to collect the particles and refill
the particle feed hopper. Each time this
was done, the last monitored point in the
flow recounted to insure there was no vari-
ation in the particle feed rate or vortex".
geometry.to

EXPERIMENTAL TESTS WITH SAND IN FLOW
FIELD - Measurements of the electric field,

density distribution and particle charge
were made in the wind tunnel flow seeded 4 O

with sand. The procedure for making the
measurements is the same as discussed pre- 2

viously for tests run with the wind tunnel _.-_'_
flow seeded with PVC pellets. Due to the -,.
abrasive characteristic of the sand, only " ' " ln°t'"
one vertical trace through the core of the Figure 11. Particle Density Distribution
vortex with the field meter and density F e P l n D b
probe was made for each type of sand. The A plot of the particle density and
magnitude of the electric field was ana- electric field strength, 12 inches (.305 m)

downstream of the airfoil with the windV - 115 P$S

012 AWM, tunnel flow seeded with #120 petro sand, is
C +7
Z+ 12shown in Figure 2. The magnitude of the
"T,,;, electric field was measured statistically

- 1.6, tbI,,. at five locations on a vertical path

through the midpoint of the trailing vortex
The flow velocity is 115 fps (35 m/sec)
with the differential airfoil set at ±7

*degrees.

, -,*, , DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

I VORTEX PROBE RESULTS - The vorticity
a contours are shown in Figures t and 6 at a

plane 12 inches aft of the airfoils for a
* \velocity of 115 ft/sec (35 m/sec) with the

airfoils set at ±7 degrees angle-of-attack.

It should be noted that the magnitude of
the vorticity contours are specified in

300 terms of angular rotation and that this
value should be doubled to obtain the mag-
nitude of the vorticity.

2 ELECTRIC FIELD METER RESULTS - The
electric field contours for the conditions

-20 - O= 47', Z = 12 inches and Z = 23 inches
Horlzota, ..... n, . nrhr. (.305 m and .58 m) are shown in Figure 7

Figure 10. Particle Density Distribution and 9 respectively. The wind tunnel flow
was seeded with PVC pellets for which m :

lyzed statistically at five locations over 1.67 lb/min (.76 kg/min). The shape of the .
which the continuous trace had been run. electric field contours at Z = 12 appears
Particle charge was measured at several lo- similar to the vorticity contours for a
cations over the same vertical path through vortex which is not completely rolled up.
the vortex core. All measurements made The electric field contours at Z = 23 indi-
with sand in the flow field were taken 12 cate a weakening of the field strength re-
inches (.305 m) aft of the airfoil. lative to that at Z 12 in the vicinity of
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!' a
6 -T 7 17 .,...6 Figure 7. The results indicated that where

,i..,,the flow has rolled up, the electric field

distribution is nearly axisymmetric.
The electric field contours foro(= ±70

- X Volts/m-E - Part/Second at Z = 23 is shown in Figure 3. These con-

tours are similar to what one would expect
from flow of charged particles in a free

2 vortex. When the charged particles reach
their equilibrium radius, where they are no
longer under noticeable influence of the
rotating fluid, the particle distribution
that should result is one with most of the

,_,particles in the outer region of the vortex
and progressively fewer particles nearer

Ithe vortex center. The individual parti-
on., cles carry electrostatic charge; hence, the

electric field would be expected to in-
crease as one moves away from the vortex
center.

PARTICLE DENSITY PROBE RESULTS - The
particle density probe results are shown in

Approximate Figures 9 through 1.1 as contours of
curve Based particle density (in particles per second).
upon tests The background density recorded with no
upon testsairfoils in the test section indicates a

homogeneours mixture of PVC pellets in

#120 Sand horizontal planes within the wind tunnel
0012 Airfoil test section but some stratification from

= + 7 deg. top to bottom of the flow. This vertical
z = T2 inches density variationis probably due to the low

Centerline speed at which the particles enter the wind
of Vortex tunnel prior to the acceleration into the

wind tunnel test section. A second possi- A

Figure Electric bility is that the plume from the feed noz-
~Density - Sand zle may have been directed too low on the "

wind tunnel inlet screen. The number of

the center of the vortex. This is to be particles traveling through the entire
expected since the charge-carrying parti- plane of the 3 ft. sq. (0.8 sq.m.) tes-
cles, which are creating the electric field, section was calculated to be 0.8 x 10
are moving with time (or axial distance) particles per second. This number compares
away from the center of the vortex. This well against the number of particles being
movement, of the particles out of the vor- fed into the test section ffrom the feed
tex center, is due to the centrifugal force hopper which is 0.57 x 10 an average
on the particles caused by the fluids rota- particle diameter (200,1/). "-.
tional motion. It is interesting to note The particle density contours for the
that the electric field intensity at z = 23 conditionso < = ±7 degrees at Z = 12 and
increases in the upper left-hand region. Z = 23 are shown in FiguresLo and 11. The

This indicates that the particles, in this contours at Z t 12 have an appearance simi-
region at Z = 12 are still under the influ- lar to vorticity contours taken somewhat
ence of vorticity bearing fluid which has closer to the airfoils. The density con- ..

enceof ortcit beringflud wichhastours at Z = 23 are similar in shape to the• not completely rolled up into the trailingtoratZ = 2aesiirinhpeote ...
ome l roled upis inothe rangre t vorticity contours obtained when the vortex

vortex. However, this is not in agreement
with the vorticity results which indicate is completely rolled up, Figure 3, however,
that, for the condition 2( = +7°, the shed enclosing a much larger area.
vorticity has completely rolled up at a The variation of the density along
distance Z = 12. A possible explanation radial lines was plotted versus distance
dorhis currnce i that 12e epantioe for several angular positions. The varia-
for this occurrence is that the particle tino est as erylna n

being heavier than air tends to lag tion of density was nearly linear and

slightly behind the fluid due to their indicated the distribution of particulates
inertia and, therefore, roll up into the in these test could be assumed axisymme-
vortex at a slightly slower rate than the RESA

fluid particles.
The magnitude of the electric field at electric field measurements and particle

Z = 12 inches was plotted against radial density variations for the #120 petro sand
distance along rays A, B, B, D, and E, is given in Figure 12. The electric field

profile for the #120 petro sand shows that
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the electric field varies from 1,800 It should be noted that in corrolary
volts/m at the vortex center to 2,250 work selective charge deposition does b

A volts/m outside the vortex core. The par- indeed occur with bodies placed downstream
ticle density distribution shows that the in a particulate loaded vortex (11).
particles are being thrown out of the
vortex core due to centrifugal force. The REFERENCES
particle density distribution indicates a
slight stratification of particle density 1. Rogers, M.E. and Minihan, E.B.,

' similar to that with PVC pellets in the "Interim Report On Investigation of
flow. The electric field is somewhat lower Static Buildup On Helicopter." R.A.E.
than that which occurred with the PVC pel- Report, 1967.
lets. This is probably due to the differ- 2. Born, G.J., and Durbin, E.J., "An
ence in the electrical characteristics of Investigation of Electrical Charging
the two materials. The major variation of and Discharging of Aircraft in
electric field intensity occurs near the Flight," Princeton University Inst.
vortex core which is also where the major and Control Lab., Report No. 593,
variation in particle density occurs. This (Dec. 1961).
result agrees with the that obtained from 3. Trecom Tech. Report 64-14, "Measure-
tests with PVC pellets. The field gradi- ment Program To Determine Static
ents for the PVC tests were greatest near Electricity Charging In Helicopter
the edge of the vortex core, Figure 7, Main Rotor Blades," June, 1964, Ft.
where the density gradient is greatest. Eustes, Virginia.

The electric field gradient in the #120 4. McMahon, M.C., "A Non-Rotating Vorti-
petro sand is greatest near the vortex core city Meter," NASA CR-887.
also where the largest variation in density 5. Rodgers, S.J., "Evaluation of the Dust
gradient occurs. This pattern tends to Cloud Generated By Helicopter Rotor
verify that the electric field meter is Downwash," USAAV LABS., Tech. Report,
actually measuring the electric field set 67-81, Ft. Eustes, Virginia.
up by the flowing particles. 6. Evans, J.E., "The Design, Test and

Evaluation Of An Electric Field Meter
CONCLUSIONS Commonly Referred To As A Field Mill,"

M.S. Thesis, Mechanical Engr. Dept.,
The major conclusions which can be Ohio State University, March, 1971.

drawn from the results of this study are: 7. Gunn, P., "Electric Field Meters,"
The differential airfoil generated a Rev. Sci. Inst., Vol. 25, No. 5, pp.

stable vortex whose position in the wind 432-437, May, 1954.
tunnel seemed independent of the wind tun- 8. Cheng, L., Tung, S.K., and Soo, S.L.,
nel flow velocity, angle of attack and dis- "Electrical Measurement of Pulverized "1
tance downstream. The core of the vortex Coal Suspension," J. Engr. for Power,
appeared to be turbulent. The trailing April, 1970.
vortex system in a flow seeded with par- 9. Hendricks, C.D., Jr., Journal Colloid
ticles established a quasi-static electric Science 17, 249 (1962).
field distribution due to the charged par- 10. Min, K., Chao, B.T., and Wyman, M.E.,

ticles. The electric field and particle "Measurement Of Electro-Static Charge
density distributions downstream of the On Solid Gas Suspension Flow," Rev.
airfoils are approximately linear with Sci. Inst., Vol. 34, No. 5., pp.

radial distance from vortex center and 529-531, (May, 1963).
roughly axisymmetric at each downstream 11. Bohl, Philip & Velkoff, H.R., Elec-
station in the region of measurements. trical Charging Of A Cylinder By A

lhe shape of the curves of vorticity Seeded Vortex," IEEE-IAS Conference,
and particles distribution were quite simi- Chicago, Illinois, Oct., 1976. Also

lar which indicates a direct dependence of M.S. Thesis, Mechanical Engineering
the particle distribution on the vorticity Dept., Ohio State University,
field. The shape of the electric field was Columbus, Ohio 1972.
quite similar to that of the particle 12. Daugherty, John W., "Study of the
distribution. The electric field in turn Electrostatic Field and Charge

* depends on the charged particle distribu- Distribution in a Vortex Seeded
tion and hence in turn on the vorticity with Dust". Ph.D. Cissertation,
distribution. The results of the work do The Ohio State University, Columbus, %
confirm the hypothesis that charge separa- Ohio, 1972. ,,-
tion and an electric field do indeed result
as a consequence of the trailing vorticies
created by lifting surfaces in the presence
of dust or particulate laden air.
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EFFECTS OF SIMULATED LIGHTNING CURRENTS ON THE

TENSILE STRENGTH OF GRAPHITE/EPOXY

William E. Howell

NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, VA

ABSTRACT (7-11). The visible effects of natural lightning

on two composite materials are reported in refer-

An investigation of the effects of high ence (12). However, information on the residual

amplitude simulated lightning currents on the strength of composites after simulated lightning

tensile strength of T300/5208 graphite/epoxy strikes is limited (ref. 11).

has been conducted. Tests were conducted on both The purpose of this paper is to report on

unidirectional [0, and quasi-isotropic, [+45, the effects of simulated lightning currents on"%

-45, 0, 90]s, laminates. Current, ranging from the tensile strength of graphite/epoxy composite

3.4 kA to 48.0 kA, was conducted through tensile materials. The test currents were conducted

test specimens and the specimens were then through the specimens with no arc gap in the cir-

tested to measure residual strength. Some test cuit. These tests, therefore, were different

specimens were conditioned to a moisture level from tests conducted by arcing the current across

of approximately one percent prior to being an air gap to a test panel and then tensile test-

subjected to high amplitude current. In addi- ing specimens machined from the panel. Tensile

tion, some specimens were strained to 4000 lcm/ test specimens were exposed to current levels

cm prior to being subjected to the test current, ranging from 3.4 to 48.0 kA to determine the on-

Residual strengths are compared with baseline set of strength degradation. Tests were also con-

strengths and the results are reported herein. ducted to determine the effects of moisture and
tensile load on the residual tensile strength

LIGHTNING STRIKES TO AIRCRAFT are a major con- after a simulated lightning strike.

cern because of the potential damage to avion- Identification of commercial products in

ics, fuel systems, and the airframe. Thus, the this report is to adequAely describe the materi-
aircraft must be capable of sustaining lightning als and does not constitute official endorsement, .

strikes without incurring significant damage. expressed or implied, of such products or manu-
The effects of lightning on aircraft can be facturers by the National Aeronautics and Space
catastrophic. Localized damage due to intense Administration. All units of measure used in this

heat can occur; however, widespread damage may report are given in the International System of

also occur due to current dissipation away from Units.
the strike attachment point. Airplane damage
from lightning strikes is described in TEST SPECIMENS

references (1-4)*. Helicopters are also suscep-

tible to lightning strike damage, and some of All of the specimens were machined from 8-

the associated problems are discussed in refer- ply laminates fabricated from T300/5208 Gr/E pre-
ence (5). The certification peak current of impregnated tape. Specimens with unidirectional,
200 kA and the associated waveform are described [0, and quasi-isotropic, [+45, -45, 0, 90],,

in reference (6). orientations were evaluated. The specimen geome-

The introduction of advanced composites as try is shown in (fig. 1). Each specimen was 30
an aircraft structural material has stimulated cm long to accommodate electrical clamps and
interest in aircraft lightning protection. The mechanical grips. A summary of the conditioned

high strength, high stiffness, and low density test specimens is given in (table I).
of composite materials make them attractive for

aircraft structural applications. However, the EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

electrical properties of composites and metals

are significantly different. Graphite/epoxy Each specimen was mounted in the series RC

(Gr/E) has a relatively high electrical resisti- circuit represented in (fig. 2(a)). The test pro-
vity compared to aluminum. The resistivity of cedure consisted of conducting a high amplitude

Gr/E is 6.0 x 10
- 3 

ohm-cm, whereas the resisti- simulated lightning current through each speci-
vity of aluminum is 2.8 x 10-6 ohm-cm. The men. A representative test waveform used in the

energy absorbed from a lightning current is a experiments is shown in (fig. 2(b)). A specimen

function of the resistivity of the material mounted in the test circuit is shown in (fig. 3).

through which it flows. Therefore, Gr/E will In order to determine the effects of mois-
tend to absorb orders of magnitude more energy ture, one set of quasi-isotropic specimens was
than will aluminum which may cause a significant dried in a vacuum furnace at 71

0
C. A second set

temperature rise and physical damage, of specimens was moisture conditioned in a cham- %,

The effects of simulated lightning strikes her at 100 percent relative humidity and 32oC.
on composites are reported in references (1) and The specimens were removed from the chamber and

weighed every 30 days until the weights stabiliz-
*Numbers in parentheses designate References ed. It took 90 davs to dry the first set of

at end of paper. specimens and 120 days were required to condition
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the second set of specimens to approximately Several of the quasi-isotropic specimens, are

one-percent moisture content. A third set of after exposure to various levels of current, are

spec imens wis tested in the as-rece ived condi- shown in (fig. 6). In (fig. 6(a)), specimens 1

t ion, (approximately 0.5 percent moisture). Af- and 14 are visibly undamaged but specimens 17 and "..

ter the specimens were exposed to a test current, 45 are delaminated. PA edge view of delaminated
heyv were loaded in tens ion to, f aihlure. A small specimens Is shown in (fig. 6(b)). The delami-

sample was cut from the failed as-received sped-- nated specimens were not tensile tested because

mens and dried in the vacuum furnace for moisture they were assumed to have minimal residual .P
det erm i nation, strength due to the severe damage. Three of the

Three specimens were exposed to high ampii- quasi-isotropic specimens that burned are shown

tude currents of 3.4, 6.9, and 15.8 kA, respec- in (fig. 7). The severity of the visible damage 4
tivelv, while being subjected to a static tensile increased with increasing moisture content. A

load. Figure 4 shows a specimen mounted in the visual inspection indicated that the matrix was

electrical circuit and the load frame. Fach of burned away from the zero degree plies of fibers.

the specimens was mounted in the Load frame and This was expected since the zero degree fibers

loaded in tension to a strain level of 4000 Icm/ carry current continuously end to end.
cm, which is representative of the present de- The residual strengths of the quasi-isotropic

laint tet ar prsete inrsnttv (fig 8). Theete
sign allowables for composite aircraft struc- laminate tests are presented in (fig. 8). The
tures (refs. 13 and 14). The load frame was effects of moisture are readily apparent. The dry

then cnnected in the circuit and the specimen specimens were the least affected by current in
exposed to the test current, that the onset of strength degradation was at an

A photograph of each current waveform was action integral of 5.0 kA2 -s. The as-received
obta ined from an os:i iloscope trace. Thle data specimens exhibited an onset of strength degrada-

obtained from the photographs were used to cal- tion at about 2.5 kA2 -s and a 31 percent degrada-
culate tile test current and the associated action tion at 4.25 kA2 -s. For the specimens with I

integral. The action integral is defined as percent moisture, the onset of strength degrada-
tion was at about 2.0 kA2 -s and a 31 percent de-

" ji2 dt (1) gradation at 3.0 kA2-s.

where i is the instantaneous current and t is The data in (fig. 8) indicate that the re-

" the time associated with that current. Tile action sidual strength was significantly affected for
i g i e r f e r s athe specimens that were loaded to a strain levelin te g r a l is a m e a s ur e o f t ie e n e r g y a s so c ia t e dof 4 0 , c m m a n si u t e u l y ub c ed o* with the electrical discharge, of 4000 ucem/cm and simultaneously subjected to -"

After the tensile tests wore completed, sam- high amplitude current. The loaded specimens
Afte th tesil tets ervcomletd, am- exhibited a 6 percent strength degradation at anpies from several specimens were used to deter- gctibItegral6ofercent strngthddegradationnt g"

mine if the temperature rise from resistance gction integral of 0.25 kA 2-s and a 31 percent
heating had caused oxidation of the resin in the degradation at about 1.7 2. These results S,copie he sp wr evalated by Iffue indicate that strain increases the susceptibilitycomp oso Ite. The samples were evaluated by difflise g
reflectance-FTIR as described in reference (15). of Gr/E composites to damage by simulated light- ,
The purpose of this test was to determine if any ning current. d r ied

strength degradation could be explained by The strength data from (fig. 8) are plotted
oxidation of tile composite matrix, as a function of current density in (fig. 9). The

onset of strength degradation occurs at a current

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION density of 55 kA/cm2 which is in agreement with .
data in 5eference (7). At this current density,
55 kA/cm , moisture did not cause a strength re-SduciUnndirectional h vr/E stecimens were tested

lo obtain baseline strength data. Although this ductio; however, the specimens strained to 4000

is not a realistic aircraft structural laminate, Tcm/em had a strength reduction of 31 percent

this ply orientation was evaluated as a control Tie matrix is exposed to higher shear loads

set. The tensile failure of unidirectional in the quasi-isotropic laminate than it is in the

laminates is fiber-dominate instead of matrix- unidirectional laminate. A comparison of the

dominate as is the case for cross-ply laminates residual tensile strength data for the two lami-
- (ref. 16). The data obtained for these tests nates indicates that a quasi-isotropic laminate,

are presented in (fig. 5). There was no strength (fig. 9), is more susceptible to current damage

degradation until a current density of 155 kA/cm2  than is ;i unidirectional laminate, (fig. 5).
S was applied to) the specimen wh felt was sufficient A comparison of the data in (figs. 8 and 9)

-" to cause the specimen to ignite and burn. The witli data from reference (1), (fig. 10), ni-
remains of the horned spec i moos were not ado- catets visible damage is not a reliable indicatorreais tof grp brnd spermensilre rit, ne of the extent of strongth degradation. Figure 10
quate to grip and perfotrm tensilt t 0515, hence -lw ]afrSMlt' ihnn tiewee
a zero tensile strength is shown in (fig. 5). shows data for simulated litning strikes where-

P' There was no visible damage- to the specimens ex- ;is Le data presented i, tis paper are for cur-

posed to high amplitude currents less tihan that rint :conduction tests, lat.i shown in (fig. 10)

.; required to cause matrix ignition. The results indilate that only superficIal surface damage
S shown in (fIg. 5) intftcate ain onset f stre~ngth tccurs at an action integral value of 250 kA2-s.

-' degradatio), fnr the [0)8 laminates, of greater This is two orders of magnitude higher than the

than 144 kA/cm and 18 kA 2 -s. onset of strengtLh dogradat ion values presen ted in
(fig. 8). The residual tonsilho strength of the
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quasi-isotropic specimens, excluding the loaded
specimens, was degraded at action integral values 2. Onset of strength degradation for the
ranging from 2.0 to 5.5 kA2-s. 8-ply quasi-isotropic laminates occurred at

The results of the diffuse reflectance-FTIR action integral values of 5.0, 2.5, and 2.0
tests were inconclusive. Some of the specimens kA2-s, respectively, for the dry, as-received,
had an increase in oxygen while others did not. and moisture conditioned specimens.
The measurements were made over the specimen 3. Onset of strength degradation for the in-,

thickness which may have masked possible matrix quasi-isotropic laminates occurred at signifi-
oxidation at the matrix-fiber interface. Such cantly lower values of action integral than in ",
oxidation would destroy the bond but may not arcing tests reported by previous investigators.
have been detected by the FTIR. More detailed 4. The strength degradation for the quasi-
analysis and photomicrography are required to isotropic laminates loaded to 4000 prm/cm was
determine if the failure mechanism is mechani- higher than the strength degradation experienced
cal cracking, oxidation, or a combination of the by the unloaded laminates.
two.

Using the assumption of a 200 kA lightning REFERENCES
strike to an 8-ply Gr/E laminate, the curve
faired through the as-received specimen data in 1. F. A. Fisher and J. A. Plumer, "Lightning CV
(fig. 9) was used to develop the plots in Protection of Aircraft." NASA Reference Publi-
(fig. 11). The curves for the 16- and 48-ply cation 1008, October 1977.
laminates were generated from the 8-ply curve. 2. J. A. Plumer, "Investigation of Severe
The change in the number of plies changed the Lightning Strike Incidents to Two USAF F-106A
laminate thickness while all other parameters Aircraft." NASA CR-165794, September 1981.
remained constant. This simply changed the 3. P. T. Hacker, "Lightning Damage to a

. current density for a given radial distance General Aviation Aircraft-Description and
from the assumed lightning strike attachment Analysis." NASA TN D-7775, September 1974.
point. In (fig. 11), the tensile strength is 4. B. D. Fisher, G. L. Keyser, Jr., and
shown as a function of radial distance from the P. L. Deal, "Lightning Attachment Patterns and
point of the assumed lightning attachment point. Flight Conditions Experienced During Storm
Although the current flow is dependent on ply Hazards '80." NASA TP-2087, November 1982.
orientation and lightning attachment points of 5. P. D. Pettit, "Helicopter Lightning
the aircraft, the current was assumed to be con- Strikes." United States Army Aviation Digest,
ducted uniformly away from the attachment point. pp. 10-13, October 1978.

The results indicate that, for the 8-ply 6. SAE Committee AE4L, "Lightning Test
(0.12 cm thick) laminate, the residual strength Waveforms and Techniques for Aerospace Vehicles
is zero out to a radial distance of 2.75 cm. and Hardware." Soc. Automot. Eng., Inc.,

Approximately a 10 percent strength degradation June 20, 1978.
is indicated at a radial distance of 3.5 cm. 7. E. H. Schulte, "Effects of Lightning
This radius of damage is less than the 7-cm ra- Current Waveform Components on Graphite/Epoxy
dius for a 100 kA strike used in the calcula- Composite Material." Trans. SAMPE, Vol. 23,
tions presented in reference (10). The action May 1978, pp. 1024-1038.
integral density reported in reference (10), 8. J. T. Kung and M. P. Amazon, "Lightning
however, is 20 times greater than that indica- Conductive Characteristics of Graphite Composite
ted in this report to cause strength degradation. Structures." Trans. SAMPE, Vol. 23, May 1978,

Data presented in reference (7) indicate pp. 1039-1053.
that for a 100 kA simulated lightning strike, 9. J. G. Belani and L. J. Broutman, "Mois-
matrix cracking may occur 3 cm from the attach- ture Induced Resistivity Changes in Graphite-
ment point. This current density level is Reinforced Plastics." Composites, October 1978.
similar to that of the 16-ply curve in (fig. 11). 10. S. D. Schneider, "Lightning Protection
The 16-ply curve indicates that strength damage Considerations for Graphite/Epoxy Aircraft

" would be initiated approximately 4 cm from the Structures." AGARD Conference Proceedings
attachment point. This may indicatc that the No. 228, April 1980, pp. 14-1 to 14-6.
residual tensile strength was degraded at a 11. J. Rouchon and D. Gall, "Evaluation du
radial distance greater than the visible damage Comportement a la Foudre de Structures en .'-
reported in reference (7). Materiaux Composites Haut Module." AGARD

Conference Proceedings No. 228, April 1980,
SUMMARY OF RESULTS pp. 13-1 to 13-14.

12. W. E. Howell and B. D. Fisher, "Obser-
An investigation of the effects of high vations of Severe In-Flight Environments on

amplitude simulated lightning currents on the Airplane Composite Structural Components.
tensile strength of unidirectional and quasi- SAE-830767, April 1983.
isotropic graphite/epoxy laminates has been con- 13. J. E. McCarty and W. G. Roeseler, '.

ducted. The results of this investigation are "Durability and Damage Tolerance of Large
as follows: Composite Primary Aircraft Structure." Paper

1. Onset of strength degradation for the presented at the Sixth Conference on Fibrous
8-ply unidirectional laminates occurred at an Composites in Structural Design, New Orleans,
action integral value greater than 18 kA2-s. LA, January 24-27, 1983.
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14. C. F. Griffin, "Fuel Containment and SPECIMEN S.

Damage Tolerance in Large Composite primary
Aircraft Structures." Paper presented at the 

SlH
Sixth Conference on Fibrous Composites in RESISTORS'VCHI-
Structural Design, New Orleans, LA, January CURRENT
24-27, 1983. CAPAC ITOR -- AMPLITUDE

15. P. R. Young, 15. A. Stein, anidI
A. C. Chang, "Resin Characterizat ion in Cured T

* Graphite Fiber Reinforced Composites using TIME
Diffuse Reflectance-ETIR." Paper presented at SIGNA TO
the 28th National SAMPE Symposium and Exhihi- OSC ILILOSCOPE
tion, Anaheim, CA, April 12-14, 1983.

16. S. W. Tsai and HI. T. Hahn, "Introduc-(aTetcrut b)Dmdwvfomsd
t ion to Composite Materials." TECIU\OMIC(aTetcrut ()Dmdwvfom sd
Publishing Co., Inc., 1980. to test composite

Fig. 2 - Circuit and waveform used to test -
Table [ - Summarv of Trest Specimens and Conditions th T300/5208 grpieeoyspecimens

SPECIMEN LAM INATE EXOSE NUBE
*CONDITION LAYUP CURRENT S PEC IMEN S

_________ TESTED

*AS-RECEIVED [01 8 YES5

DRY 5-45.0.901[ ES

1 PERCENTYE8
MO ISTU RE

AS-RECEIVED YE 5LLW
(0.5 PERCENTIMOISTURE)

DRY NO 3 .-
RE

1 PERCENT N
MOI STURENO2ASA

AS-RECEIVED
0. 5PERCENT MOI STIREiN

AS RECEIVED YES 3
(0.5 PERCENT MOISTURE I

LOADED _______________________ T000 pclFg. 3 -Specimen mounted in electrical
circuit

10 0. EL I L.±

14 S CLMP

111 i A [.1I % AI OUP~ T 01t IIALAl TRANSFORMER

()Loaded spec inen

F ig. I - lSt Spec(inen Igeoict rv. 1) inetns in Ir, 1i . 4 - Specimen i-nrlt ed in l oad frame and
;Irk' inl (,ntl imters lr i,-;t c ircuit
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NORMALIZED [%EKCRRNI
TENS ILE1 5

*STRENGTH %

0 ILO0 15 20 25 0 100 200 (2.w
ACTION INTEGRA( kA 2-Sec CURRENT DENSITY, kA cm 1 MOISTURE 2.

(a) Effect of action integral (b) Effect of currentDR (3.)6

27.3 V*
Fig. 5 - Effect of action integral and (35.0) V.~

current on the tensile strength of uni- AS-RECEIVED
directional T300/5208 graphite/epoxy iaa m (0.5% MOISTURE) -

laminates -

Fig. 7 -The most severe damage caused by
current for the quasi-isotropic laminates

j2dI, A2sec
(PEAK CURRENT, k)

~5 x 103
(2.)

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2.2 x 1 60-

(190)

____________________________4.0 x 11O 500(24.0)

400-
0

(a) Overall view RESIDUAL

* STRENGTH.
Fig. 6 S pecimens after exposure to a
simulated lightninig current a 20-

O DRY
*] AS-RECEIVED

1 0 10. PERCENT MOISTUREI
0 AS-RECEIVED, 4000 irm'cm

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

fidt = 56 kA'SeC ACTION INTIEGRAL . kA -Set

Fig. 8 -Effects of act ion integral on the
SPCIENN c residual tensile strength of dry, as-received, -

PEAK CURRENT= 2B.O kA m inn sture condit ioned , and loaded quasi-
isot repic T300/ 5208 graph i to/epoxy laminiates

Fig. 6 -Coneclnded
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.11750 PUNCTURE DAMAGE

AND WITHIN
400150 WIDESPREAD 10cm

RESIDUAL DAAE IOF
TENSILE ARC

STRENGTH.5

200 2 10
O 0DRY k e

A h AS-RECEIVED kA0 UsecIIA
10 0.5 PERCENT MOISTURE I

- &I PERCENT MOISTURE DAMAGE TO
L0AS-RECEIVED,.00 pocm500 OUTER PLYS

*0 50 100 I50 25

CURRENT DENSITY. kA cm

4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32
Fig. 9 - Effects of current on the residual NUMBER OF PLYS
tensile strength of dry, as-received,
moisture conditioned, and loaded quasi- Fig. 10 -Estimated visible damage to uin-
isotropic T300/5208 graphite/epoxy laminatesprtce gahie omsts.Fue

7.39, p. 238, of reference 1

48 Pt IES 16 PLIES 8 PLIES ,

1.0

.8

NORMALI ZED .6
RESIDUAL

STENILE - CALCULATED
STENTH 4 0 AS-RECEIVED

0.5 PERCENT MOISTURE)

20

0 2 4 6 8

RALFIAL DISTANCE FROM ATTACHMENT. cm

J ~Fig. 11 -Tensile strength degradation as

a function of radial distance from lightning
attachment point.
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The Streamer to Spark Transition

by

J.A. Bicknell and B.Y. Humood

Physics Department, UMIST, PO Box 88, Manchester M60 IQD, ENGLAND

ABSTRACT - ,.

The critical energy required for the positive streamer-spark transition has been measured
using an electrode geometry which allows the streamer to propagate in a uniform field.
The eqergies are ImJ/cm for breakdown paths in the range 2-11 cm. Much longer delay times
have been recorded than those observed in short point-plane gaps and these correlate well
with the dark current. The occurrence of these long delay times allows the possibility that
the molecular vibrational energy may contribute to the breakdown
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FROM AN ELECTROSTATIC POINT OF VIEW, aircraft (a-n < o).
are commonly regarded as small capacitors A number of criteria have been proffered .'.

subject to a charging current, produced by as being crucial in the transformation of a

p-static or other means, as a result of which streamer channel to a spark i.e. the glow-to-

the aircraft potential is raised to tens or arc transition. These include a minimum
hundreds of kilovolts whilst total stored streamer charge in long gaps: Renardiers

energy remains small. The corona which ensues Group (5) and short gaps, Gibert and Dtzpuxr(6),
limits the ultimate potential achieved and a maximum current (i in Fig. 3.). Marode (7)

this may occur by design at well-located and critical streamey energy, Sigmond and

passive dischargerscrotherwise. Tanner and Goldman (8). This last criterion is related
Nanevicz (1)*and Boulay (2) have demonstrated to and supported by the hydrodynamic model of
how the electromagnetic coupling between the Marode, Bastien and Bakker (9) who suggest
corona occurring at strategically placed that a rise in temperature of the channel,
discharges and avionics can be minimised. produced by the energy released, leads to a
The aircraft is usually negatively charged so decrease in neutral gas density at constant
these discharges exhibit negative corona E-field so that E/N (N = number density) is
displaying characteristic high frequency increased to the point where a-n > o and the
Trichel pulses. By contrast, Nanevicz (3) subsequent increase in impact ionisation leads
in a comprehensive review has identified the to the required electron density for breakdown.
source of a number of spurious coronas many The critical streamer energies reported by

of which may develop into an arc-like Sigmond and Goldman were obtained using small

discharge. As Taillet (4) has indicated, point-plane gaps (< 15mm) and single channel
these transient discharges exhibit much repetitive breakdown streamers. The
larger currents i and rates of chanse di/dt preliminary measurements reported here involve

than simple corona; he suggests 10 A and a somewhat different electrode configuration
lO8As- 1 respectively in times ^lOO ns. Such which extends the streamer range to 11 cm. and
events can give rise to very strong coupling, attempts to simulate streamer growth in a
The so-called streamering that can be seen uniform field.
at a dielectric surface is an example. In
this case, negative charge accumulates on the EXPERIMENTAL
surface creating large tangential surface The electrode arrangement is shown in

fields. Positive streamers can then develop . Preat adaetcnutn"etoso h Fig. 2 .Positive streamers develop at the °
at adjacent conducting sections of the needle point located at the centre of a small
airframe and propagate into the negative hole in the ground electrode and propagate
charge centre. It is the transition of the across the gap to the upper cathode. The
low current, low conductivity streamer electrodes of 42 cm. diameter provide a uniform
channel into an arc or surface discharge that field in the gap which is variable up to 13 cm;
gives rise to the large and rapidly varying the surrounding chamber gives provision for
currents referred to by Taillet. Some of the gas and pressure variations. A 502 system

criica parnder reessure foraios thissstm.%
critical parameters required for this connected between point x and ground monitors
transition are considered here, the conduction currents flowing in the streamer

system. For breakdown studies these currents
may be examined directly with an oscilloscope

or indirectly using a 20 MHz TransientPositive streamers often represent the Recorder. The latter is particularly useful -".

first stage of the electrical breakdown of an in the study of air breakdown when pre-
insulating gaseous medium. Unlike their breakdown streamers can occur prior to the
negative counterpart, they propagate in breakdown streamer itself so that the initial
relatively modest ambient fields ('-4kV.cm-' ss ai n
at STP) for~ing tree-like structures as they streamer or associated luminosity cannot be

used as a trigger. In such cases, the pre-
do so. Fig.l. shows a Lichtenberg figure of trigger mode allows the use of the breakdown
such a structure; this appears to be a faint current as a trigger so that the required
glow to the naked eye which cannot resolve the pre-breakdown currents are recorded.
individual branches. Once formed, these
branches or channels have a radius -3Opim and

a free electron density ~ 10 " cm-
3

corresponding to a resistance iM:Tcm-1 . Because
of this low channel conductivity the linking
of two electrodes or charge centres by a
streamer system is not the sole requirement
for breakdown. In order for this to occur a
further increase in electron density to
101 7cm- 3 is required otherwise, particularly "I.

* in electronegative gases such as air/oxygen, a
reduction in density and, therefore, conductivity
takes place because of electron attachment
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION linear increase in streamer numbers with
propagation distance in a uniform field which

The time dependence of the breakdown would support the concept of a constant unit
streamer currents in gaps up to 11 -m. all critical energy. Since branching is
exhibit the same basic profile shown unavoidable in most practical circumstances
schematically in Fig. 3. The positive primary any realistic estimate of the breakdown energy
streamer travelling at velocities > 5 x IO7cm/s required must include the associated losses. -
crosses the gap in a time which is usually Although not included in Fig. 4. some recent
small compared to the breakdown time T . The measurements at 11 cm. confirm the working
low conductivity channel, or more accurately value of mJ/cm.
because of streamer branching, channels which PEAK CURRENT i AND BREAKDOWN TIME T B'

now link the two electrodes give rise to a Marode (11), again orking with small
current maximum, i , which occurs after a few (1-1.5 cm) point-plane gaps, established a
hundred nanosecond followed by a decay definitive relationship between i and T
governed by the electron attachment rate which takes the form P B

coefficient v of the gas; a large v will provide
a large negative ion density in the channel. i - A
The subsequent non-luminous period preceding P = A (2)

i athe breakdown is characterised by a dark current o T B
i which, in the larger channels, may flow for
a time t < T The measured values of i imply where i is a minimum current for breakdown

channzl resistance varying from O.2MQ/cm in and A,a constants. (A = 8 x 10 - 3 , a = 1.62

* short gaps to 3MG/cm in the larger gaps. The provided TB is measured in ns). This has not
breakdown behaviour in the present electrode been confirmed by the present measurements,
geometry can be compared and contrasted with indeed the breakdown time is independent of i
that observed in short point-plane gaps referred which is almost constant and independent of P
to earlier. gap size with a value of 60 - 70 mA.

CRITICAL ENERGY FOR STREAMER-SPARKTRANSITION If one ignores the small charge injected
Because of the uniform field geometry employed, prior to the attainment of peak current then
the energy per unit length of gap W is a good approximation to the unit critical

W BJTB energy W may be obtained asW =EB id (1) u - ._
d ( w B Ep i - exp (-vTB (3)

The values of W obtained in gaps up to 5 cm 1 11
using room air at a pressure of 300 torr are For T > - and assuming a constant value for W

B v --shown in Fig. 4. as a function of gap size; then i shrould be independent of T . For
the minimum breakdown field for all gaps is air, v PlO6s- 1 so that, provided te breakdown
4kV/cm. time is greater than-l ps, a constant i

The applied field was increased manually provides some support for the energy criteria.
so that, in the absence of a starter electron Using the values given above W- O.25mJ/cm.,
near the needle point, the recorded breakdown in reasonable agreement with the measured value
field could exceed the minimum. Apart from the bearing in mind the dependence of W on the value
smallest gap of 2-3 cm. the unit critical of v which itself is a sensitive function of E/N
energy is approximately constant at - ImJ/cm. at the magnitude relevant to this experiment
This value can be compared with those of (i.e. E/N -50 Td). Of course, if T < / then
Sigmond and Goldman (8) using point-plane with the same assumption of constanP W,the
electrodes and humid air where they found reverse argument applies and i will be
critical energies of 70 wJ/cm at 1 cm rising dependent on T . Marode's expeimental results
to 110 oJ/cm at 1.4 cm suggesting a parabolic (equation 2) confirm this behavious, so that is
relationship between total energy and gap size. is reasonable to conclude that the maximum
The present figure of 280 wJ/cm at 2 cm is current criteria is a manifestation of that
consistent with this behaviour but clearly as based on energy.
the gap increases a linear rather than a DARK CURRENT i AND BREAKDOWN T . Although• . c B -' '
parabolic relationship develops. An explanation the unit critial energy is independent of the

of this initially rapid rise in unit critical gap size, considerable variation in the break-
energy may be provided by the nature of the down time is apparent; generally this time
streamer systems in the two cases. Whereas increases with gap size. The 2 cm gaps exhibit
Sigmond and Goldman were confident they were times of 1-2 ps, as observed by Sigmond and
using single channel, repetitive streamers the Goldman and others, but at 5 cm times of 50 ,1 s
present measurements were made, as Fig. 1. makes or more are common. If the gap is overvolted
clear, with a heavily branched system. Clearly, then shorter breakdown times result.
once branching occurs, the average energy input These times show a marked dependence on
will rise because some will be dissipated in the magnitude of the dark current i (Fig. 5.)
channels that do not form part of the path of Although the dark currents tend to ge grouped
the final arc. Tang (10) has reported an almost according to gap size with large currents
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usually occurring in the smaller gaps, the where a is channel radius, ; gas density and
occasional short time for a given gap is s specific heat. f is the fraction of the
associated with an above average dark current available energy which contributes to the
(e.g. points A in Fig. 5.) translational and rotational energy of the gas

The origin of the dark current is not molecules and hence the gas temperature. In the
entirely clear although it must be electronic short gaps for which calculations have been
since ion mobilities are too low to sustain made, f < 0.05; the bulk of the remainder being
currents of a few milliamps. The prevailing stored in the vibrational stctes of the molecule. .-
experimental conditions suggest electron drift With f = I and a = 301 equation (4) yields
velocities of -- 5 x 106 cm/sec so any electrons AT r1500K using the minimum value for W of
created in the channel during the primary 504J/cm. so that when the vibrational energy is
streamer transit will either have been swept made available a substantial temperature rise
out by the ambient field or attached to an should occur. The time constant for vibrational
electronegative molecule, such as 02 to form relaxation T > TB for short gaps which
a negative ion. Thus the electrons which effectively prevents the vibrational energy
constitute the dark current must either be contributing to the breakdown process. At 600K
generated within the channel itself, possibly this relaxation time is - 50 ps and falls with
by a detachment process, or injected from the increasing temperature which suggests that large . -

cathode. Murode ( 7), drawing an analogy amounts of energy may be dumped in the channel
between a streamer channel and a glow discharge, provided dark currents continue to flow for such
suggests a high field cathode fall may be a time and thus maintain the channel temperature.
responsible for electron injection from the As seen from Fig. 5. this is possible for
cathode. A small number of secondary electrons streamer channels >3cm.
emitted at the cathode are multiplied by
collisional ionisation before entering the CONCLUSIONS
channel proper; he finds a cathode fall of

-4OOV over 3p. However, in the absence of The energy required to give a positive
a cathode (e.g. surface streamers on a wind- streamer-spark transition has been measured and,
shield or the corona-leader structure in long for breakdown paths greater than 3 cm. is
gaps) some internal mechanism, such as proportional to the length of the path; at
detachment, must be'viable to ensure the 300 torr the energy required is - imJ/cm.
breakdown. Gallimberti (12) has shown that Breakdown time T increaseswith length and
the detachment lifetime of electrons from correlateswell with the magnitude of the dark
0 - decreases from 50s at 700K to lps at I1OPX current. For TB < V-1 the breakdown time
when the degree of detachment is about 5% of depends on the amplitude of the initial streamer-

of the negative ion population and rises current but is independent of this current for
rapidly with temperature. Marode et al (9) T > V-1 . This suggests that the shorter

and Bastien and Marode (13)have calculated breakdown times occur when there is initially
the anticipated channel temperatute in specific a sufficiently large energy ilnut to achieve
cases to be several hundred degrees which is the required rise in channel temperature other-
sufficient to allow some contribution by wise the breakdown is delayed until the
detachment to the (lark current, Of course, molecular vibrational energy is available.
maintaining a dark current of a few mA does
not explain the onset of the breakdown. The RFEC
channel conditions during the dark period
suggest an electron density of between 1013
-lO'5 cm.- 3 whilst 1017 cm.-

3 is considered 1. R.L. Tanner and.J.E. Nanevicz,Proc. IEEE,

the minimum for breakdown. The most 52,1, 1964
promingexplanaion for thisasudd e 2. J. Boulay, La Recherche Aerospatiale (1979),promising explanation for this sudden increase .0.

is that of Rogoff (11) for hydrogen and Marode, p. 101.
Bastien a B 3. J.E. Nanevicz AGARD-LS-IIO, 12-1. 1980. ...

and Bakker (9) for air which depends 4. J. Taillet, AGARD-LS-llO, 11.1, 1980.
upon a decrease of the channel gas density N G E 2 5 1972.follwin anexpnsin oftheneuralspeies 5. Renardiers Group, Electra 23, 53-157, 1972." "

6. A.Gibert and B. Dupuy, J. Phys. D. 43,21,1983.
due to the energy released in the channel. At 7. E. Marode, J. Appl. Phys. 46, 2005--2015,1975
constant field this causes an increase in E/N 8. R.S. Sigmond and N. Goldman- Proc.lll Int.
so that u-n > o and collisionl ionisation leads ym on Gseous adelectri , Knoie In

to the final current growth. For this to occur Pergamon, New York, 1982 Knxil

a certain minimum eergy must be supplied to eH. Narode, F. Bastien and N. Bakker, J.Appl. 1982-

the channel which provides at least qualitative Phys. 50, 140-146 (1974)

justification for the critical energy concept. 10. T.M. Tang. Ph.D.U.M.I.S.T., Manchester 1982.
Ignoring losses due to radiation and conduction 10. .L. Rogoff Phys. of Fluids 5,15, 1931-1940,
a simple estimate of the rise in channel 197 2

t m e a u e A is1972 -.

temperature AT is 12. , Gallimberti, Journal dc PhysiqueColloque . -"

AT =fW (4) C7 Supplement, 40, 193, 1979.

-T - 13. E.Bastien and E. Marode, private cormnunication.
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LIGHTNING SHOCKWAVE EFFECTS ON AIRCRAFT FUEL VENT LINES

By '-'I,

T. S. LEE

University of Minnesota, Minioapolis, Minnesota, U.S.A.

and

J. D. Robb

Lightning and Transients Research Institute

St. Paul, Minnesota, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Earlier studies of lightning effects on aircraft fuel vents have shown evidence of very

high flame propagation rates suggesting the presence of combined ignition-detonation waves.
Substantial mechanical damage has been done to the vent outlets indi.cating abnormally high
pres sures. This problem has been evaluated in terms of basic shock phenomena in relation to
possible hazards to fuel vents on aircraft. The results of this investigation showed that
lightning strikes need to be separated as widely as possible from fuel vent ouitlets in order
to prevent "Run-up" phenomena in which a combustion wave from the vent outlet increases in
velocity to a fully developed detonation wave with its associated extremely high pressures

and temperatures.

IN LIGHTNING STRIKE RECORDS for commercial aircraft Fuel vents (4) have shown the existence
airliners accumulated over the last eighteen under some circumstances of extremely high
years, no known commercial airliner losses have pressures sufficient to cause extensive
been attributed to lightning effects on aircraft mechanical damage to a vent outlet as shown in

fuil vents. However, fuel systems remain of (Fig. 2). Studies were carried out which
primary concern as they properly should, suggested that shock wave-detonation interaction
particularly with the new composite materials and could be primarily responsible for such
constriction. One phenomenon which remains to be pressures. The hasic mechanisms of shock %
more fully investigated, even though no proble,ns propagation have been studied in rolation to

have been nord in qir,-raft accident or inc ident mechanical damage to the vent systems and to the
reports, is that of lightning shockwave effects effectiveness of flame arresters as discuss,?d in
on fuel vent . this paper.

An early paper ()* suggested very large Flame arresters operate on the principle of
shock pressurs fro nearby lightning strokes absorbing more heat out of the flame front region
based on the sPectral analysis of natural by conduct ion into the arrester grid than is
lightning and the assumption that most of the generated in the flame front. The flame front
channel thermal energy was converted into shock passing into the arrester is quenched by heat -

pressure. Shock pressures sufficient to break up transfer into the flame arrester walls. The
brick walls were pnstlated from 30,000 ampere effectiveness of any flame arrester depends on
natuiral lightning discharges at distances of a the velocity of flame travel through the grid as

few meters. LTRI tests with 200,000 ampere a result of fuel tank breathing or ignition in
laboratory lightning discharges showed no such the vent outlet, as well as the flame front

large effects and reasons for the reduced temperatures. Fast passage of the burning vapor
pressures measured in the laboratory discharges through the grid requires a greater depth of grid

as shown in (Fig. 1) were postulated (2). These than does a slow front velocity because of the
inclided possibly increased equilibration times reduced heat transfer at the higher velocity.

and most probably less-than-total energy
conversion into shock pressures. Energy balance Most flame travel occurs in free and non-

consi derations have been more recently addressed turbulent air at less than 75 miles per hour.

in (3) by R.D. Hill. The older wire-mesh-screon type of flame arrester
may he adequate for stopping the flame fronts

Earlier tests of lightning strike effects on with relatively low velocities. Burying the
. .---------.-------------------------------- simple screen arresters a few fet inside of a
kNumbers in parentheses des ignate References at vent, however, restis in arrester faillire as the

end of papor. flame becom- driven by the heated gas and passes
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too ,uickly thro igh the screen to transfer possible generation of overdr.yen det)nation-
Sufic i ent heat C0r LQuenc1ing the flIe. shock waves in veIts. 

Also, even if the flame screea is mounted at APPENDIX
the outlet and a qtationary flame is held at the
grid, the flarw, can rootinue to burn and h.Aat up DETONATION AND SdOCK WAVES
the gimple grid to a temperature at 4hich
igni r ion occurs on the back side of the screen. The modern hydrodynamic theory of combustion
The flame can then continue into the vent. and detonation is well estahlis hed, both

theoretically and experimentally (7). To briefly
The modern honeycomb type of flame arrester illustrate the essential concepts germane to the

can be sufFiciently deep that the heat flow into problem under consideration, (Fig. 4) shows, in a
the long walls is qufficient to quench a flame pressure-inverse density (P - i/h ) diagram, a
as discussed in (5) and irlistrated in (Fig. 3). Hugoniot curve, for a given reaction heat release
This type of arrester can therefore withstand per unit -nass and For a given initial state (P,?).
substantilly greater flame Front velocities than There are two ranges of this cirve in which
can the simple screen arrester and it has much reaction wave propagation is physically possible r'.c
improved flame holding properties as well. - the upper corresponding to detonation waves and

the lower corresponding to deFlagration waves
A major question that has beeo raised is (flames ). The upper range is limited by Rankine

that of possible over-pressures from a lightiing- lines labelled I and 3 and the lower range is
induced detonation wave which might exceed the limited by Rankine lines labelled 4 and 6. The %%%
capability of a honeycomb type arrester. The part EF of Hugoniot curve implies unphysical mass
theoretical survey and analysis of shock- Fluxes and i, hence without physical interest.
detonation interaction, as presented in the
Appendix and illusi-rated in (Fig. 4), suggest Consider the intermediate Rankine line
that an over-driven detonation wave will labelled 2. It cuts the Hugoniot curve at two
generally attenuate down to a detonation wave. points, A and B, suggesting two possible

detonation states. Point B denotes a weak
A recent study of the effect of shock detonation whereas A denotes a strong detonation.

detonation wavei , in flame arresters have As the qlope of line 2 is reduced, A and B
indicated that some arresters do indeed prevent approach one another to finally coincide at I as
the pas.;age of deconation waves (6). The flame the mass flux approaches that corresponding to A
arresters do appear to be effective in providing line 3. Point I is known as Chapman-Jouget (C-J)
complete protection if they are properly deconation state. Similarly, when the mass fIlux
installed with no gaps around the outside of the is low, for any Rankine line falling betweea 4
arrester which could permit flame passage around and 6 there occur two possible (C and D)
the outside. Presumably the detonation wave deflagration states. The lower state iA known as
triggered by a lightning shock wave would decay, weak deflagration and the upper one, strong. As
even if the initial nressures exceeded that of the mass Fl ix is gradually increased, these
the detonaioion wave, into a nor-nal detonation finally approach the C-J flame state at point II.
wave after some distance of propagation. From entropy considerations, it could he shown
Howeveir, this point needs to he experimentally that states of weak detonat ion and deflagration
resolved in view of the extreme pressures and corresponding to sections of the Hugoniot curve,
damage reported in aircraft fuel vents from this between I and E and below II respectively, are
combination of lightning shock waves and unstable and are physically unattainable. I.
detonat ion (I).

In the hydrodynamic or Zeldovich-von Neumann
CONCLTS TONS picture of a detonati on wave, at first

compression and heating of the medium by means of
There has been a good record of aircraft a shock wave take place, then ignition and

fuel systems in the presence of lightning over burning of the mixture. The cause of the
the past 18 years. However, the new materials chemical reaction is the heating of the medium
and construction of aircraft with composites being compressed by tie shock wave. In the case
suggest that a hasic understanding of lightning of shock compression, both pressure and
shock interaction with flame fronts at a vent temperature are much higher than for ordinary

. outlet is required to assure that no new problems adiabatic compression. They are even higher yet
- are introduced by the new materials and for a higher wave velocity. The detonation wave %

construction techniques. travels at a supersonic velocity. On the other
hand, a normal flame propagates at a subsonic

The basic recommendation for vent location velocity and its associated pressure
remains unchanged. Until vent phenomena such as differentials are typically negligible. pessr

lightning shock-detonation interactions are
better understood, vent outlets should continue It is well known experimentally that an
to be located as far as possible from lightning overrich or overlean mixture will not support a
direct attachment points in order to minimize stable flame. There exists an inflammability
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rangoo to the mi xt,,r. ,',. r rjt i.n. The condition gradually. In the limit, the C-J a-
concer at on rang,,.l lowi,-i propagal O-n of the detonat ion is reached and the front velocity
delonar i,n wave, i.e., wi hi I w1; h tie mixtur', fals down to it, stable detonation value
Ilaa abil ity to , s t-ino an 3lroad, cr.t ed (usully referred to as the detonation velocity). %
wav , defines the limits of dott ihibi . Tb %

limits are naturally narrowwer han tli ordi nary Hydrodynamic phenomena which have the
limit of infla mmability. For hydrogen-air character of an explosion also arise in air in
mixturs, for example, tihe l)wer limit f connection with spark discharges. These were
inflamibmi 1 ity is about 9" an1 tlie lower stud id hy Mandel 'shtam and his coworkers (8 -

detonation limit iq about 1.-22., l1). We present here the general picture of the 6;

process . A thin electrically conducting column 6
Flane propagate at subsonic velocities. As is formed in tle air between the electrodes

sulh, tie flame front is capable of mi t- I lig immediately after the discharge. As a result of
compressive wavel.ts ahead of it, givinig rise to Joule heal ing the air in this colum.n is heated to
the ,ossi hi lity that a shock wave nay be formd,- tempe ratures of the order of many tens of
in Finit. t ime a5 a reIlt of nonlinear wave thousadis of degrees and il strongly ioniced (at
acrmulation. least singly). Propelled by thermal expansion,

thle column expands and acts on the surrounging
Detooar ion does not always occur. For it to air like a piston, sending into it a cylindrical

begin, the mixture mqt he detonable and the shock wave. (After the shock wave travels a
required physical c'ndirinns musi: exist. As to distance far exceeding the column length, it
the latter, two separate ways of creating gradually becomes spherical.)
detonation are to he di ,t ingished: the
spontaneou s developm'nt of detonation dir ing In the early stages the air density
normal uri i g, say in th rasoe of a flame di str iht ions with respect to radius have a .
propaga t i g in a lng tube, and rle creation of a character appropriate to a cylindrical blast .. 7.%
det nat inn wave doe to the ation of a powerful wave. Dolgov and Mandel'shtam (Ii) measured
sho,:'K wave. In the First case the concentration these distributions at successive times by
linits within whi,h spontaneous detonation may interferometric methods, according to the
oc,_ir have been called the explosion limits or following electrical circuit parameters in tile
explosion range; in the second caqe, the limits experiment: C = 0.25 pf, L = 2 ph, V = 10 kv and
of detonabil ity or detonation range. These are, a discharge gap of 5 mm. The conclusion was ..
convent innally, more loosely referred to as that, at the beginning when the shock wave Ls ,
condit ions for seplf-ignition and Forced ignition, still strong (the velocity > about 2 km/sec) tle

density distribution corresponds to that in a
Self-ignition i.e., transition to strong line explosion (14). At a later stage,

detonation from a Flame, nas recently been tile wave weakens and the counter pressure of thie %
intv'estigated by Bjorkland and Ryeson (6). They air ahead of the shock wave begins to have an .
have developed empirical data on the effect. In this case the density at the
predetonat ion distance for flowing mixtures of periphery of the blast wave does not differ
gasoline and air in 6 inch diameter piping at greatly from standard density, while in the
atmospheric conditions. This "funi-up' distance central regions the density is very low. Since
was found to be on the order oF It meters. Also, the pressure behind the blast front is, roughly F
they found that only a small fraction of the speaking, equalized spatially, the temperature in
flaenp case-s lead to solf-ignit ion. We note that the central regions is very high. This central,
this result is in agreenprnt with the recognition strongly rarefied and high-temperature core is
that theI limits of explosion are in general the electrically conducting column. The average
narrower still than the limits of detonation, density of air in the column is approximately 10-

3 of that in the undisturbed air, and the average
Let is return ,iow to (Fig. 4) for a closer temperature is approximately 40,000 degrees K.

examinatio n of the physically allowed detonation Spectroscopic measurements give consistent
waS . It is seen that the C-J condition (point results. (Thermodynamic equilibrium in tile
I) represents the slowest possible detonation, column is established quite rapidly (12,13),
It is noteworthy that data on limits of making it possible to determine the actual gas
detonahility have all ben confined to the C-J temperature by spectroscopic .neans.)*
type of detonation wave. De.tonation waves moving
with hiche'r velocities all belong to the class The theory of the explosion wave due to a
callet strong or overdriven detonation (IA and spark discharge was developed by Drahkina (9).
tup). In contrast to the C-J detonation for which It should he noted that the flow differs somewhat
postdrnation prodic Vo expand sonically, these
strong detonation waves have the ensuing products *It should he noted that Hill and Robb (li)
moving away suhsonirally. Hence, the local have argued against the assumption of electron
condition resemhlo that found immediately behind thermaal equilibrium in the lightning discharge
a shock wav- driven by a pistonlike source. As colunn, implicating a muth lower effective

the p ls, driving weakens progressively, the temperature and hence a muich reduced mechanical
posftdetonation state approaches tle sonic effect during columnn expalsion.
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frr1111 thllt w!Jl.,~h t.llltP.•J pine·~ with 1'111 instl.lntllnHr)ll'' 
Pr>f•r_:,:y rt•l•~·1"•" 1 RinC't> in l'ht> 8lVP11 ~~~~~~ tl1~ l"i.ml.' 
fr.'r .Joul•' he11t gf:'ll•~r~H1111, ·~hirh h cl•!l'P.rminf.•cl hy 
tit':' f111lf -p•• r i nrl of rh•~ oH 'l ch a rgP. 1 i q c OmJlll t•ahl•.' 
wi ~.~, l'hl;' tim" over whi.ch tl-11.! ~hock W11V'.' i.11 

oh~·~~~~·!rl. !.;'it.\1 tlli.~ t1.1kP.n i.11t•J l.lt:•~•,unt, the rt~t'! 
of l:!ll'lrgy gen•Hnt ion Wll':l <iP.r••rmin1.••f 
•':'i"''bn~r1t.'J \ ly frrJm .~hock traj·~ctory data, 

Pht•norn>?nn ·~hit::h <H''! ~inli l.ar to t11o8e 
inv·.·~tigntr.>rl in the l11h0rttt••ry, hnr whl.ch take 
pl.Rc·~ on 11 '"'"'11 lnrg•.>r Y<:lllt'!, ar:'! cncountP.red i11 
,, ~t:orcn. T,ighl'.nine i.~ Ril'lply an el·~ctriclll 
d i ,;r:iHJrge .<lllc! the thunrl·~r ii pr.Jclucerl l•~llrli11g to 
:1 shry:J:. WllV'! whi.o::h i_q for>n<:><i anrl 1~hich 
cf n 3 I! 11 ~~ r •:1 t 0 F~~ i. n t (j 1] r"l f1 r /) U Q t" j r: ~·! f!\.' .a ~ t 1 ~!'~I_! 
dist111ce.s. 7.hivly1J1:. a•vl Nan<ll:'l 1 Rhtaon (1) 
m•.·n '"JI"•·•cl hy gp.~c t ro~cop i (' rn~nnl.l the av~rage 
tetnp,ra~.,,.,. tn a lightning colun111, nnr.l founrl i.t 
tn h~ ·1pproxirnat:~ly ~qnal tr) ?.11,000 d•~grE>es 1{, 

i it i q v.~]'l'! i q in agr~·~ment ·~i th Clllcnlllt ion!! 
H•~n on fnr.rn•.•l·~~ giv•~n hy Rrllgin>~ki.i. (In) 
··;.••nine f.nr typir.nl v.gJ>IPs of the r.urr.ent and 

'1'~ the v<~l •JPR 10 k1nnp c1nd l 10-1000 usee (the 
!•li'"' or th<:> lightning r.olurnn i.s 10 em). 
cot·i,nat•'" of the pr.e>.J:31Jre ht!hi.nd th~ shock front 

· .. n• founrl t•J he such that at rli l'ltttl'lre"l of the 
,·d·=r of 'lt?Veral met~r~ the rhunrler can h~ quite 
•.!~ t:' r:'U~ t l. VI! • 

It i.s pog,;ihl•? to giv".! a rough q111111t it11t i.ve 
:t i•n•lte to th~ ~xtent of front pt·op.AgAti.on after 

:ti•:lt the count~>r prt:>».~ur., effl:'ct hegins to 
·'·!nk"'n th•! l.r~flclin~ Hhock wnve. tn li.ne with t 11e 
.. con.-1-orrl-?r cyl i.nclri.cl31 hJagt WJ3V'! decl3y ·theory 
·.-.), ·~e have in the phygic-'11 prohlPm a 
:~r~creriBtio:: length. 

R "' ( r.: I P 
() 

1/2 
) 

.. ,lJ .. r.~ [, i~ the effectlv~· light·qing hlf1St energy 
p·~r un i.~ lt:>nt:th and PO i,q the at•no'lpheric air 
pr~ssure. Typic~lly E iR on the order of 30 to 
3('•0 Jou1.>q/cr,, f.-or<~ J.i.~htning strike, The 
corresponding length seal~ R is on the or~er of 
7n-2nn ~m~. Until the propagation axpanRion i.q 
hcyond Rl, the RhockwRv~ remni~N Rtrong. 

Strong rudial exp~nqion of a lightning 
col•Jrn., ·i '1 a rletonnhl.P •'lixt.ure r;1111 he 
app~oxi~~t~ly likenerl to n pistonlike driving 
pu]s,~. Tht> principnl phy>~icnl phen•Jmenon is 
hyrlrrJdy•wmi~ in nn~IJr>!. In the c.1rly pha'lcs wh~·n 
th,.. riPtrJ:la~i.on wnve i.R heavily OV•?rrlriven, the 
ht.~~• 1: ~·,·len"' cd n t the rl•• t on11t· i ,.,., w.1v•~ r:ron t i 'l 
uni1•1:>ortnnr· ••hen c0rnpt1r•-•d wi '~h that. cleposi tt:'cl in 
t·i"• liglttrti.,g r."l'tmn c0r•! nnrl the cl11Rqic11l blnst 
wnv~ theory provides a good description. 
S1JhS•!1'F~ntly, thi'l he.1t ht?Co,n•'R mnt"o! 11nrl more 
import>1nr ,,, r.:l1~> r.nr•! expnnqi•J•1 slowH clown, llnttl 
C?V••:11:>t11lly tlH.> tl .. r·,,nnl·inn wnv•~ hecomefl eelf
SII.<tl··li<~ine nllrl G-J in r:hfJrBctf:'r. 

ThE' C-J c•••1<1 tr· i.nn ('nrr•~>lponrl~ tiJ th•~ 1 irnit 
of LIH• prrJgr"~" i.v•! pr<JC•?qfJ of f1 coru-rar·~rflctive 
'!ffnct ovr•rt:rkine n driven clt.•r•lnntinn front frorn 
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heh I. rtd, tr tha J'l"lt,fHI:tJnnt l.rm 111ht:•Jr1J hu 11 "'-"'" 
d~n~lty 11nd R t.~~~~nt ahemlcJJl ~"~ray IJVIJilaht~ 
for r"ll!ou W pl!lr unlt mau, the'l, a soc""" 
phy~lc~l ll!lngth scall! 

R 
?. 

• 
1/2 

~ I w > 

~ny, exl~t~ l" the problflm, At thtA ~xt~'lt ,r 
cylindric11l ~xpan9lo'l, the tiJtJJl ~n'ilriy r~l~ased 
chl:!mically thrQugh tlf!ttmat i"" hecornes compar11ble 
in irnprH"tance to the enrgy depodted by the 
lightni.ng puhe. ThuF.I, it may be r'!gardetf as the 
min imurn rli 9tllnce i.t woulcl t11kP for ll Hl:t,ring 
hlol.lt WliVe to grlldltiJlly ·IH!ttlP. clown l:o a modP. of 
~tahl~ d~tonotlan propagation. Typical valueR 
a~~~oprlatc Por a dctonablc.hydrocarbon ml~ture 
at Rtantfard atmospheric pre~~ure ~nd temperature 
l~!acl to r101nge of 111-25 em~ for R • 

'-
We no'" reemphuize thP. r~l.at ive limit'J of 

explosion, tfetonation and flamP. in mixture 
concentration in a prac.t-kal <Jituation. From the 
qual i.t11tive exhibit of (Fig. 5), we recognize 
thAt •>nly a fraction of inf111mtn11hle 'llixture 
conct:'f'ltr..gt ions are inlwrently capable of shock
triggered detQna~ion. Within the latter clasg, 
only a pQrtion are inherently capable of self
explo9ion (flame to detonation tr~nsltion) •.. 
Conv~rsely, a mixture free of self-explosion 
possibilitie~ may Rti.ll be vulnenble to the 
der.onatlve initiation of .g driving shock wave, 
For air:raf.t fuel vent lines, there is the 
qur->Htinn of pQsi.Jible over-presRur"'" fr.orn o 
li.ehtnbg-inrluced rletortatiQn 1o1ave which might 
excl:'~rl tlwse of the simple C-J cletonation wave 
for which the conventional flame arresters have 
been tt'!l.lterl, In light of the foregoing 
rliR~u9sions in the present section, several 
a~pects of that question cAn he adrlr.esRed: 

1. Wht•n atmoepher ic cone! it {oM are such that 
ther<! is spat i<!lt gr1.1d1Jt tQn of fuel-mixture 
conc~ntr.gtion along the tuhe, leaner toward the 
vent opening, thP.re is the possibility of flame 
ignition by shock wave somewhere in~lde the tube, 
If the tllhe length is large enough, greater than 
a few rnet~r11, soy, thel:'e further exists the 
po>~sihllity of having detonation waves generated 
by aelf-ignition. 

2. If r.o11centration around the vent opening is 
alre~cly detonable, a detonation wave can he 
expected AR G result of a lightning-inducP.rl shock 
wave emitted from a strike point within meters 
away fr<)<n th•~ vent, tn thi11 case, a neor-stahll! 
dctnnntinn wnve may propagate into the vent tuhe 
through the opening. 

3. tf the strikE> point is very near (within a 
quarter of a rnetP.r or so, say,) and lf the 
atmo~phcrlc conditions of rletonahllity happen to 
prr~vai 1 out to a few meten [rom the vent 
opcntng, then the detonatlon wove r~sulting from 
the lightning-inrlur:ed column expansion can be 
highly ov~rdrivcn. tt i11 conceivable that the 
pro<·•~'l!l of slowing -down to a stable C-J 
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Fig. 3 - Honeycomb type of flame arrester has

deep section to absorb heat and quench flame more

efficiently - arrester may be located at outlet

or deep in vent
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE F-14A AND F/A-18A LIGHTNING TESTS

R. A. Perala and C. C. Eastcrbrook
Electro Magnetic Applications, Incorporated, Denver, Colorado

ABSTRACT

During the spring and summer months of 1982, various low
and high level current injection tests were accomplished on the
F-14A and F/A-18A aircraft. The intent of this paper is to preset
an overview of the tests and a summary of some of the more signifi-
cant results. The low level tests included swept CW, a fast (-s300 ns)
risetime test, and a nuclear EMP related test referred to as the
Surface Current Injection Technique (SCIT). High level pulses up
to 173 kA with a 10-90% risetime of 1.7 Psec were injected into a
powered up active aircraft. Shock excitation tests were also
performed with voltages on the aircraft on the order of 1 MV.
Comparisons between low and high level, fast and slow risetime,
and CW and pulse responses are summarized. In addition, because
the two aircraft afford an opportunity to compare metal and carbon
fiber composite (CFC) construction, comparisons between the two
aircraft are given.
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UHF INTERFEROMETRIC IMAGING OF LIGHTNING

by P. Richard, A. Delannoy, G. Labaune, P. Laroche 'r- "

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales (ONE RA)

BP72 92322 CHATILLON CEDEX

ABSTRACT The system optimization has been per'orm ed
taking into account the instrumental and source

ONERA has operated in Ivory Coast in 1981 parameters [l1:I. A basic assumption is the "point
and in the United States in 1982 a lightning imaging source hypothesis" i.e that within our time
system. This system is an U HF interfero meter which resolution, the source can be considered as a unique
gives the location of the emitting sources all along point source within to the angular resolution. It is
the various phases of the lightning discharge. The anticipated that this condition is fullfilled with a 1
corresponding set-up is described with emphasis on Ps time resolution.
the means used for increasing the accuracy. Among instrumental parameters influencing
Examples of results obtained both with natural and phase measurements accuracy, particular emphasis
triggered lightning strokes, and correlation of these was devoted to the coupling between antennae for
results with E field measurements will be presented. the small system, to instrumental phase errors

associated with cables and electronics and to
" AN ELECTROMAGNETIC LIGHTNING IMAGING baseline dimensional uncertainties. All these errors

SYSTEM using interfdrometric measurements was were reduced at the data processing phase either
developed at ONERA (Office National d'Etudes et through corrections (for coupling), or calibration for
de Recherches A6rospatiales). This equipment was other instrumental errors. The nominal resulting
first experimented in 1981 during the COPT angular accuracy is 5.10-3 in direction cosine.
(Tropical Deep Convection) campaign in Ivory The principal source parameters are the signal
Coast, in complement to a field meters network for nature and the source size when not a point source.
monitoring the global electrical activity of storms. Provided the condition (b/WUo)(D/A) - 1, it can be
In 1982, the system was used at the Langmuir shown that phase errors due to the loss of
Laboratory, Socorro, New Mexico for the correlation between antennae, depending on signal
observation of triggered lightning flashes. nature (noise waveform, pulses), is negligible

We will present here typical results obtained compared to other contributions (b is the receiving
during these two campaigns, with particular bandwidth, v 0 the central frequency and D/ the
emphasis on the phenomenology ; the analysis has baseline size in wavelength unit). Extended sources,
been obtained through correlations with E field within a ps, would be plotted as a point sou-ce at
measure m ents. the source cente- of mass.

Independence with respect to the signal nature
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS is one of the most important feature of the

interfero m etric measure m ent : while other location
INTERFEROMETRIC SYSTEM - In its princi- methods such as hyperbolic location or DTOA

pie, the interferometric location is based on the (Difference in Time Of Arrival) depends on
measurements of the phase difference of an incident amplitude and shape of the signal for correlations

" plane wave upon a couple of antennae. The angular leading to delay measurements [2, 3, 4, 5 the
location of a source is obtained with two iiterferometric location uses only the phase
interferometric couples constituted by a three information of signals, thus permitting a high
antennae system. The interferometer is built with dynamic acquisition (80 dB in our case through the
two complementary systems: a large one with a use of lisiter amplifiers) leading in a continuous
10 baseline for an accurate but ambiguous location way, unlike other methods, to the source location
of sources (since phase measurement is obtained with a 1 us time resolution.
with a 2*r ambiguity), and a small system with a An example of data processing is presented in
baseline for ambiguity removal. At our receiving figure 2 ; we can see the different steps, from the
frequency (300 MHz), the baselines are thus 1 and 10 raw phase data (in sine and cosine), to the image
m long (Fig. 1). reconstruction ; we see in particular the

Research supported in part by D RET (Direction des -_"_-."
Recherches, Etudes et Techniques de la D6l6gation ::Numbrrs in parentheses designate References at
G n4rale pour l'Arm e m ent). end of paper.
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improvement when reconstruction uses the large According to the pulse rate, the emission phases can
system data. be classified on two types: either low rate pulse

Performances limitations are radiation, or high rate pulses bursts.
-sensitivity limited to 1 pV/m.kHz at 300 Low Rate Pulses Radiation (Fig. 4) is

*' MHz characterized by less than 15 pulses/ms ; this
- problems of ambiguity : still the small radiation can last up to several hundred ms; it is

system has three remaining ambiguities ; in a few m ostly associated with spread out sources
cases, ambiguity removal was not possible when we presenting low drift angular velocity, and are
observed scattered successive sources all over the observed usually during breakdown phases of both
celestial sphere, cloud-to-ground and intracloud discharges. They are

-lack of distance information ; nevertheless in simultaneous to slow E field variations of large
some cases, this information is brought back by amplitude (up to several tens of ky/i)
charge location from the E field sensor network, corresponding to intracloud neutralizations.
which is used for the calculation of propagation Pulses Bursts (Fig. 4) - At 300 MHz, these
velocities of emission phenomena, (the minimum phenomena appear as the most intense radiation;
velocity inferred from this distance measurement is they usually last several hundred ps with a mean
given in each case). time between pulses of 2 to 4 ps. These bursts are

In 1982, the system has been improved by associated with fast propagation of sources (106 to

removing the ambiguity: -a (V2) baseline was used, 7.107 m/s) over large distances (up to 10 km) either
and in 1983, the sensitivity is being increased up to within the cloud or between cloud and ground. All
10-2 pV/m.kHz ; a real time digital data acquisition propagations are observed in only one direction at a
and pre-processing sub-system is being added ; time. They occur in all phases of a lightning

3-dimensional location will be possible using two (breakdown, leader, dart leader, intraeloud), and are
10 km apart interferometric systems, both giving always associated with small E field steps of the
angular images of lightning. order of 100 V/m corresponding to small amounts of

charge transfer or neutralization. When associated
E FIELD SENSO RS NET W 0 R K- A ten stations to large E field slow changes, they frequently occur

network for E field measurements at ground level after the largest variations.
." was implemented, during the COPT experiment,

within a 32x 32km area (Fig. 3). Each station TYPICAL OBSERVATIONS ASSOCIATED TO
" comprised a field mill sensor with a ±30 kV/m THE DIFFERENT PHASES OF THE DISCHARGE-

dynamic range, and a capacitive antenna with data Intracloud Activity - Both types of radiation
acquisition at 3 different sensitivities : + 30, ± 300 are observed during this type of discharges. During

and ± 3000 V/m (the damping time constant had the first few hundreds ms, we observe a low rate
been set to 10 s). All signals were sampled at a radiation simultaneous to large E field variations.
800 Hz rate. These measurements have been mainly The associated U H F sources locations are spread out
used during two phases of the lightning flash : first, over distances which can be estimated from a km to
for the analysis of the slow charge evolution within several km and present apparently slow drift
thunderstorm clouds ; secondly, for the m odelization velocities (- 104 - 105 m/s). Usually, bursts are
of lightning discharges either with unipolar model observed in the last hundreds ms of the discharge,
for cloud-to-ground stroke, or dipolar model for following large E field variations; the associated
intracloud activity. [ 6 1 sources propagate at high speed (>107 m/s) within

The results have been correlated to the the volume concerned by the previous breakdown
interfero m etric locations of electro magnetic processes (Fig. 5).
sources at 300 MHz ; we will essentially present From their similitudes in electromagnetic and
here the observed phenomena related to the E field signatures and chronology, these phenomena
different phases of the lightning discharge. can be compared to the K process 17, 101 associated

to recoil streamers. It is interesting nevertheless to
2. RESULTS ANALYSIS point out the difference, of an order of magnitude,

between es'.imated velocities for electromagnetic
For the COPT experiment data processing, our sources (i07 m/s) and velocities currently

attention was focused on two events representative presented for recoil streamers (1-4.106 m/s) 1 71.
of the different types of thunderstorms in this Similar phenomena qualified as "Q noise" 181 or
region: a storm resulting from diurnal convection, "solitary pulses" [ 41 have been observed and also
and a squall line storm. A total number of 23 present velocities up to 3.107 m/s.
discharges has been studied, most of them of the Breakdown Processes and Leader in Cloud-to- 5
intracloud type. Though we cannot pretend to an Ground Flashes - In precursor to a cloud-to-ground

-' exhaustive phenomenologic description of lightning flash, processes have been observed to last from a
with such a limited number of events, some few tens ms to several hundreds ms. The shorter
characteristic electromagnetic phenomenon have events can be associated to a leader activity with a
been observed in the different discharge phases preponderance of short bursts, this activity being
leading to interesting comparisons with E field preceded for long precursors by processes usually
variations and neutralized charges locations. within the cloud and typical in some cases of

intracloud discharges.
GENERAL REMARKS - The signal appears to In one of this case of cloud-to-ground flash,

. be made of a series of pulses, with pulse width we observe a 625 ms intracloud activity preceding a
* usually not exceeding the time resolution (1 ps). 25 ms leader. The first 350 ms presented a low rate
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pulse radiation (10-15 pulses/ms) associated with a precursor phenomenon where the breakdown activity
spread-out activity expending throughout the cloud ; is already associated to U H F sources defining parts
corresponding slow E field variations (total of of a cloud-to-ground channel. This channel is then
30 kV/m) are associated to large vertical dipolar the place, during leader phase, of propagating .

neutralizations between altitudes of 4 km (negative sources at high speed (> 107 m/s) well above usual
charges) and 7 km (positive charges). The last leader mechanisms velocities, and associated to the
275 ms are a superposition of the intracloud transfer of charges within the cloud.
discharge and breakdown processes prior to the In a third case of cloud-to-ground flash, no
cloud-to-ground flash. During the weakening of the noticeable breakdown activity can be observed. %
low rate activity, we observe 4 bursts (Fig. 6) E field measurements indicate the start of a leader
corresponding to rapid propagations of sources over 10 ms prior to the return stroke ; though the
large distances (probably between 5 and 10 km). All distance of the activity (12 km) and the resulting
propagations are observed to converge towards the imprecision on interferometric location at low
charge that will be neutralized by the first return altitude, electromagnetic sources present a

* stroke. Final paths of bursts 1, 3 and 4 seem to propagation towards ground in the first 3 ms of the
follow the same downwards trajectories ; respective leader activity, subsequent sources for the ., .
velocities are 106, 5.1o7 and 1.5.1o7 m/s. These remaining 7 ms are mostly located in altitude
downwards trajectories seem to be limited within (Fig. 8). E field measurements show an usual leader
the cloud. A last burst (4) corresponds to the phenomenon lasting 10 ms [11]. Timing difference
beginning of the leader phase; the pulse emission again suggests that UHF radiation mechanisms are
rate increases during this phase and is associated not strictly related to a leader progression. In these
with a large number of sources scattering from the 3 examples of cloud-to-ground lightning, we have
breakdown volume. Due to the large extent of the noticed from weather radar data that every case of
activity over the remaining ambiguities of the small low elevation activity, below the cloud base, is
interferometric system, it was not possible in this associated to heavy precipitations.
particular case to differentiate radiation within the Dart Leader - Dart leader radiation is of the
cloud from possible downwards radiation associated burst type ; all data either from triggered or natural

with the leader. cloud-to-ground lightning flashes show a 100 to
*. Other cloud-to-ground discharges are not 300 ps long phase of sources, propagation to ground, .

, superimposed on such an intracloud activity, and it with velocities between 1o7 and 5.107 m/s; dart
was possible to locate electromagnetic sources leader radiation does not come from the cloud but
during leader phases. Prior to that, we observed from sources descending towards ground (Fig. 9).
either short or long breakdown ; an example of the The return stroke is sometimes observed with a

last type is a 300 ms activity previously to a 50 ms delay (up to several hundred ps) ; the sources are
leader (Fig. 7). The radiation is of the short burst localized within the cloud, usually away from the
type, several tens of ms apart, and is localized along leader starting point ; this suggests that the
a vertical path. In the first hundred of ms, sources observed delay (or part of it) is associated with the
are shown to be close to the ground, below the cloud upwards and intracloud propagation time of return
base, and present in one case, 230 ms before the stroke
return stroke, a propagation to ground with a Return Stroke - At 300 MHz, the return
velocity of 7.10 mIs. The overall topology of strokes radiation present a large dynamic, going
breakdown associated electromagnetic sources will from no noticeable radiation to levels comparable to
then be tle place of leader and subsequent dart burst type radiation. The study of its location shows
leader sources propagations. Figure 7 presents either spread out sources, or more compact groups
E field variations on four stations and the associated of sources away from locations of precursor
electro magnetic sources locations for the activity. Some of these phenomena could be
breakdown and leader phases. Radiation during the explained, from an instrumental point of view, if we
leader is ob.3rved only during E steps and were in presence of strong simultaneous sources all
corresponds fo- the first burst (b) to a downwards along the return stroke channel; their location
propagation to the ground (2.107 m/s) and for the would in this case appear to be a point-source, their
following bursts either to localized in-cloud center of mass, moving apparently in an incoherent
radiation or upwards propagations (2.107 m/s). E way. Nevertheless, return stroke radiation is not
field steps can be m odelized as long intracloud continuous and usually not strong, and thus
horizontal dipolar discharges driving negative instrumental effect cannot explain all the obser-
charges away from the location of fr st stroke vations. Such lack of spatial correlation between
(similar observation is presented in 191, intersteps return stroke associated VHF-U HF sources and
E field evolutions do not give any detectable precursors has already been mentioned in the case
emission, they correspond to similar but slower of otherlocation methods 041.
charge transfers. Charges models indicate that While in two cases of first stroke sources
during all this leader, horizontal discharges are appear spread out around leader trajectories, in
predominant co mpared to vertical transfer usually most other cases or first or subsequent strokes, they al ".
associated to leader advance. The low time are located within the cloud. This suggest that UHF
resolution of E field measurements cannot give us emission during return stroke does not come
informations on the chronology, within the ms, of essentially from the current wave, but is induced by
charges transfer in the cloud and propagation of the effect of this wave either around the channel or
UHF sources below the cloud. Nevertheless, in this within the cloud (Fig. 9).
case, observations suggest a different image of a
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MAGNETIC FORCE AND SHOCK DAMAGE RESULTING FROM LIGHTNING STRIKES

C JONES, G REID, CULHAM LABORATORY,
ABINGDON, OXFORD OX14 3DB, ENGLAND

ABSTRACT possible creating maximum magnetic forces. A
The problem of aircraft radome protection similar situation nearly always arises where

is of particular importance as this is an area a narrow conductor (e.g. a diverter strip) is :%
where considerable damage has been experienced. attached to a larger structure (e.g. an aircraft
The probability of a strike to a radome is fuselage). These magnetic forces are not con-
increased in the case of supersonic aircraft fined to two or more conductor geometries: a
(which carry pitots on the front of the radome) single conductor carrying an impulse current is
yet such aircraft can least afford to lose the subject to its own magnetic forces (called pinch
radome because of the adverse aerodynamic effect). Hence flat braid will tend to compress
effects. Some of the problems have been dis- into a nearly cylindrical form after a lightning
cussed by A W Hanson (1) and of particular current pulse as will then flat foil strips.

. interest in that paper was the consideration Even cylindrical conductors like conduits can
" of swept arcs and the interaction between such be affected; lightning simulation tests at Culham

arcs and solid conductors carrying lightning Laboratory have demonstrated reductions in outer
currents. Various experiments in the further- radius of copper conduit from 2.5mm to 2mm after
ance of that work are described here in which a 200kA, 2 x 106 A s pulse, involving compressive
the movement of arcs were studied as well as forces of -320MN/m 2 (21 tons/in ). Magnetic
the forces they produced. This has also lead interaction forces are the subject of the main
to a theoretical appraisal of the impulsive part of this paper.
nature of magnetic forces generated by lightning MECHANICAL SHOCK WAVES ASSOCIATED WITH THE
currents and the effective mechanical forces ARC ATTACHMENT - This effect is usually observed
they produce. This theory has been used to at the lightning arc attachment ppints on the
compare predicted forces with actual forces airfract. It is caused by the explosive expansion
calculated from the deflection of a simple of gas in the arc channel in the longitudinal
mechanical system over a limited range of direction producing a shock wave during the early
operating conditions, part of the first return stroke. Resulting damage

The paper starts with a review of the can vary from denting 2mm thick aluminium sheet
various mechanical effects which can result to splitting 0.5mm thick aluminium or breaking a
from lightning strikes, hole through carbon fibre panels less than about

0.7mm thick. The mechanism is peak current and
MAGNETIC FORCE AND SHOCK EFFECTS may be action integral dependent, hence only component A %
encountered in lightning interactions with of the lightning waveform is significant. %

aircraft from a number of sources and through HIGH CURRENT ARCS IN CONFINED AND SEMI-
several mechanisms. The major contributions CONFINED SPACES - High impulse current arcs
to the problems are: produce radial shock waves and very large gas

1) Magnetic forces (including pinch overpressure through rapid heating and expansion.
effects and magnetic interaction). In confined spaces this can cause considerable

2) Mechanical shock waves associated damage as in cases of punctured radomes etc.
with arc attachments. It can also cause debonding or blow-outs when

3) High current arcs in confined and such arcing occurs in voids in insulating layers
semi-confined spaces, or in glue lines. The severity of the problem

4) Fusing conductors, is dependent on peak current and action integral
5) Hydraulic shock in fuel tanks.. so component A of the lightning waveform is again
MAGNETIC FORCES - These forces arise from the main culprit.

the interaction of magnetic fields generated FUSING CONDUCTORS - A conductor embedded
by lightning current pulses flowing in conduc- in a non-conducting material will fuse if suffi-
tors. Being peak current and time dependent, cient energy to vaporise it is dissipated in it.
magnetic force effects are most damaging where When it vaporises an arc replaces the conductor
geometrical considerations constrain current as the carrier of the current. As in the above %%%

to flow in small conductors, and where current paragraph, considerable damage can be done by
carrying conductors are routed at acute angles the explosive expansion of gasses in such a case.
in close proximity to each other. This is a Further damage may be done directly by the
common situation where, for instance, a braid heating and expansion of the conductor and
is attached to a conducting surface by a tag nearby materials before and during vaporisation,
and bolt. Here, currents in the di/dt phase for instance by the vaporisation of epoxy in a
of a lightning pulse are encouraged by induc- carbon fibre member. A case in point might be
tive effects to flow as close to each other as a long thin propeller blade constructed with a

carbon fibre completely encased in glass fibre.
*Numbers in parentheses designate References Puncture to and subsequent lightning current
at end of paper, conduction through the carbon will, if insuffi-
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cient carbon is present, cause the structure current waveforms. As one of the conductors in
to split open. practice may be an arc, a key question is then

A similar effect occurs when a conductor whether the arc moves appreciably in the time-
pis confined only on one side as in the case of scale of interest as this might greatly reduce

a radome diverter strip. If a fuseable strip the effective force between an arc and a fixed
is used as a diverter strip, on fusing while conductor. If an arc does display some "inertia",
carrying a lightning current impulse, the what will be the time resolved displacement of
surface to which the strip is affixed may be the arc and hence what reaction does it provide
split. This effect appears to depend on action for the forces acting on a protection strip
integral, peak current, the quantity of material attached to a radome wall?. Experiments were
vaporised and on the mechanical properties of devised to investigate these questions.
the supporting material.

HYDRAULIC SHOCK IN FUEL TANKS - As observed ARC MOVEMENT
above, an explosively fusing conductor produces To investigate this phenomenon it was
a shock wave in the surrounding gas. Similarly, necessary to generate long arcs with high (lOOkA)
a fusing conductor inmersed in a fluid will pro- currents. Initiating such arcs is a problem
duce a shock wave in the fluid and this may in because high current capacitor banks do not in
certain circumstances have great potential for general produce very high voltages. The simp-
causing damage. Unlike fuel vapour explosion lest method is to use a fine fuse wire of metal
or detonation, this effect is more likely to or carbon across the gap where an arc is required.
occur when fuel tanks are full. A few kilovolts are then enough to initiate the

The remaining part of this paper is breakdown by fusing the fuse wire in the early,
concerned with the first of these damage mecha- low current phase of the discharge. Early tests
nisms as described above, and is chiefly directed described in (2) on the 1OOkV capacitor bank at
to the problem of magnetically induced forces CLSU (shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3) and
associated with radome protection. The results using an Im con image converting camera framing
should, however, reflect on any impulse magnetic at 2.5 x 10 frames/sec (40ps between images)
force problems. showed problems in recording fuse wire initiated

arcs. This was due to the intense illumination
ARC INTERACTION WITH RADOME DIVERTER STRIPS produced by the fusing of the wire and subse-

The problem of magnetic interaction quently in the vapour from it. Other methods

between a lightning arc channel and lightning of triggering long arcs had then to be sought.
conductor strips has been discussed previously Sophisticated techniques using high powered
by A W Hanson in "Lightning Protection Techniques lasers do exist (3) but the cost and complexity ..

for Radomes having Forward Mounted Pitots",(l). are prohibitive. Further tests compared trigger
There he considers a step leader attaching to electrode initiated arcs with fuse wire using
the pitot boom when there will be some delay the circuit shown in Fig. 4. The Imacon photo-
between the initial leader attachment and the graphs of this experiment are shown in Fig. 5.
time of arrival of the first return stroke. As can be seen from the photographs, the lower
During this delay the aircraft will have moved arcs show much more detail than the upper fuse
forward and hence sweeping of the leader channels wire initiated arcs. The important feature to
will occur. The interval between the initial observe from the pictures is that the arc does
leader attachment and arrival of the return not move or break-up significantly until frame
stroke could vary from O.5ms to 6Oms according 5 or 6, i.e. 200-24Os after the striking of
to the altitude of the aircraft: the altitude the arc.
determines how much further the step leader must
propagate before the channel is complete for FORCES PRODUCED

*. the first return stroke to occur. With aircraft Direct investigations were then made of
- speeds in the range 66-200m/s the aircraft may the forces produced by the arc with the arrange-

have travelled between O.033m and 12m. Hence ment shown in Fig. 6. It was very similar to
it is possible that a leader be swept over the that used in Fig. 4, but a single fuse wire gap
surface of a radome prior to the first return was used for convenience. The important para-
stroke in which time re-attachment may be impos- meter to monitor here was the movement of the
sible because of the dielectric surface, Parallel parallel return conductor for which an optical
or near parallel current paths are created by technique was used.
the arc and the radome protection strip carrying This displacement monitor was required to
current back to the fuselage. The results of measure the movement of the return conductor .' *

this effect (illustrated in Fig. 1) are believed fairly accurately and with microsecond time
to have been seen by the author in at least one resolution. This had to be achieved in the :

5 damaged radome. presence of large magnetic and electric fields.
In these circumstances magnetic forces A system using a focused light beam was deve-

will exist between the arc channel and the loped (4). This comprised a microscope lamp,
current carrying conductor pushing them apart, two condenser lenses and a large area photo- .-

(Fig. 2). Effective forces as high as 22kN/m sensitive diode with additional circuitry to
(1500lb/ft) with a conductor spacing of 33mm give a voltage output proportional to the m
have been produced in laboratory experiments amount of light falling cn the surface of the
using solid conductors and lightning simulation diode (Fig. 7).
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Basically the idea was to put an opaque order. Hence the arc has an effect much the
flag of minimal inertia on the return conductor same as a mechanically stiff conductor over
and arrange the light beam to focus to a point these timescales.
just beyond the tip of the flag. The second 2) Changes in the current waveshape produce
condenser then focused the beam onto the photo- widely differing effective forces for similar
diode surface. Experiment established that the action integral. Hence action integral does
output of the photodiode circuit was linearly not combine the important parameters in a suit-
proportional to the observation of the light able way to produce an overall proportionality. <o
beam by the flag over the distances of interest. 3) For a given current waveshape, the
The sensitivity of the device could be altered action integral does display approximate pro-
by moving rhe focus of the beam towards or away portionality to return conductor deflection.
from the flag, and the dynamic range by adjusting 4) To obtain overall proportionality the
the intensity of the light source, effect of waveshape must be included with the

Tests were done using the above apparatus action integral parameter.
applying currents with peaks ranging from 6OkA .
to 85kA, with various load impedances to produce THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF CONTINUOUS
different fundamental frequences and both damped, EQUIVALENT FORCE
sinusoidal and clamped unidirectional waveforms. The waveform produced by lightning can be . -.

A typical damped sinusoidal current waveform is approximated to a double exponentia with a
shown in Fig. Ba with the displacement in the fast rise time of the order of a few micro-
lower trace, while a clamped waveform and dis- seconds and a much larger decay time T from
placement curve is in Fig. 8b. lOOps to several milliseconds.

The type of forces resulting from light-
RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS ning type waveforms have been discussed by

The results are presented in Table I. They T E James and J Phillpott in (5). Conductors
have been assembled in ascending values of will be subject to high initial impulsive
capacitor voltage and added circuit inductance, forces, followed by a slower and much smaller
Results from using a solid conductor in place decaying component. The maximum mechanical
of the arc have been tabulated adjacent to the stress will occur at the maximum deflection
arc test results for direct comparison. Direct when all the kinetic energy is converted into

comparison is not straightforward because of strain energy.
the difference in total circuit resistance If we consider a simple mechanical system
between arc and solid conductor tests and which has an angular frequency 'w' subject to
between clamped and ringing waveforms. This a rapidly applied force P (being the maximum
is more fully discussed later, magnetic force at peak current) which decays

The "effective" force on the return cond- exponentially in a time T/2. This is related
uctor may be expected to depend on the square to what is termed an "effective transient
of the current (of the force between two force" P which would produce the same stress

t
current varying conductors) and on the time in the mechanical system when applied slowly
for which the current pulse lasts. The value but continuously.
of "effective" force is defined as the force A relation can be derived between the
which, when applied slowly and continuously, ratio of the effective transient force (P) .'

would produce the same strain in the mechanical and the peak applied force (P ), i.e. P J
system as the transient force. This is calcu- and the product of the natura? angular irequency.-
lated using standard mechanical deflection of the mechanical system 'Wand the exponential
equations. Accordingly, the maximum deflection decay time of the current pulse T, i.e. wT.
has been plotted against2 the action integral This relationship for a fast rise time

of the current pulse (Ji dt) for each test and exponentially decaying pulse was originally
discharge and this is shown in Fig. 9. derived in 1959 by T E James and subsequently

It should be noted that for the ringing by R H Evans in (6) from simple mechanical
waveforms, the test circuit included the fault considerations and is reproduced here as Fig.lO.

limiting resistance (R in Fig. 3) in the capa- Using this curve, the effective mechanical

citor bank which dominated the change from the forces for fast, intermediate, and long types
static resistance of a solid conductor to the of lightning pulses with the characteristics

time varying resistance of the arc. Thus the shown in Table 2 have been composed. This is

two lines representing ringing waveform tests shown in Table 3. The values of force P are
are very close. In the case of the clamped relative and have been normalised to a value

discharges, the fault limiting resistance of of 1.0 for a peak current of SOkA. Value of

the bank is removed at peak current so the the angular frequency 1w of the mechanical .structure have been assumed to lie between .
decay is dominated by the load resistance. rctur ha beasm toeie bten
Thus to obtain the same action integral in the r.-
arc as in the solid conductor, a higher current 10 rads/s for a lighter stiff one. It can

was used for the arc tests, be seen from Table 3 that the maximum effective
From the graph it may be concluded that: force is produced by the fast high current

1) For similar current waveshapes, the component due to the much greater peak force
effects of an arc and solid conductor on the P0 which is produced.

movement of a return conductor are of a similar More general conclusions may be drawn
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from the curve in Fig. 10: it is clear that in Calculations of forces using the theory
the curved central area of the graph that WT derived for exponentially decaying impulse
critically affects the effective force and in currents have given reasonable agreement with
a non-linear function, hence effective force those calculated from conductor displacement '-

will not be a function of action integral in experiments. It is reasonable to conclude
alone. At the bottom end of the graph, effec- therefore that the exponential decay theory
tive force is approximately a linear function may be used to indicate the level of forces
of WT so it may be expected that mechanical that might be expected in practice at least
systems with very low w will respond according over a limited range of mechanical systems.
to action integral levels. At the top end of The experimental results confirm that
the graph the effective force ratio tends to in the range of the WT product used (0.2 to
a constant factor of 2, so above a certain 2 rads) action integral alone is insufficient
level of WT one may expect effective force as a measure of mechanical deflection; there-
to scale with peak current only. fore waveshape also must be taken into consi-

deration. However the results indicate that *

COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORETICAL FORCE for wT < 0.2 the deflection would be a linear
AND ME.ASURED FORCE function of action integral. This is supported

In the case of the clamped circuit test by the theory as the graph of effective force
discharges it is possible to compare the against WT illustrates. In general, to predict
effective force calculated from the relation- peak magnetic forces it is necessary to know
ship plotted in Fig. 10 with the effective peak current, current waveshape and the anular
force calculated from the measured displace- frequency of the mechanical system.
ment of the conductor. This latter calculation
gives the uniform loading along a simple sup- REFERENCES
ported beam as used for the return conductor, 1 A W Hanson, 'Lightning Protection
which would produce the same maximum deflection Techniques for Radomes having Forward Mounted

as measured while passing the high current Pitots' Symposium in Lightning Technology,
impulse through the circuit. The natural Hampton Va 1980.
angular frequency (w) of the conductor may be 2 C C R Jones, J G Talboys, C Chessum, h

found directly from the frequency of the dis- 'Experiments with Fusewire and Electric Pulse
placement oscillations. Triggered Arcs', CLSU Memo 101, November 1981.

The results of these calculations are 3 J R Greig, R F Fersler, P P Murphy,
shown in Table 4. It can be seen that there R E Pechacek, J Penn, M Raleigh, 'Laser-Guided
is reasonable agreement between the practical Electric Discharges in the Atmosphere',
results and the theoretical calculations. 7th International Conference in Gas Discharges

Figure 11 shows displacement calculated and their Application, London 1982.
from the theoretical equivalent force (P) 4 C C R Jones, J G Talboys, C Chessum,
plotted against peak current squared for each S E V Warder, 'Development of a Technique for
of the values of T in Table 4 plus some addi- Monitoring Solid Conductor Displacement as a
tional values (w is kept constant). Also Function of Time', CLSU Memo 106, June 1982.
plotted are the measured displacements numbered 5 T E James, J Phillpott, 'Simulation
to refer to Table 4. Agreement is quite good of Lightning Strikes to Aircraft', CLM-Rlll
as some inaccuracies would be expected for the HMSO 1971.
following reasons: 6 G W Reid, C C R Jones, R H Evans,

1) The waveforms used only approximated 'Theoretical Considerations in Assessing the
to exponential decay especially in the case of Mechanical Forces Produced on Conductors due
arc conductors. to Lightning Strike Currents', CLSU Memo 110,

2) The mechanical model of the arc/rod November 1982.
and return conductor was very simplified assu-
ming simple support and uniform loading ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
throughout. The Authors would like to acknowledge the

3) No allowance was made of arc movement support given by the Procurement Executive,
at long timescales. Ministry of Defence UK, for the work reported

in this paper, and to J G Talboys and C Chessum
CONCLUSIONS for laboratory work.

During the experiments very large forces
were recorded resulting from the magnetic
interaction between arcs and current carrying
conductors in close proximity. These were up
to 70% of the forces between two solid conduc-
tors at similar spacing and carrying currents
of similar magnitudes and waveshape. From
this it may be concluded that similar design
considerations must be given to forces arising
from possible magnetic interaction with arcs
as is given to magnetic interaction between
solid conductors.
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Table 1 -Resilts of Arc and Rod Tests ..

Arc Capacitor Clamp Added Decay AMaximum Peido
or Voltage or Circuit Time A fI 2dt Bar Bario ofl

Rod kV Ringing Inductance 16 Deflection Batsil

uH r liS kA x 10iolaio
A s ms

Arc 25 Ringing 0 -79 0.1 0.85 1.9 -'

Rod 25 Ringing 0 - 83.7 0.12 0.88 1.68

Arc 25 Clamp 0 62 78 0.19 0.6 -

Rod 25 Clamp 0 360 83 1.24 1.45 2.2 ...

Arc 25 Ringing 1.6 -59 0.1 .78 1.9

Rd25 Ringing 1.6 -60 0.1 1.1 1.68

Arc 25 Clamp 1.6 200 59 0.36 0.68 1.79

Rod 25 Clamp 1.6 576 61.8 1.1 1.3 2.14

Arc 35 Ringing 1.6 -85 0.2 1.3 1.9

Rod 35 Ringing 1.6 so8 0.16 1.7 1.9

Arc 35 Clamp 1.6 250 85 .72 1.25 1.94

Rod 35 Clamp 1.6 554 76 1.61 1.6 2.4

Arc 35 Ringing 4.3 -64 .156 .16 1.79

Rd35 Ringing 4.3 - 71.6 .28 .28 2.04

Ac 35 Clamp 4.3 -74 1.4 2.5 2.0

Rod 35 Clamp 4.3 -68 .92 2.1 2.0
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Table 2 - Maximum Effective Parameters for Composite Current Waveform

Negative Positive
Copnent Discharge Discharge

(1) Fast

Peak current I (kA) 200 200

di/dt (kA/s) 80 8

Pulse time T (us) 10 100

Coulombs (C) 2 20

I2 t 106 (A2 s) 0.2 2.0

(2) Intermediate

Peak current I (kA) 50 50

Pulse time T (ms) 0.4 2

Coulombs (C) 20 100

I t 106 (A2 s) 0.5 2.5

(3) Continuing

Peak current (kA) 1 1

Pulse time (ms) 200 200

Coulombs (C) 200 200
2 6 2I t 10 (A s) 0.2 0.2

Total coulombs (C) -220 -320

Total 12t 106 (A2s) 0.9 4.7

Reproduced from "Simulation of Lightning
Strikes to Aircraft" (reference 5)

Table 3 - Effective Transient Magnetic Force Pt

P
2 P P /P t

I T Coulombs I t 0 t 0( a U(Reatie)(Relative Units)
(kA) (ms) (C) 6 2 (Relative)

10A) (Units) 3 4 3 4
W =l0 W=10 w,-10 W=10

200 0.1 20 2.o 16.0 0.05 0.45 0.8 7.2
(Fast)

50 2.0 100 2.5 1.0 0.75 1.73 0.75 1.73
(Int)

1.0 200 200 0.1 .0004 2.0 2.0 0.0008 0.0008
(Long)

Reproduced from "Simulation of Lightning Strikes to Aircraft" (reference 5)
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PilotRadome
Arc channel Rdm-~

Fiq. 1I Maximum Arc Channel Fig. 2 -Magnetic Forces Acting on a simple
Interaction Condition Conduit Protection System for Maxi-

mum Arc Channel Interaction Conditi~rns

Trig. Fast trigger Load
make gap

RL RLV

Book resistance

.630p1F
(100kV)Trig. Fast trigger

Clomp gap LLV

Fig. 3 -Circuit Arrangement for Forces Tests

Arc or rod 8

2811F

Fig. 4 -Test Rig for Double Arc Experiment Fig. 6 -Test Rig for Displacement
Measurements
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Fig. 5 - Double Arc Experiments
'" Plte |Plate 2

". I 5 7 9 II P 3 5 7 9 11

Tigrcarlbon filament

-. initiated arc TriggerC

2 4 6 10 12 2 4 6 a 10 12

40is Time Interval between Frames

Framing Camera Pictures and Double Arcs (see Fig. 4)

Rer,.-Arc or fixed rod
Re turn

conductor Insulation

Lairge Photo
Diode Detector

Monitor

Flog attached to ol.oscope
return conductor

Fig. 7 - Return Conductor Displacement Monitorwo, I

Current WyevforW (SO.S/div) Current Waveform (. Im/div)

Fig. 8 (a) Ringing Waveform Return Fiq. 8 - b) Clamped Waveform. RP

Conductor Displacement Conductor Disrj1a,.,,7
Waveform (O.2ms/div) Waveform nO.ns ln
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1.86

1. 2 -Pt sEffective transient force

Pa0a Peak applied force
T sCurrent decoy time constant

10 w a 21t= Natural frequency of the system

0-8
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Fig, 10. Curve for calculating effective force from experimental impulse force
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[, The Lightning and Electrostatic Control Effort P .
For the Apache/AH-64 Helicopter

G. A. Booth and H. M. Hoffart
% Hughes Helicopters Inc.

Culver City, CA 90230

ABSTRACT

The primary flight pattern of the AH-64 Helicopter will subject the vehicle

primarily to cloud-to-ground lightning discharges as well as cloud-to-cloud. Other
considerations are the tribo-electric effects. To effect control, a concerted
review of the vehicles lightning and charging aspects was performed. Deleterious
effects were examined and corrective measures described in this paper will assure
greater personnel and vehicle safety while complying with the vehicles mission
requirements.I The AH-64 Apache Helicopter uses a four blade main rotor and a four bladed
tail rotor driven by two gas turbine engines to meet the required flight and per-
formance characteristics. The main and tail rotors, in addition to sections of

the vehicles body, include composite materials in their design and construction.
Composite materials are also used for structural support as well as for aerodynamic
covers for some of the avionics equipment as well as for the gas turbine engines.
The extensive use of composite materials in the AH-64 vehicle design impacted on
the control efforts for lightning attraction and discharging plus the problems
associated with possible lightning penetration into on-board avionics equipment.
Other areas associated with electrostatic discharging included electromagnetic
interference/electromagnetic compatibility requirements and effective eletrical
bonding control for all electrical-electronic units used in the vehicle. To effec-
tively implement the above areas, whatever control measures were exercised,
the control effort impact was considered for each of the areas outlined above.
Wick static dischargers are used extensively. Including blade tip static discharge
wicks, to dissipate vehicle electric potential charges to limit vehicle potential
levels to only a few thousand volts. Blade wicks also reduce pulse discharge
levels. The lower peak energy levels per pulse can effect a 20dB to as much as
100dB of quieting for the vehicles communications equipment. Thus, an improvement
in electromagnetic compatibility is realized, though the initial effort pertained
to the reduction of vehicle electrification potential levels. Streamer currents
are also reduced because of the use of multiple wick static dischargers. Elec-
trical bonding designed into the structure and surfaces and effectively implemented,
will reduce arcing that would otherwise be present due to high potential levels and
high level streamer currents.

The paper will therefore delineate the controls and measures employed to
reduce the effects of lightning, static electrical charging and the interaction of
electromagnetic interference control and electrical bonding.

I%

This paper was not available for incorporation into this book.
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The Sandia Lightning Simulator

By

James C. Bushnell and J. G. Kostas
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

ABSTRACT

Sandia has developed a lightning simulator to produce currents equivalent to
those of severe natural lightning, (99 percentile), on external loads on the order
of 8 microhenries. The simulator can produce from I to 4 pulses, with the first
pulse having peak current of 200 kiloampere, rising to this value in 2 microseconds,
with an e-folding decay time on the order of 75 microseconds. The interpulse
spacing may be varied over a wide range. A continuing current on the order of 300
amperes for I second may also be included. The total action integral is as high
3 x 106 ampere 2 - second, and total charge transfer 300 coulombs. The design and

implementation of this facility and associated instrumentation will be discussed.
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THIS PAPER DESCRIBES the Sandia fundamental frequency, and hence pre- 0
Lightning Simulator, which has been ferentially exites those resonances in
built at Sandia National Laboratories, a system under test near this frequency,
Albuquerque, New Mexico to provide a In addition, such a waveform is bipolar,
test capability for severe lightning whereas natural lightning is unipolar.
current threau levels to large as well The critically damped waveform is
as small test objects. This simulator unipolar, but the waveform produced
is of a design rather different from exhibits either longer rise times or
most other simulators, and provides shorter decay times than expected from 6

the following capabilities: natural lightning if the other para-
- peak current of 200 kiloamperes meter is maintained at typical values.
- second pulse of 100 kiloamperes Of the three linear RLC circuit
- rise time to peak current 2 types, the overdamped ciruit is
microseconds capable of most nearly simulating'..

- decay time constant 75-300 natural lightning rise and decay times,
microseconds and in priciple any combination of rise

- peak rate of rise on the order and decay times may be obtained by
of 200 kiloamperes per micro- suitable choice of the parameters. The
second basic difficulty with the overdamped

- multiple pulse operation at circuit is that the requirements for a
arbitrary time delays short rise time and a long decay time

- continuing current of 300 imply that a relatively large damping
amperes for 1 second resistance, well in excess of that

- total action integral in inherent in most tests, must be e
excess of 2 million amp- included to generate typical lightning
squared seconds waveforms. The energy requirement for

- total charge transfer in an overdamped circuit is determined by
excess of 300 coulombs the value of the damping resistance.

The simulator is based on the use of a An example may guffice to
crowbarred Marx generator and provides demonstrate the problem. Suppose that
a lightning test capability difficult it is desired to produce a 200 kiloampere
to produce by more traditional means. peak current into an external load of

The simulator is based on the use 5 microhenries, with a 10-90% risetime
of crowbarred Marx generator and of 2 microseconds and an e-folding time
provides a lightning test capability constant of 75 microseconds. An over- .
difficult to produce by more traditional damped circuit yielding these parameters '

means. must have a capacitance of 15.9 micro-
The basis for the design require- farads charged to 1.03 megavolts and a

ments is the report by Cianos and Pierce resistance of 4.8 ohms, with total stored
(1) which surveys the knowledge of energy of 8.4 megajoules. Such a circuit
natural lightning available up to the is both economically prohibitive and
time of its writing in 1972, and the probably technically infeasible. With
detailed rationale for the design para- more modest requirements on the peak
meters of the Sandia simulator, which current, for example, such as the -2
is not discussed here, is largely ability to simulate typical lightning
derived from this report. peak curents of, say, 20 kiloamperes " -'

A number of simulators for natural rather than those which may be expected
lightning have been built in recent in extreme lightning environments, it is
years. Most of these simulators are possible to build such a simulator, and
based on the use of some variant of the several have been constructed for this
linear R-L-C circuit, either under- regime.
damped, critically damped or overdamped. The remainder of this paper is
It is not the purpose of this paper to divided into several sections. The
discuss in detail the characteristics second section gives a more detailed
which may be obtained by such circuits, description of the design characteristics.
but some preliminary comments may help The third section describes the basic
to provide a framework for the decisions design which was chosen as a result.
which have been made in the design of The forth section is an overall descrip-
the Sandia simulator. tion of the high voltage components

It is posible to obtain fast which are included in the simulator.

current risetimes using an underdamped The fifth section gives a more detailed i

RLC circuit, with the resulting wave- description o the crowbar switch. The

form being a damped sine wave. Such a sixth section describes the building

waveform has dominant frequency and exterior area In which the simulator

components in the vicinity of the is housed. The seventh section discusses
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the instrumentation which is incor- heating damage effects are expected,
porated in the simulator and used for the action integral times the resis-
tests, and the last section is a tance gives the deposited energy.
summary of the paper. Finally, the total charge transferred

DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS - The is important in such phenomena as burn-
design characteristics of the Sandia through when a plasma is formed at a
lightning simulator have been chosen surface, since in this case the energy
to match the 99%-ile levels of natural deposited is proportional to the total
lightning, with the exception of the charge times the plasma voltage drop.
number of strokes. Present technology The design characterisics which
does not allow the production of result from these considerations along
lightning flashes at this level for with technological and economic
all the pertinent characteristics, and considerations are also shown in
a choice must be made to give a design Table 1.
which is both technologically and The estimated voltages between
economically feasible, cloud and ground are on the order of

A combination of basic and 100 megavolts prior to the lightning
derived parameters may be used to flash, and initiate the stepped
represent lightning flashes. Those leader precursor to the return
used here are: the stroke rise time, stroke. The electric fields which
number of strokes per flash, peak exist just before initiation of the
current in a single stroke, action return stroke can be quite large,
integral (the integral of the square and are certainly major contributors
of the current with respect to time), to the aperture coupling to systems,
and total charge transferred. Other but are perhaps less important in
combinations of parameters are direct-strike lightning damage than
possible, but it is preferable to the return stroke currents. It is
choose a set of parameters which are for this reason that emphasis is
nominally statistically independent, given in the simulator design on the
The large statisti'cal variability of return stroke simulation. The electric
natural lightning is also important, fields present immediately before the
and it is desirable to provide for return stroke have similarities to NEMP,
the simulation of nominal lightning and EMP tests may be expected to be

strikes as well as those very severe, pertinent to this kind of vulnerability.
There is only limited knowledge There has been considerable recent
available on the statistical corre- work on the possibility of lightning
lations between the above parameters. risetimes in the submicrosecond regime,
In the absence of such knowledge, it which is largely subsequent to the
was deemed desirable to be able to fixing of the design parameters of the
produce all of these major para- Sandia simulator. The Sandia simulator
meters simultaneously. Simultaneous in its present form is not capable of
production of these parameters is submicrosecond rise times, although
important because there may be exploratory work in this area is in
important synegistic effects occurring progress.
in the combined environment which do BASIC DESIGN - The capability to
not occur in the individual environ- produce the levels shown in Table I is
ments taken one at a time. made possible by a circuit concept due

This set of parameters is to F. W. Neilson for lightning
reasonable for describing the severity simulation(2) which has not previously"-'
of lightning damage effects. The rise been used for this purpose, although

time is important because the coupling the general concept has been studied
through apertures increases with extensively for other purposes. The
decreasing rise time and correspond- key to the circuit used in the Sandia
ingly greater high frequency content. lightning simulator is the use of a
The number of strokes is important crowbar switch across the Marx
because of the synergistic effects generator used to supply th high
which may occur because the first of voltage required to produce the high
a series of strokes produces initial current levels in an external load.
effects which allow significant The use of a crowbar switch produces
damage to occur on later strokes, an essentially nonlinear circuit in
The peak current is important because which, before closure of the crowbar

it determines the maximum magnetic switch, the circuit is a lightly
6.forces which a structure may damped L-C circuit, while after '"

experience. The action integral is crowbar switch closure the circuit
Important because when resistive becomes an L-R circuit. The basic
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circuit concept is shown in Fig. 1. in series by spark gaps. Initially the
With this design, the lightning spark gaps are open circuits, and an

current rise time is dependent upon external power supply is used to charge.
the product of the source capacitance the capacitors to a common voltage.
and the total circuit inductance, When the Marx generator is fired
which is a series combination of the (erected) one or more spark gaps are %

external load inductance (equipment triggered, and the untriggered spark ,
under test), the intrinsic source gaps are rapidly fired by overvoltage.
inductance, the interconnection The resultant configuration is a series

inductance, and any inductance configuration in which the capacitance
deliberately added to provide the is the series combination of the
desired current rise time. capacitors, and the voltage is the

The decay time of the current original charging voltage times the
is then determined by the ratio of number of capacitors connected in
the total circuit inductance to the series. A voltage multiplication is
total circuit resistance. With a thus realized, allowing high voltage
total circuit inductance on the order output with relatively low voltage
of 10 microhenries, a total circuit input.Y'
resistance on the order of 0.1 ohms The air-insulated Marx generators
is required to give a decay time on extensively used for lightning simula-
the order of the desired value of 75 tion, for example in lightning attach-
microseconds. This low a value turns ment point studies can easily provide
out to be well within acheivable the voltages required, but their large
ranges. The principal interest in physical size, which is due to the
lightning effects is for structures requirement for sufficient voltage
which are largely metallic or contain standoff leads to a rather large
substantial metallic paths, and in inductance, and the peak currents which
almost all cases the resistance is can be obtained do not reach the levels
rather low. The restriction that the required by the design goals. "e
circuit resistance must be low has Sandia Laboratories has been
not proved to be a significant engaged in high voltage research for
limitation, approximately 20 years, principally for -

The circuit used for the Sandia electron beam acceleration for a variety
lightning simulator is qualitatively of radiation simulation purposes. the
different from those used in most latest in the series of machines which
other lightning simulators. The have been built is the Particle Beam 4
essentially nonlinear nature of the Fusion Accelerator (PBFA) (3), which :.r.

circuit used in the Sandia lightning contains 36 oil insulated Marx genera-
simulator eliminates the requirement tors, each producing an open circuit
for a large damping resistor, and the output voltage of 3.2 megavolts. A
resulting energy efficiency is aproxi- relatively simple modification to the
mately two orders of magnitude better connection used for the PBFA Marx
than an overdamped circuit with generators allows their use for the
essentially the same output character- Sandia lightning simulator at 1.6 mega-
istics. volts. Since these Marx generators

The crowbar circuit requires a were built at Sandia at the time the
low inductance voltage source to lightning simulator was being built,
drive the peak current through the the Marx generators for the lightning
external load inductance, since the simulator were constructed on the same
peak current obtainable is the assembly line. This occurrence was a
initial voltage times the square very significant advantage in being
root of the ratio of source capaci- able to build the Sandia lightning
tance to total circuit inductance, simulator.

The principal requirements for Another principal component of
implementation of such a circuit the simulator is the continuing current
concept are a low inductance high generator (CCG). The CCG must produce
energy capacitance and a suitable a relatively low voltage on the order

crowbar switch. The obvious choice of I kilvolt to sustain an arc to a
for energy storage is a Marx generator load. and produce output current on the "'

which will be briefly described for order of 1 kiloampere to supply the
those not familiar with the concept. required continuing current of 300

A Marx generator is a high amperes to the load. The sources we
voltage generator consisting of a considered were a bank of storage
number of capacitors which are batteries, an electrical substation of

charged in parallel and connected 1 megawatt capacity and a motor-
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generator set with inertial energy charge voltage of 100 kilovolts for a
storage. The storage battery concept total stored energy of 112 or 208 kilo-
requires the lowest initial capital joules per Marx, or 640 kilojoules for
investment, but was rejected because all four Marx generators. The 32
of the substantial maintenance capacitors are arranged when erected
requirement and the safety hazards as two parallel stacks of 16 capacitors, .0

inherent in their use. The substation providing an open circuit voltage of
alternative requires an infrequently 1.6 megavolts with an effective capaci-
used continuous capacity and the tance of 87.5 or 162.5 nanofarads. The
capital costs were believed to be Marx generators are charged with dual
excessive, and the solid state polarity power supplies, because in
rectifiers which are the obvious this configura ion one spark gap switch
choice were expected to be unduly is required for every two capacitors,
subject to damage from high voltage while with single polarity power supplies
breakdown in the event of a mal- a spark gap is required for each --

function. For these reasons, the capacitor. The internal Marx inductance
first alternatives were rejected, for each Marx is approximately I micro-
and a motor-generator set is used henry and is appreciably lower than
in the simulator. would be possible with single polarity

The original conception of the charging.
simulator did not anticipate a The Marx spark gaps are of
possible requirement for testing large symmetrical construction with a mid-
objects such as airplanes, but it has plane field distortion triggering

proved possible to adapt the basic electrode. With the +/- charging
design for such purposes. More details scheme, the DC voltage across each
are provided in the paper being pre- spark gap is 200 kilovolts, with the
sented by R. A. White(4) at this mid-plane triggering electrode
conference. initially at ground potential. The

A circuit diagram of the spark gaps are pressurized with sulfur
principal high voltage and continuing hexafluoride at a pressure dependent ...

current sections is shown in Fig. 2. upon the charge voltage, but typically
Fig. 3 is an artist's drawing of the on the order of 30 psi gauge. The
Sandia lightning simulator. trigger generator which initiates the

HIGH VOLTAGE COMPONENTS - The Marx erection is itself a small 6-
high voltage components are located in stage Marx with a nominal open circuit
two oil tanks, with two of the four output voltage of 480 kilovolts and
Marx generators in each oil tank. actual output voltage of 400 kilovolts

The two oil tanks are each 12 when connected to the main Marx gaps.
feet wide, 21 feet long, and 10 feet The Marx trigger voltage is fed to
high in inside dimensions. Each tank each gap through 2 kiloohm resistors.
was built as three 12' by 7' by 10' The trigger Marx generators are
sections welded together after located inside the oil tanks near the
installation. The pump and drain main Marx generators.
connections are through holes in the Using a single 32 capacitor Marx
bottom of the tanks. The capacity of with initial charge voltage of 100
each tank is approximately 17,000 kilovolts and a total circuit
gallons. inductance of approximately 9 micro-

The principal components inside henries, a peak output current of 100
the oil tanks are the Marx generators, kiloamperes may be obtained with the
the crowbar switches, the make-up sine wave current waveshape rising to
inductances used to set the total its peak value in 2 microseconds. In
circuit inductance, the trigger principle, a single Marx with a total
generators used for erection of the circuit inductance of 9 microhenries
main Marxes and the crowbar switches, can produce output currents of 140
gas isolation switches to minimize kiloamperes peak with a rise time of
interaction between different Marx 1.4 microseconds. It is desirable to
generators, and the isolation/inter- operate Marx generators at lower than
connection circuit between the high their rated voltage capacity in order
voltage components and the CCG. to provide longer life and decreased

The Marx generators are likelihood of catastrophic breakdown.
physically all the same size, two The design peak output current

* each of two different capacitance of 200 kiloamperes is obtained by the
* values. Each Marx generator has 32 parallel connection of two Marx

capacitors of 0.7 or 1.3 microfarad generators with a total circuit
nominal capacitance with a maximum inductance of 9 microhenries. When
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A.

the full output current is desired, high voltages produced by the Marx

three pulses rather than four are generators and for proper operation
obtainable because two of the Marxes of the CCG itself. The inter-
are required to produce the first 200 connection circuit is composed of a
kiloamperes pulse. At present, shunt load of I ohm, a series resistance
although four pulses are possible, also of I ohm to provide current limiting
limitations in available equipment of the continuing current, and a series
allow a maximum of two pulses. The inductance of four 100 microhenry
Marx generators are paralleled in inductors for isolation of the CCG output
pairs to produce the two pulses. from the high voltage transient

The series inductance of the Marx occurring when the Marxes fire. Without
generators, the interconnection this inductive isolation, arc-over and
inductance and the load inductance is damage to the armature windings are to
normally less than the desired value be expected. The shunt and series
of 9 microhenries. In order to give resistors are salt water resistors to
a total circuit inductance of 9 micro- allow large energy handling capacity,
henries, a make-up inductance is and the isolation inductors are single
normally included in series with the layer solenoids wound on forms approxi-
output connection. This inductance mately 8 inches square and 12 inches
is also located in the oil tank, and long.
is chosen as ippropriate depending on CROWBAR DESIGN AND TRIGGERING -
the external circuit inductance. The The major innovation in the Sandia

make-up inductance is constructed simuiator is the use of a crowbar
either of copper tubing, or of stain- switch across the Marx generator, and
less steel whe.n a resistive inductor a significant amount of the effort in
is required to give the desired L/R the development of the simulator has
decay time. The fact that in many been applied to the design and
cases the intrinic inductance and triggering of the crowbar switch.
resistance of the system are low The requirements on the crowbar
gives valuable flexibility in testing. switch are fairly stringent. The main

Since in multiple pulse operation requirements are that the crowbar must
of the lightning simulator all Marxes (a) withstand the full open circuit
used must be charged before erection Marx voltage, (b) be command triggerable
of the first one, it is necessary to externally at much lower voltage, (c)
provide isolation between the Marx have low inductance and resistance when
generators so that the erection of closed in order to minimize coupling
one Marx does not in turn cause between the Marx generator and the
erection of other Marxes which are external circuit, and (d) be able to
to be erected at tne inter-pulse carry the full charge of the main stroke
spacing of approximately 35 milli- for a reasonable number of shots.
seconds, or damage due to the dis- Several different possibilities
charge of one Marx through unerected were considered for crowbarring, such
Varxes. as explosively driven foil switches, or

To provide this isolation, water, oil or gas dielectric switches,
switchs are placed in series with operated with timing controlled by
the output connection from each Marx natural breakdown phenomena in a self-
generator. The switch design is the break mode, or by external triggering.
same as the crowbar design except As a result of consideration of such
that no trigger is used. The switches additional requirements as flexibility
operate in a self-break mode. The of operational conditions, avoidance of
pressure in the isolation switches is shock damage effects, and reusability,
set so that switch breakdown occurs it was considered that the gas dielectric
due to overvolting when the Marx to switch was most promising, and prelimi-
which it is connected is fired, while nary experiments conducted by R. L.
the voltage across the isolation Parker(5) showed that the electrically
switch due to firing of a different triggered sulfur hexafluoride switch
Marx is insufficient to cause its appeared to be feasible. All the crow-
breakdown due to inductive voltage bar switches constructed have been gas
division. dielectric switches with either electri-

The final item included in the cal or laser triggering.
oil tanks is the isolation/inter- The Marx generator used as the
connection circuit between the primary energy store has an open circuit
continuing current generator (CCG) voltage of 1.6 MV to obtain the desired
and the output. This circuit provides rate of rise of current. At two micro-
for protection of the CCG from the seconds after Marx erection, the current
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in the circuit has reached its peak a decay time of 75 microseconds. The "V

value, with low voltage across the operating voltage range of this switch
-Marx generator, and at this time the was somewhat limited at a fixed gap

crowbar switch should be triggered, spacing, and operation at lower voltages
In order to have low inductance and required use of a smaller gap.
resistance, the crowbar switch should The alternative to the electrical
be physically small. With a desired triggering originally used is the use
time to peak of 2 microseconds, the of a pulsed laser for switching the
allowable jitter in crowbar triggering crowbar, in which the laser beam enters
is on the order of 100-200 nanoseconds. the gap through a hole in one electrode,
In many other uses of gas dielectric with a lens being used to focus the
switches, the switch is operated near light at or near the opposite electrode
the self-break threshold, and the to initiate the breakdown of the main
allowable jitter is substantially gap. Both IR and UV lasers, as well
smaller than that for the lightning as visible lasers are possible
simulation application, candidates for this purpose, and we

The most desirable gas for use have used both Nd-doped glass IR and
as an insulator sulfur hexafluoride, KrF excimer lasers.
as it has a breakdown strength several The crowbar configuration used
times that of air at the same pressure, for laser triggering is very nearly
and the crowbar switches used in the the same as used for electrical trigger-
Sandia simulator have used either pure ing except that no trigger electrode is
sulfur hexafluoride, or a mixture with present, and the hole in one electrode
other gases. is used instead for entry of the laser

The crowbar switches are approxi- light. The laser is mounted outside
mately 24 inches long and 24 inches in the oil tank, and the laser output
diameter. The end electrodes are light is focused by a lens mounted
insulated from each other by lucite inside the electrode so that the focal
rings with aluminum spacers to provide point is in the gap between the two
capacitive grading of the voltage. The electrodes. The laser beam produces
end plates are of aluminum, and the ionization of the gas in the gap,
electrodes have hemispherical ends made initiating closure of the crowbar
of stainless steel and are 3.5 inches switch.
in diameter. The crowbar design is The IR laser approach was first
essentially the same as used for the used. The laser is a Pockels cell Q-
isolation switches in PBFA. switched Nd-glass laser, with an output

The original crowbar design was energy of approximately 3.5 joules. The
a trigatron, in which a trigger beam divergence of the laser is approxi-
electrode is mounted in one of the mately 5 milliradians, appreciably
switch electrodes with its tip flush larger than the diffraction limit. The
with the surrounding electrode, and laser must be mounted close to the
a 400 kilovolt trigger pulse is crowbar switch to limit beam spreading
applied between th. trigger electrode and consequent loss of light transmitted
and the surrounding electrode. After through the limited aperture in the
a delay on the order or 100 nano- crowbar switch. In order to avoid
seconds which is dependent on the sympathetic triggering of the laser
instantaneous voltage applied to the electronics on erection of the main
main gap, the arc produced by the Marxes, the laser flash lamp power
trigger pulse causes a breakdown of supplies and thyratron Q-switching
the main gap, crowbarring the Marx electronics are located in the control
generator and converting the circuit room. Operation at full voltage is not
to the L-R decay mode. The gap used possible with pure sulfur hexafluoride
was on the order of 92 mm, with pure gas, and a mixture of 10% SF6, 50% N2
sulfur hexafluoride as the dielectric and 40% A is used at a pressure on the
at a pressure of 90 psi gauge. Using order of 180 psi gauge to allow
this crowbar design, the design goal triggering by the laser while avoiding
of 200 kiloamperes with the appropriate self breakdown of the switch when the ."-.

rise and decay times was first Marx generator. At present, the IR
achieved. There were however some laser approach is still being used for
difficulties in reliability of production of the second lightning
operation and switch lifetime, pulse. INV

principally due to erosion of elec- It is advisable to operate the

. trodes due to the large charge switch so that the peak Marx voltage
transfer on each shot, amounting to is as far below the self-break threshold

15 coulombs for a 200 kA pulse with of the switch as possible. Since this
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also means that the voltage at which A scale drawing of the coaxial line is
the switch is to be operated is low, shown in Fig. 4. The center of the out-
a tradeoff is necessary. The delay put bushing is located 7 feet above the
between laser pulse incidence and concrete pad. The high bay has interior
closure of the Ewitch is a rather dimensions of 50 feet by 60 feet by 30
strong function of the instantaneous feet high. A bridge crane of 6 ton
voltage across the switch. Since the capacity and a maximum hook height of
voltage across the switch is a consine 22 feet above ground level can traverse
wave passing through zero at the most essentially the entire high bay floor
desirable time for switch closure, the area. In the high bay are located the %. -

delay between the laser pulse and two oil tanks containing most of the -P

switch closure may become so long that high voltage components; the load ring
a failure to switch occurs, leading where experiments are mounted; the high
to an underdamped sine wave current voltage power supplies for charging the
waveform rather than the desired fast Marx and trigger generators; gas handling
rise and slow decay. equipment or pressurizing the Marx

Operation using a KrF UV excimer generator gaps and crowbar switches; and
laser at 248 nm affords several a 10' by 7' screen room for collecting
advantages over the IR laser, the some of the data relating to facility
main ones being the fairly easy operation. The high bay is lined with
availability of low beam divergence metal screening to reduce emanations
lasers, and the ability to trigger in from the high voltage equipment to the
pure SF6 at lower pressure rather than outdoors when the simulator is fired.
the high pressure mixed gas required The control room is also lined with
for the IR laser. The low beam metal screening and in addition has an
divergence of about 200 microradians interior 10' by 20' screen room which
allows one to locate the laser remotely holds the computer for data acquisition,
from the crowbar and use mirrors to analysis and display. There are four
align the beam with the crowbar switch. plastic conduits running underneath the r
The capability for triggering with floor, three of which connect to the
pure SF6 gas allows operation at lower high bay area with the fourth connecting o.-. -

pressure and with smaller gap to the CCG room. The CCG room houses the
spacings, affording greater safety CCG itself, its motoring supply and the
and lower jitter operation. The out- contactor used for conection to the high
put energy of the laser is approxi- voltage circuitry.
mately 0.5 joules, and only half of The pump room contains two independ-
this energy '- applied to the crowbar pent pumping and filtration systems for
switch to avoid laser damage to the the oil tanks, with connection to two
crowbar switch windows. external buried tanks each of 20,000

BUILDING AND EXTERIOR AREA - The gallon capacity for oil storage when the
building (Sandia Laboratories Building high bay tanks must be drained for main-
888) was constructed specifically to tenance or circuit changes. Valving is
house the lightning simulator. It included so that either pumping and
consists of five rooms: the high bay filtration system may be used with either ,

containing the high voltage components high bay oil tank. Emptying of the high
and the test object, the control room bay oil tanks by gravity takes about 25
housing the computer and data acquisi- minutes, while filling is done through
tion and display equipment, the CCG the pumps and takes about 2 hours.
room containing the CCG and associated The current outputs from the
equipment, the pump room housing pumps Marxes in the oil tanks must be combined
and oil filtration equipment, and a and fed to the equipment under test out-
light lab and desk space for some of side the oil tanks. The load ring is
the personnel working in the facility, used for this purpose. The two oil

A 150 foot by 300 foot are has tanks are located with their 21 foot
been reserved east of the simulator lengths parallel and 11 feet apart. Oil-
building for tests which cannot be insulated high voltage coaxial lines of
conducted indoors. A 50 foot by 90 16 inch outer conductor diameter and 6
foot concrete pad has been poured inch inner conductor diameter are
immediately outside the east rollup connected between each oil tank and the
door to support heavy test objects. load ring. The load ring is hexagonal
The concrete pad is made of high- of which and height approximately 4 feet.
strength concrete over highly compacted A roughly hemispherical lucite dome 30
earth and is capable of supporting the inches in diameter is mounted on top of
main landing gear wheels of a F-14A the load ring, and the output electrode,
airplane with their standard footprint. 6 inches in diameter, protrudes through
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the lucite dome approximately 12 two diesel locomotive traction motors PV,.
inches. The output electrode is mounted with coupled shafts. The motor e
connected to the center conductors of armature windings were rewound to produce
the coaxial lines from the oil tanks the desired characteristics. In
inside the load ring, which is also operation, one of the motors is driven
filled with oil. The inner conductors by a power supply to drive the combina-
of the coaxial lines between the oil tion to a maximum speed of 1800 rpm
tanks and the load ring are supported using separate field and motoring
by teflon cones mounted on the oil supplies. After they are up to the
tank walls and inside the load ring. desired speed, the motoring supply is

Three bakelite pads are located disconnected and the field supply is
on top of the load ring outside the set at maximum current. In the
hemispherical dome. The equipment generator mode, the outputs of the two
under test is supported by a tripod motors used as generators are
arrangement which provides both connected in parallel using blocking
mechanical support and electrical diodes so as to prevent one generator
continuity for the ground return of from driving the other due to the
the lightning current in a roughly unavoidable small differences in output
coaxial configuration to minimize voltage.
inductance and to equalize currents The source of electrical energy
around the circumference of test from the CCG is the inertial stored
objects. current viewing resistors energy of approximately 2 megajoules
(CVRs) are mounted adjacent to the in the rotation of the armature, so that
three bakelite pads to complete the the generators slow down during the
electrical circuit and provide for continuing current phase as mechanical
the measurement of the current energy is converted into electrical
waveform delivered to the load. energy.

Tests have been conducted on The armature inductance of each
objects too large to be mounted generator is on the order of 20 milli-

above the load ring. In order to henries. With a 1 ohm load, the output
conduct these tests, an additional current rise time from the CCG is on the
high voltage oil insulated coaxial order of 20 milliseconds. The open
structure has been built to mount on circuit voltage of approximately I kilo-
top of the load ring, to conduct the volt from the CCG is insufficient to
current to such objects. This struc- initiate an arc over the distance of
ture allows test objects to be several inches used to separate the
located out of doors, and incorporates simulator from the load when arcing
an SF6 insulated high voltage bushing to it is desired. Because of the
at the output end capable of with- exponential decay of the current
standing approximately 1 MV, and a produced by the Marx generator/crowbar
dummy load section in which may be circuit, the load arc would extinguish
mounted an inductor simulating the well before the CCG output rises in
external load inductance which may be this problem is to establish an output
used for checkout off the simulator current through the CCG armature
immediately before tests. The oil- inductance into a dummy load before
air transition is made in two stages: the Marx generators are fired. When
first is an oil-sulfur hexafluoride the first Marx generator is fired, the
transition in which the allowable load arc forms, and a fraction of the
fields in the sulfur hexafluoride gas shunt dummy load current transfers to
are somewhat greater than in air, and the load arc in a time short compared
in which the center conductor to the intrinsic 20 millisecond time
increases from the 6 inch diameter in constant.
the oil section to a 24 inch diameter A mechanical contactor is used to
to reduce corona and breakdown in the make the connection between the CCG and
external air insulated region. The the shunt load. This contactor as well
suitor hexaf luoride/air boundary is a as the CCG power supplies is located in

* fiberglass/epoxy cone with diameters the CCG room. Heavy duty cables are

at the ends of 48 and 24 inches and used to route the CCC output through a
* axial length of 48 inches. hole in the wall of the CCG room to a

The continuing current generator hushing on the oil tank wall through
(CCG) must supply a load current on which the CCG output is fed to the
the order of 300 amperes for 1 second, isolation/interconnection circuit.
If the possible alte)rnatives for such the initiation of the load arc bv
a s'urc,, the motor-generator aterna- the high voltage from the Marx generators
tive was chosen. The CCC consists of is an integral part of the switching of
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the CCG. If a hard-wired connection faced to all of the transient digitizers.
were made with no arc, the continuing The terminal is a Tektronix 4014 with
current would begin prior to the high full graphics capability and hard copy
current, giving an unrealistic simula- output. A line printer allows detailed
tion. It is possible, but substan- printout of test results. An industry
tially more complicated, to include a standard tape recorder is used for
series switch in the CCG circuit to permanent storage of data and trans-
avoid the use of a load arc, particu- mittal to other laboratories.
larly since such an arc may be included The software is written princi-
away from the load if a hard-wired pally in Tektronix SPS BASIC, and
connection is required. implements remote setup and control

The CCG output capacity is roughly of digitizers where possible, and rapid
I kilovolt at 1 kiloampere for 1 computation and display of test outputs
second. As the CCG slows down, the such as current and vltage waveforms and
continuing current decreases until the action integral and charge transfer as
CCG voltage is no longer sufficient to well as relatively easily written data
sustain the arc, which then extinguishes. analysis programs. A file system for
This occurs at a voltage on the order of easy storage and retrieval of individual
several hundred volts depending on the test results has been written.
length of the load arc. Digital delay generators with 100

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL - The ns time resolution are used to provide
instrumentation for the lightning the delays necessary for proper timing
simulator is comprised of numerous of the sequence of events in operation
transducers for sensing, fiber optics of the simulator.
transmittecs, cables and receivers for
data transmission, hard-wire coaxial SUMMARY
cables for data transmission, oscillo- The Sandia Lightning simulator has
scopes and transient digitizers for proved to be successful for a variety of
data acquisition, and a minicomputer tests, both within the scope of its
for overall control, data analysis and original design definition, and for a
data display. number of tests not originally conceived.

The sensors used are principally Fig. 5 shows waveforms obtained in actual
CVRs and current probes for current tests with peak currents above 200 kilo-

measurement, high voltage dividers for amperes. Although the entire development

voltage measurement, and special process Is not yet complete, the simulator
purpose sensors for incorporation has been used for a number of tests on
inside equipment to be tested. Sandia systems and for tests on two Navy

Four channels of 150 MHz fiber aircraft, the F-14A and F/A-18, which are
optics made by the Nanofast Corp. reported at this conference.
are available at present for
monitoring of experimental outputs ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
and facility characteristics. Two A number of people have contributed
simultaneous 8 channel 25 MHz fiber substantially to the design and construc-
optic transmitters are also available tion of the Sandia lightning simulator,
Coaxial cable connections may be made and we wish to specifically acknowledge
between sensors and recording their contributions. The original
instrumentation, although this must concept of using a crowbar as an
be done with concern for safety and intrinsic part of a lightning simulator
avoidance of ground loop problems. is due to F. W. Neilson, and his ideas

The data acquisition equipment and support of this work have been
consists of 5 Tektronix 7844 85 MHz major contributions to its success.
bandwidth oscilloscopes with dual R. L. Parker conducted the preliminary
beams and dual time bases, three 2 experiments demonstrating the feasibility
channel Tektronix 7612D 200 MHz of the crowbar concept. W. P. Brigham
maximum sample rate 8 bit digitizer, and R. J. Goode have been of great
7 LeCroy 2256A 20 MHz maximum sample value in implementing the simulator in
rate 8 bit digitizers, 2 LeCroy 8210 all aspects. B. Stiefeld has been
I MHz maximum sample rate 10 bit responsible for most of the software
digitizers each having 4 channels and data acquisition instrumentation
with a common time base, and 8 LeCroy development. 0. Milton has been
8830 33 MHz 8 bit digitizers with up responsible for many of the test series
to 8K storage. which have been conducted on the

A PDP-11/34 minicomputer with simulator. R. A. White and R. I. Ewing
128K 16 bit memory is used for data have more recently been strong
acquisition and analysis and inter- contributors, both in high voltage
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design and implementation of the

effort, and M. J. Landry has been

instrumental in the use of UV lasers

in triggering the crowbar switch.

P. Thullen of the Los Alamos

National Laboratory was very helpful

in our use of motor-generators for

continuing current generation.

T. H. Martin and numerous other 
% r

people associated with the Sandia

Particle Beam Fusion Accelerator 
%

have provided valuable assistance

without which this simulator could

not have been built.
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COMPONENT LIGHTNING TEST FOR THE AFTI/F-1b
DIGITAL FLY-BY-WIRE SYSTEM

K. G. Wiles and R. T. Zeitler

General Dynamics
P. 0. Box 748

Ft. Worth, TX 76101

ABSTRACT J"

A fly-by-wire flight control system with Subsequent studies utilized the F-16 LTA -.
triple-redundant digital computer implementation test data, and data from other aircraft, to es-
is utilized on the Advanced Fighter Technology tablish a damped sinusoid criteria which more

Integration/F-16 (AFTI/F-16) aircraft. Since closely represented the natural phenomena. This
flignt safety is contingent on a complex array criteria was also selected to represent the

of electronic circuitry, comprehensive lightning maximum amplitude and duration of full threat
susceptibility testing was performed on the levels. The fundamental frequency of the damped

interface circuits to design-in protection sinusoid was selected from expected aircraft

against lightning induced transients. Criteria resonant frequencies with some safety margin
designation for this program was patterned after added to assure maximum energ. content.

circuit-level testing completed on the F-16 air- Differences between the energy content of
craft (analog system) but was expanded in scope the rectangular and damped sinusoid pulses
and depth to answer questions of functional up- prompted considerable controversy. As a result

set as well as damage threshold requirements. of this controversy, both criteria were applied
The objective of this paper is to present to the AFTI/F-16 Digital Flight Control System

an overall summary of the component lightning (DFCS). The results of this testing is pre-

susceptibility test program performed for the sented and discussed in the following para-

AFTI/F-i6 Digital Flight Control System. This graphs.

summary will include a description of the test
TfEST CRITERIA

criteria and procedure, an overview of test

results, and a discussion of our conclusions and Application of both test criteria to the

DFCS interface circuitry followed the same formatrecommendations for future testing. in this -.
manner, we hope to provide an insight into utilized on the F-16 analog system in which all

mannr, e hpe t prvid an nsiht ntointerface circuits were reduced to a minimumlightning susceptibility testing and hardening nerf worcs eeric frs arness
techniques for sensitive aircraft equipment. number of worst case generic forms. cardness

evaluation of the selected generic circuits to

INDIRECT EFFECTS FROM LIGHTNING STRIKES have lightning-induced, hard-failure damage was accom-
always been of major concern for the F-16 flight plished utilizing the rectangular and, to some
control system because of its fly-by-wire design. extent, the damped sinusoid pulse criteria.

This concern resulted in a development program Both pulses were compared for relative hardness

to study these effects and to define hardness levels and failure mechanisms when sufficient 
levels for electronic circuitry. As a result devices were available.
of the program, and data collected during In addition to hardness evaluations, func-
lightning transient analysis (LTA) tests, a t ional. upset an .,v-s were performed with the

lightning hardness criteria was developed for damped sinusoid. Ki:xpected variations in device
use on the F-16 analog flight control system protection and interface components were tested
(i)*. This criteria was a rectangular pulse when dramatic changes in response were antici-
whose amplitude and duration repre.;ented the pated. This resulted in additional testing but
maximum amplitude and duration of the test data helped to identify worst case responses. I'he
scaled to a 200-kiloampere threat level. ,ali ent Ietture , both puls criteria arc as

fo I lows:

*Numbers in parentheses designate References at Copyright l8 1 by General LD'namics Cor;)or tion

end of paper. All RiV,11ts Resurved
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Rectangular Pulse Criteria Figure 1 illustrates the difference in the

applied pulse criteria waveforms. The similarity
o Each generic interface circuit must in high frequency spectrum content and amplitude

withstand four unipolar rectangular of each pulse is shown in figure 2. The major

pulses in each polarity, difference between waveforms is the dc component

o Each test pulse shall have an open of the rectangular pulse which usually produced

circuit voltage of at least 500 volts the thermal breakdown in the devices tested. %

and a source impedance of less than t.. :
100 ohms. ... 500V RECTANGULAR PULSE

" Pulse width shall be at least 5 micro- 500--

seconds in duration with a rise and 4004 COAMPEDSINUS01UALPULSE
fall time not greater than 100 nano- 

k
seconds. 300"-

o Each test of rectangular pulses shall 200

be applied between each line andequipment ground (common-mode) and also 100

between the wires of any parallel pairs 0-

(transverse-mode). -100 4 5 %.%

o Four samples of each generic test TIME (4-0

circuit, where feasible, shall pass -200 . .

this criteria or hardening techniques 300

shall be evaluated.

Damped Sinusoid Criteria %-5001 . .

o Each generic interface circuit must ......................

withstand 15 damped sinusoid voltage

pulses in a time period of one second Fig. 1 - Pulse criteria waveforms

or less. This step was used primarily

as a comparison to the 500-volt rec-

tangular pulse criteria; the energy con- 1-

tent of one rectangular pulse is roughly %0'. RECTANGULAR

equivalent to that of 15 damped sinusoid

pulses. 1-

o Each test pulse shall be a damped sinu-
soid waveform with a frequency of 1
Megahertz (+50%), an initial peak voltage 10

"5

- DAMPED SINUSOIDAL~ %
of 500 volts (+10%), and a second peak

voltage of greater than or equal to -300

volts with a generator source impedance 106-

of 100 ohms at 1 Megahertz.

o Initial rise-time shall be less than or -.

equal to 100 nanoseconds.

o Each series of 15 voltage transient

spikes shall be applied between each line

and equipment ground (common-mode) and 10
5  

106 107 10111

also between the wires of any parallel FREQUENCY (HERTZI

pairs (transverse-mode).

o Four samples of each generic test Fig. 2 - Relative spectral content of applied '

circuit, where feasible, shall pass this pulse criteria

criteria with power applied or hardening --

techniques shall be evaluated. 
%
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TEST SETUP AND PROCEDURE

Each generic circuit was mounted in a known transient voltage of VG and the measured

printed circuit board and plugged into an inter- transient voltage of VL or VR were numerically

face box which provided access to circuit power, combined and integrated by trapazoidal methods

the pulse generator, and monitoring points. This to evaluate the energy dissipated over the pulse

interface box was then connected to the appro- duration. These voltage and energy manipula-
priate pulse generator test load as shown in tions were easily applied for the rectangular

figure 3. After each test, this arrangement was pulse; however, phase changes and waveform dis-

used to evaluate the pass/fail status of the cir- tortions created by the test circuit made the

cuit. damped sinusoid pulse calculations too tedious

The schematic of figure 3 identifies the except for general approximations.
voltages monitored with a 100-MHz, "ifferential In general, the basic test procedure in-

oscilloscope. VG was used to establish the volved applying the four-pulses/500-volt rec-

applied pulse amplitude while VL identified the tangular criteria in each polarity and, when

voltage developed across the generic circuit device quantities permitted, applying the 15-

interface. An 80-ohm current limiting resistor, pulse sinusoid criteria. This step was accom-

which provided the source impedance, was used to plished for each interface junction at 100-volt

stabilize the generator output and maintain the increments up to 500 volts. Pretest and post-
proper waveform throughout the test load dynamic test functional checks were performed after each

range. This test arrangement made the pulse pulse to determine the pass/fail status of the
generator relatively insensitive to test circuit device. If a failure occurred, appropriate

impedances, allowing the generator to see 31 protection was devised based on allowable design

ohms for a short circuit test load and 50 ohms constraints and testing was repeated.

for an open circuit test load. After successfully demonstrating the required
Since VG was a known applied quantity (i.e., damage survivability, the circuit was tested for

the applied pulse), all pertinent circuit quanti- functional upset using the sinusoid criteria.

ties could be determined from the transient re- Upset responses could not be eliminated on most

sponse of VL or VR. The decision as to which of circuits due to design constraints; consequently,

the two voltages would be measured was based on these upsets were reported for evaluation to the
which voltage was anticipated to have the flight control designers and provisions were made

smallest peak amplitude since this would provide for system level tests in a lightning pulse
the best resolution of the test voltages. The chamber.

2 kV MAX -t N
V 12kV MAX

1.0 r.ii.,

PULSE
GENERATOR O% 80oll

Sv G  VL

TEST
50 QL LOAD

GND

NOTE: FOR VG = 500 VOLTS (Peak): O ILS 6.25 AMPS
rV-.

Fig. 3 - Basic test configuration
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TEST SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Test results on a few of the interface 4) "Equivalent" replacement parts do not

circuits are summarized in Table 1. In each have equivalent responses to lightning

case, device damage protection was achieved with transients. Different manufacturers often
little impact on circuit design. Most of the use variations in device technologies,

circuits used in the DFCS were protected with chip layout, and manufacturing techniques. AV,

series resistance and/or shunt capacitance Variations in functional the 'S.

usually already included in the design. re to comoTranientsuppessin deiceswereonlyre-lightning transients were the most common %P
Transient suppression devices were only re- difference between replacement parts.
quired on circuits where current or frequency Telltale clues for differences in damage

requirement prohbite forsor difeend/ondaag
requirements prohibited resistors and/or characteristics were individual gate and
capacitors. In a few cases, devices were total package power handling capability,able to withstand the criteria pulses in one maximum voltage ratings, and average life

or both polarities. In these situations, ratings.

internal damping or suppression accounted
for the survivability. 5) Devices with built-in voltage suppression

for te suvivablity r,.l

All devices produced some response to the in one or preferably both polarities

damped sinusoid criteria. Selection of different should be selected. Internal voltage
protection components modified the duration and suppression reduced or eliminated dis-

severity of response. In general, the output crete component requirements for lightn-

response of a device was a variation on the ing protection and could reduce the

typical output signal and lasted the duration of device saturation time experienced with
the lightning transient. The exception to this operational amplifiers.

statement were those devices which could be 6) Devices which have been tested for
driven into saturation, such as operational
amplifiers. In these cases the saturation re- provide a good source of li(htning

covery time and circuit loading determined the
hardened devices. Static discharge

duration of device response. tests usually involve much higher

During the course of the program many ob- tes for shote duch highervoltages for shorter durations than the .''
servations were made concerning generic circuit lightning test but many of the failure
testing. These observations and some associated mechanisms would be common to both.

recommendations are listed below:

) S7) Devices which have higher trigger
1) Sudden polarity reversals from the thresholds for state changes and/or use

sinusoid produced no observable degrada- higher operating voltages should be
tion as originally expected even though selected. These devices were more
devices failed both positive and capable of dissipating the energy from

negative rectangular pulses. The pre- coupled lightning transients.

dominate rectangular failures were
usually identified by device breakdown 8) Avoid the use of multi-port devices in

late in the pulse, indicating thermal which the exposed interfaces share a

failure. Sinusoid failures were rare common node within the device as with

but usually occurred on the leading edge the LSI 2793310-1. In this case a
of the transient and was duplicated in failure of one device input resulted in
the rectangular pulse. the loss of four to eight input dis-

cretes.
2) Comparison of the power on/off states

revealed that solid state devices 9) High speed devices with low failure

failed at lower generator voltages when voltages and/or wide bandwidth require- k
power was applied. Typical circuits ments (TTL, ECL, etc...) are difficult
showed a reduction in load impedances to protect from lightning transients. %
with power applied which resulted in Suppression devices for these circuits S.

higher current levels into the device, must operate very close to maximum volt-

age tolerances; any significant overshoot '-X'
3) A decoupling capacitor was required in from suppression delays can quickly de- ''S

most cases to isolate the device from grade or damage the device. Wide band-

the low pulse-generator impedances. width requirements minimize the use of
With device i.iputs decoupled, the cir- filters and series resistances at the re-

cuit under test was pulsed in each state%quired values because they would prevent

of operation. proper device operation.
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The best alternative is to avoid this

type of device in the I/O interface; how-
ever, if nothing else will satisfy system

requirements then the I/O lines should
make use of good twisted-shielded pairs

*or coaxial cables. Additional testing

is required in this area of device tech-

nology to investigate available options ,Is

and their degree of protection.

CONCLUSIONS
The generic circuit testing of the DFCS was

successfully completed with all interface cir-

cuits protected. No outstanding protection tech-

niques were required and many devices were in-

herently "hard" by the nature of the circuit de-

sign. In fact, most circuits are expected to

show damage survivability to two or three times

the levels applied simply due to the interface

components selected as part of normal design

considerations.

Interface circuit responses to a lightning

transient are expected to cause some problems;

h-wever, these problems only extend to the fact

that a response occurs. Normal system design

usually accounts for unexpected transients at

interfaces by using various hardware and software
filtering techniques, redundancy, and persis-
tance. The final concern then is to assure that

secondary coupling beyond the interface circuit

does not occur above normal logic thresholds.
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LIGHTlNING TESTS OF AN ELECTR1ONIC M'JINE X)NT1RJL
WIT ASSOCIATED WIRING

J. Robb, D. Loncrini, H. Ogasian and P. Geren -*

ABSTRACT

Impulse and swept CW Lightning tests have been carried out
as part of a developmental program on a new Electronic Engine
Control (EEC) for the next generation of transport aircraft. The
tests were made using an experimental engine as a test bed, and
were carried out with the controller and with a variety of wiring
harnesses.

Digital electonic engine controls are generally used on
modern high bypass engines which have relatively poor shielding. -"-
The controller is mounted on the fan case and because of the
requirements for easy maintnance and quick access, only a few
attachment points, such as hinges and latches, can be used for
the fan cowl. This lack of bonding points greatly reduces its
shielding effectiveness.

The tests on the Electonic Engine Control (EEC) included
(a) both impulse and swept CW tests with open and short circuit
measurements of the induced voltages and currents at the
controller to determine the basic coupling parameters, (b) low .
level tests with dummy loads at the controller to provide
estimates of the voltages which would actually be seen at the %
pins of the EEC as a function of lightning current amplitude and
rate of raise and (c) upset and damage tests of an operating EEC.
Bulk cable currents and magnetic fields about the engine were
also measured for correlation with the cable conductor
measurements.

Single and double shielded cables and cables with both
pigtail and 360 degree backshell to shield connections were
studied. The impulse tests were performed with an impulse
generator connected both as a simple capacitor bank and as a high
voltage Marx impulse generator. The drive current was a 230-kHz
damped sinusoid with currents ranging from 200 to 23,000 amperes
crest current.

The basic problem and the solution may be sumnmarized
as follows. With the fan cowls which have only a few
attachment points, the EEC and the wiring are in effect on the
electromagnetic exterior of the aircraft and therefore the extra
25 to 45 db of shielding, which would be provided by the aircraft
skin if the wiring were inside the aircraft or were under a
peripherally bonded metal engine cowl, must be obtained for the
exposed wiring on the engine. This can be dcone by either using
double shielding or by adding peripheral bonding and improved
shielding to a composite fan cowl.

This paper was n0t available for incorporat ion into, this hook.
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LABORATORY AND IN FLIGHT PASSIVE
DISCHARGERS CHARACTERIZATION

by J.L. Boulay and P. Laroche

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches A~rospatiales (ONE RA)
BP 72 92322 CHATILLON CEDEX

ABSTRACT same conditions of electrostatic discharge
[2] [3].

A passive potential discharger, using The purpose of this presentation is to
three complementary methods for electromag- compare the characteristics of a discharger
netic radiation reduction, has been defined as obtained both in the laboratory and in
at ONERA. Characterization in laboratory with flight [4]. Two categories of characteristics
a special experimental configuration gives will be analysed
the reference levels for the threshold and - the first one deals with the proper- "
the efficiency of the discharger with differ- ties of current ejection associated with the
ent applied electrical fields. Several dis- discharger ; it will be shown that these
chargers aircraft implantations have been properties are controlled either by the
tested in flight : threshold, current ef- configuration of the space charge created by
ficiency, hysteresis and electromagnetic the discharge itself, or by electrification
radiation behaviour of the dischargers are phenomena on the aircraft. In flight dis-
analysed. charge efficiencies of such dischargers vare

considerably because of their operating
THE ELIMINATION OF RADIATION INTERFERENCE OF threshold and because of changes associated
ELECTROSTATIC ORIGIN ON AN AIRCRAFT requires with the location of the dischargers on the
the use of passive dischargers whose role structure of the aircraft. Hysteresis phenom-
consists in transferring to the atmosphere ena will be brought to light in the evolution
electric charges that accumulate on the of the emission current that depends on the
structure by triboelectric effects or by the potential of the aircraft
exhaust of the propellers. - the second category is related to the

A "corona" discharge established di- reduction of radio-electric interference
rectly on the structure will electrically observed on an ADF system functioning at 350
disturb systems on board owing to an import- kHz. The dischargers are evaluated at various

ant coupling between the discharge zone and locations on the aircraft. It will be shown
the corresponding reception antennae. How- that residual interference is basically re-
ever, the same "corona" discharge when cre- lated to the occurrence of unprotected dis-
ated on a discharger will introduce a much charges on the structure rather than to in-
reduced interference because of decoupling trinsir performance of the dischargers.
supplied by the configuration of the dis-
charger [1]*. OPERATION OF THE POTENTIAL DISCHARGER

ONERA has developed a discharger which
uses three complementary methods of decoup- SIMPLIFIED MODEL OF A CORONA DISCHARGE -

ling and allows reduction of radiation inter- A potential discharger makes use of local in-
ference. tensification of the electrostatic field at a

In the laboratory this reduction is pointed geometrical structure. This makes
measured to be of the order of -80 dBm com- possible to establish an electrical discharge

pared with a non-decoupled system under the of the "corona" type that transfers current
into the air.

Physical mechanisms related to "corona"
[1]* Numbers in parentheses designate Refe- discharges, either positive or negative, are
rences at end of paper. relatively complicated (electronic ava-

lanches, recombinations, attachments, second-
Research supported by DRET (Direction des ary emissions, space charge effects, etc...)
Recherches, Etudes et Techniques de la [5] [6]. Nevertheless, based on studies of
D616gation G~n~rale pour l'Armement) the current and radiation characteristics of
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such discharges, we can, by limiting our- is the repetition frequency of pulses.
selves to the most frequent case encountered ELECTROMAGNETIC COUPLING BETWEEN AN
on aircraft, i.e. that of the negative "cor- ANTENNA AND AN ELECTRIC DISCHARGE - We have
ona", schematize the overall process in the represented in figure 3 a schematic configur-
following way : ation of electromagnetic coupling between an

- first phase (fig. la) - A conductor antenna and an electric discharge : the el-

(C) possessing a point A is subjected to an ement (I) is a conductor possessing a prefer-
electric field E for example measured at a ential zone of "corona" discharge occurrence
reference point L. When the field reaches at (point A), the element (2) is the considered

A a threshold Eo, ionization by electron antenna. This configuration can be taken Into
collision occurs in the high local field account either for the evaluation of the
near, the point. The positive and negative electromagnetic characteristics of a dis-

charges thus created, separate under the charger in the laboratory, or for the deter-
influence of the field and form an electric mination of interference of a reception sys-
dipole of moment ql. The positive charge tem on aircraft with or without potential
follows the field towards the point A, the dischargers ; in this last case the element
negative one being carried along towards the (1) will represent the aircraft structure
exterior of the point; itself.

- intermediate phase (fig. ib) - The The parasite short-circuit current of
positive ions are captured by the conductor the antenna icc( ) is given by [1]
(C), and secondary emission leads to new [2]
electronic avalanches. Negative ions are
created by attachment of electrons to elec- ic( ) = :L( .HLM( ) (1)
tronegative molecules in the low field region
away from the point. These move towards the where :L( ) is a coupling function rep-
outside and lead to the increase in a nega- resenting the transmission between a refer-
tive space charge. The process continues as ence point L of the domain D of the corona
long as the creation of electrons-ions pairs discharge and the antenna. HLM(. ) is an
is maintained ; independent functiin characterizing the

- final phase (fig. Ic) - The negative properties of the noise source inside the
space charge becomes strong enough to reduce domain D and evaluated at the same point L.
the electric field at the point A to values Tanner [i] has expressed these two func-
lower than E0 . tions in terms of the following two re- ..r

This puts an end to the avalanche pro- lations
cess. Positive charge is then totally cap- EL(.)

tured by the conductor (C) and negative space ( ) = (2)
charge is still moving towards the outside at
a speed u-E where p- is the mobility of EL( ) is the component of the radiation

negative ions. field normal at (I) at the point L where a
Another current pulse may reappear when voltage V(.) is applied between the conduc-

the negative charge drifts far enough from tors (I) and (2) :
the point A for the field reduction effect to E M
vanish I M ( ) = ( ') . - ( )dD (3) "

The whole process is Illustrated by the L
help of two oscillograms of figure 2 rep- JM( ) Is the current density vector of fre-
resenting the pulses associated with a corona quency for any point M of the discharge and
discharge whose mean current im is of 70 EM( ) the corresponding field at M when the I
pA ; the first and intermediate phases corre- tension is applied between (1) and (2).
spond to the zone of quick variation of tht- An almost static condition applies in-
pulse (zone I, fig. 2 a) ; the final phase side the domain D
being visualized by the slow variation of the
latter. The oscillogram (b) provides the re- k () =  . I (4)
currence of these pulses which is here close .
to 500 kliz. u is unit vector tangent to EM() at the

The mean current corresponds to the point M, and kLM a scalar.
product of the frequency f by the charge q Under these conditions (3) becomes
liberated In each pulse. It is roughly rep- k j( ) = k . )d)
resented by a variatIon law of this form I 11) M ." , (5)

im = K(E - Fs)' The function :L( ) will be determined %
where K Is a constant at a given pressure, either for a configuration of tests in the V.
Es being the value of E at the threshold of laboratory or, on the aircraft, between a
the corona discharge. point L of the structure and the antenna

From a simplified radiat ion emission being considered. HLM( ) can be con-
standpoint the "corona" discharge can be as- sidered as an intrinsic function of the dis-
similated to an electric dipole of moment q, charger to be evaluated in the laboratory or
where q and I are variable parameters In t ime on the aircraft.
and whose fundamental frequency of excitatio
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OPTIMIZATION OF THE DISCHARGER FUNCTION sum being reduced to zero, no parasite cur- %

FROM THE ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION STAND rent flows in the antenna short-circuit.
POINT [2] - Optimization implies minimizing Considering the decoupling resistance
the term HLM(W ) ; consequently, the study between (1) and (3), the orthodecoupling is
of relation (5) allows several possi- complementary to the decoupling by resistance 4
bilities : previously observed.

a) to reduce the scalar kLM ; Decoupling by independent multidis-

b) to obtain an orthogonal configuration charges [2] - The principle considered here
* = does not require any outside intervention in

c) to reduce to negligible values the the discharge mechanism ; it onlv consists in
frequency dependent components of the current appropriating the emission zone so as to pro- .'.

j(.), which induces us to consider a continu- vide a large number of elementary discharges. '

ous discharge regime ; The conductor (3) (cf. fig. 3d) is made up of
d) to increase in the domain D the num- a high resistive material and its configur-

ber N of elementary discharges so that, for ation allows to produce discharges on a cir- .-

the efficiency of a givin discharge, the re- cular edge in a plane perpendicular to the

spective amplitudes of the N components axis of the discharger. Placed in an electric

JN(, ) can be reduced due to the fact that field, we notice that the whole circumference
the corresponding pulses are not simul- of the edge shows a great number of dis-
taneous. charges emitting a quasi-continuous total

Reduction of the scalar kLM - The current, which implies, on the one hand, that
* principle of the method consists in moving each discharge emits a small quantity of

the zone D from the discharge of the element charges and, on the other hand, that these -a.
(I) in order to reduce the inductive capaci- discharges are decorrelated in time. '..

tive effect of the space charge in motion. On This discharger presents therefore three

reconsidering the schematization of the coup- complementary methods of decoupling
ling in figure 3b, we can examine the case in - a decoupling by resistance,
which the extremity of the conductor is iso- - an orthodecoupling,

*lated in such a way that a third conductor is - a decoupling by multidischarges decor-

created at the level of which the discharge related in time.
appears. In order to maintain on (3) the It is this type of discharger which has
presence of a "corona" discharge, it is of been used in the tests performed in the lab-

- paramount importance to keep up between (I) oratory and on aircraft and analysed in the
and (3) the electrostatic potential ; this two following paragraphs.
condition is achieved by inserting, between The discharger is made up of a resistive
these two elements, an appropriate resistance cylinder whose total resistance between ex-
R. tremities is of the order of 100 M, ; the

If we compare again the "corona" dis- external part of the cylinder is organized,
, charge with an electric dipole f', we notice as shown in the sketch (a) of figure 4, so as

that the quantity of charges displaced by ca- to form an emission zone perpendicular to the

pacitive induction on (i) is reduced, or, in discharger axis. The picture (b) in figure 4

other terms, for the same tension V(,.,) ap- shows the envelope of corona discharges emit-
plied between (1) and (2), the electric field ted while the discharger is in operation.

EM( is reduced.
In order to guarantee the radiofrequency DISCHARGER EFFICIENCY

_" decoupling mentioned, the resistance inserted
between (1) and (3) can be optimized. For A discharger efficiency is characterized

frequencies higher than 100 kHz, a value by two parameters

close to 10 M is obtained. - a threshold,
Orthogonal decoupling - If the vector - the amplitude of the mean current

uj and the current density vector jM(-) emitted.

are orthogonal (cf. (5)), the scalar product These parameters are determined in re-
u;.JM is reduced to zero. This condition lation to an average electric field applied
requires a preferental orentaton of the parallel to the axis of the discharger. We"

- discharge in relation to the radiofrequency can already notice that the field reference

field on a level with the discharge. The will depend on the experimental configuration
* principle used is schematized in figure 3c : considered which will be different for the

the conductor (3) remains isolated from the tests in the laboratory and the tests on air-
element (1) owing to the optimal resistance craft. We will also show that the functioning t',

given above ; the conductor (3) is geometri- of a discharger is essentially influenced by
cally located to have its emission point the structure of space charge due to its own %M
situated in such a way that the dipole Pr discharge current ; furthermore the movements I

appears in a direction perpendicular to the of space charge are influenced by the elec-
plane of symno.try of (I). We notice that, tric field configuration of the experimental

" qualitatively, charges of both signs dis- set-up.
placed on (1) by the Inductive effect of the LABORATORY CHARACTERIZATION - The ex-
dipole ', are equal in absolute value ; their perimental configuration which is most fre-
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quently used is that of point-plan arrange- This discrepancy is due to intensification of V.
ment (cf. "corona" discharge studies [5] the field which is more important for the i

V [6]). We have used an electric field con- first case than for the ring edge of the dis-
figuration around the discharger which aims charger.

at approximating closely the flight con- After a first zone of quadratic var- 'P

ditions (fig. 5) ; the discharger is in- ation, id tends towards a straight line
stalled on a support representing a partial starting at the functioning p~int P. For the
structure of the trailing edge ; this support same electric field, the discharger current r .r
is connected with the electric ground through is lower than that of the reference point.

%. a device for measuring the mean discharge Since the discharger has multidischarges r
current id. The electric field is applied not correlated in time, the space charge
by means of an external electrode brought up appears in the form of a continuous flood of
to a potential V with respect to ground ; the negative ions driven by a drift velocity piE.
polarization electrode is strapped to co- The space charge field Ep reduces the pro-
incide with an equipotential surface, con- duction of primary electrons at the dis-
sidering the trailing edge geometry [1]. The charger tip. From equation (7) :
electric field used as reference is measured i = ME - E - E 2)2
at a point L of the support surface in front d p s

of the discharger location. Ep being proportional to the current
This configuration allows to compare the id we have

discharger parameters defined previously with i = K(E - - Es2
a "corona" point used as a reference or per- d d

N haps with other types of dischargers. This As soon as id is sufficiently large we
reference point whose length is similar to tend towards the linear relation
that of the discharger, possesses at its ex- 1
tremity a known radius of curvature r and d (8)
gives the characteristic id - f(EL) cor- In the presence of a flow of air with a
responding to curve (1) in figure 5. Its velocity u, the relation (8) can be written
threshold is Es  - 10 kVm -I  and the in the form: '
evolution of id vs Es  is quasi quad- E + Eut
ratic ; this result is in agreement with the d a (9)
relation given by Loeb [5] : r where c is a constant [51.

= K(E - E S)[2 - I AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS - a) Ground testing -
d (6) The aircraft used in a Meteor NFII. The

where K is a coefficient related to the ge- instrumentation intented for the evaluation
ometry of the test and where d is the dis- of potential dischargers has already been
tance between the point extremity and the described in document [4].
polarization electrode. In our case The first series of measurements con-
8r/d << I therefore : sisted in polarizing the aircraft, on the

= K ES)2 ground, by means of a high voltage generator" d K(E - (7) and measuring the emission currents of a set

The physical justification of this vari- of dischargers. These dischargers, here 21 of
ation law is explained by the fact that the them, have been installed at the wing ex- "-

quantity of charge Q liberated in each tremity (2 x 7), at the elevator extremity (2
Trichel pulse is proportional to the electric x 3) and at the top of the rudder (I) ; the

- field existing at the point and that the fre- dischargers are spaced 30 cm apart.
quency of these pulses 1/At is proportional The electric field used as a reference
to the drift velocity of the charges f-E is measured at a point A of the structure on
(0- : mobility of negative ions) which is the aircraft fuselage.
also proportional to the field, thus : In figure 6 we show the current vari-

- E2  ation for the discharger at the top of the%" i d =- Q E , ., ..
d .t rudder idH vs EA. Beyond a threshold

We notice that in the configuration of ES  of the order of 3.3 kV.m - , we ob-

tests which has been used, the field E very serve the expected variation with EA : a
rapidly becomes small and constant outside quasi-quadratic variation up to the point P,
the extremity of the discharger. followed by a linear variation. We must point

_ In the configuration of tests which have out a very good reproductibility of measure-

been used, the threshold Esl for "corona" ments in all these tests. Knowing that the a'
at the point used as a reference depends only threshold ES measured in the laboratory and
on local pressure. on the aircraft are not directly comparable

Under the same experimental conditions we have indicated in figure 7 the variations
we have shown in figure 5, curve 2, the vari- of id vs E/E S for both tests ; we can no-
ations of id vs EL for the discharger tice between the two types of measurements a
defined above. very important discrepancy. If we compare the

A threshold Es2 , measured on the slopes of the linear characteristics, we ob-
sensor L, of 35 kV.m -1 , is higher than tain respectively I/- - 31.76 pA/kV.m - .

* that of the reference point (10 kV.m 1'). for the laboratory tests and l1t/ 6.90
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pA/kV.m -1  for the aircraft tests, i.e. a ditions we have
*. ratio 4.6. This difference is due to the be- rEl r A
* haviour of the space charge created by the EA EX b'"

emitted "corona" current ; indeed, both test -B1 [M y (10)
series being performed at atmosphere pressure EC Ez
and the field conditions around the emission DV
zone of the discharger being identical, only
the distribution of electric fields outside where M is a matrix with Bi coefficients
the discharger are different ; consequently corresponding to the location of the sensors
the drift velocity p E of negative ions A, B, C and D on the structure. *

changes and therefore, the space charge den- In the particular case of an external
sities. We reach very rapidly a constant field equal to zero, the expression (10) is is

field in the case of the laboratory configur- reduced to :
ation (not far from the values measured on E. = B.V
the discharger support) whereas it tends 1 3.

towards zero in the case of the polarized The first test we are going to analyse
J aircraft. It is therefore the term a of the deals with a flight (No i) in which the air-

relation (8) which practically determines the craft does not possess potential dis-
value of the emission current as soon as it chargers ; this flight was performed at high
becomes important. This result is qualitat- altitude in clouds made of ice particles and

ively corroborated if we examine the charac- without any external field.
* teristics of the dischargers at the wing ex- In figure 8 we have drawn two curves

tremity (dV) and at the elevator extremity corresponding to the variations of the impact
(dE) which have an operating threshold ident- current SI measured on a capture electrode on
ical to dH for the configuration of the air- the aircraft structure and those of the field
craft chosen (3.3 kV.m -I measured at A). EA vs time.

The corresponding characteristics id , We notice a strong correlation between
f(E/Es) as shown in figure 7 are slightly the time evolution of both parameters. The

* different from those of the discharger dH. At values EA = 0 are observed simultaneously
last, a final result allows to confirm the with the values Sl 0 thus clearly indi-
essential part played by the space charge in cating the absence of any noticeable external
the discharge efficiency of a discharger ; if field. For the whole sequence we have shown
we compare the operating conditions of the in figure 9 the correlation between the elec-
seven dischargers placed on the aircraft tric field measured at the point A and the

wings, we notice that the discharger in the value of the potential V uf the aircraft cal-
middle systematically emits the smallest culated by means of the relation (10) ; we
quantity of current and gives, whatever the clearly observe (cf. curve flight 1) a lin-

field EA may be, a discrepancy of the order earity between both terms, in agreement with
of 60 % in relation to the two dischargers the relation (11) ; however the slope 1 /BA - ;N
nearby. This median discharger is therefore 2.783 m of the straight line is rather dif-
essentially influenced by the space charge ferent from the theoretical value i/BATH =
liberated by the other six. 4.149 m.

b) Tests in flight - Electric field ref- The test having been performed without
erence - Measurement of the emission currents an external field we have to take into ac-

associated with the dischargers does not pro- count the space charge effects. The fact that
vide any difficulty because of specific in- the field EA is proportional to the poten-
strumentation attached to each discharger. tial V shows that the aircraft charge is re-
However, the determination of an electric lated to charging and emission (discharging)
field reference is proving to be much more currents of the aircraft.
complicated. Indeed, an aircraft in flight Indeed, these space charges can have two
may be affected by the effects of its own origins
electric charge Q due to triboelectric im- - the former corresponds to positive
pacts or by the charge due to an external particles liberated after collision with the
field E for example, the local atmospheric front structures of the aircraft
electric field. - the latter is related to the negative

We know that if the external electric ions emitted by discharges appearing on the
field may be considered as uniform in a vol- structure of the aircraft.
ume greater than that of the aircraft, the Since the aircraft is negatively charged
evaluation of its own potential V - Q/C, (C its distribution of charge can be schematized
is the aircraft capacity) and the three as shown in figure 10. The impact surfaces
components of the field E may be obtained are acted upon by positive external charge
from 4 measurements of the electric field produced in the collisions. It then follows
Ei on the structure [4]. In these con- that a part of the negative charge of the

aircraft is drawn into these areas ; the

trailing edge zones, affected by "corona"
discharges, are subjected to the effects of
the negative external space charge which
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tends to repeal their own charges. These pro- fore the overall effect of redistribution of
cesses have therefore two consequences : space charge for the value EA = 42

1) to modify the charge density at the kV.m-l. The instrumentation used on the
point A in relation to the situation of a aircraft allows to obtain directly the total ,

charged aircraft without space charge ef- current IT emitted by the whole set of dis-
fects, therefore to modify the measurement of chargers ; in figure 11 we have drawn three
EA vs V curves giving the variations of IT vs EA

2) to reduce the discharge efficiency of for flights Nos 4, 5 and 6.
the dischargers (had they been used). We can notice that the evolutions of

This phenomenon has been systematically IT are also linear in EA but with a
observed for flights with triboelectric im- change in slope (points I) in all three
pacts ; as an example, we have drawn in fig- cases. The change of slope detected during
ure 9 the curves V = f(EA) obtained during flight No 5 corresponds to the value EA =
two other flights without a discharger (Nos 2 42 kV.m -1 mentioned above.
and 3). We can notice slopes l/2 A slightly The general repartition of the current a"?
different from the previous one. For high po- curves 1 T = f(EA) in figure 11 is similar
tentials a change in the slope of the curve to that for the corresponding voltage curves
V = f(EA) may be observed ; this is the V = f(EA) in figure 9. Except that the dis-
case of flight No 2 in which potentials ex- charge thresholds are not approximatively re-
ceeding 300 kV were obtained. As shown in the lated to the values of the local pressure for
curve of figure 9 for flight No 2 a change in the three flights considered. Whereas the be- *-

the slope (point I) is situated around EA = haviour of the discharger installations in
65 kV.m - I ; this modification may be due not notably different at low currents, dis-
to the occurrence of new "corona" discharges charge characteristics tend to vary a good
in different areas of the structure therefore deal at strong currents. For example, com-
to a new redistribution of charges on the paring flights Nos 4 and 5, we notice a cur-
aircraft. rent value of IT = 350 pA corresponding to

Functioning of the dischargers - Three field values EA of 50 and 107 kV/m (ratio
flights are analysed that correspond to three 2). Since for the three tests, the velocities
different installations of the dischargers. of the aircraft are close to one another this
Their main characteristics are summarized in dispersion is essentially due to the space
the table below ; charge created by the dischargers whose num-

ber varies (23, 12 and 9 dischargers) accord-
Flight Number location aircraft local ing to the zones of the structure.
No of dis- of dis- velocity pressure Figure 12 allows to illustrate the

chargers chargers specific performance of a discharger namely

the one dH, at the top of the rudder. The
V 2x6 - starting thresholds are different from those

4 23 E : 2x4 205 ms 495 mb to be expected by the changes in local press-
HD_: 2 ure particularly for the flights Nos 4 and 6.

V :2x3 It must be mentioned that the thresho]d cor-
5 12 E : 2x2 210 ms 643 mb responding to the flight No 5 correlates with

HD :2 the value EA of 42 kV.m -1  already ob-
V : 2x2 served, which would mean that the changes in

6 9 1E : 2x2 210 ms-i 808 mb the slope noticed in the characteristics V =
_ _ _ HD:1 f(EA) or I

T  
= f(EA) could be related to

V :wing the thresholds of the discharges at the top
E : elevator of the rudder ; besides this point coincides

HD : top of the rudder. also with a change in the slope of the
The curves V = f(EA), obtained for characteristic idH for the flight No 4.

these three flights, exhibit the same charac- Another important fact is to be men- .%

teristics as those obtained in situations tioned : it deals with hysterisis of the
without dischargers. We can observe again characteristics id = f(E) observed during
(figure 9) linear evolutions of the potential several tests ; we notice that when the cur- r.
vs EA for flights Nos 4 and 5, in which rent decreases it exhibits a threshold field
high values of the potential have been re- value that is lower than the one for its in-
corded. Changes in the slopes (point J) take itial onset.
place at a field value of 42 kV.m - . Let The curve in figure 13 was obtained in
us notice, however, that the slopes i/: A of another sequence of measurements in flight
these curves are lower than those obtained No 4. It clearly illustrates this hysterisis

- for flights Nos 1, 2 and 3 without a dis- effect ; for increasing values of EA, the
charger. This could indicate a greater influ- top of the rudder discharger emits current at
ence of space charge due to the "coronas" on a threshold voltage of 32.5 kV.m- 1 ; this
the dischargers. Furthermore, the changes in current very rapidly rises at about 37
the slope observed in all the curves V = kV.m - 1 , and becomes stabilized with a .fE)( :BCadD) clal oniepermanent linear characteristic (straigth %-*. f(Ei) (i : B, C and 0)clearly coincide

with the one observed for EA showing there- line A) at the end of the sequence. However,
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for decreasing currents the operating point rises to about -50 dB if an orthodecoupling
follows at first the same straigth character- is added. In the case of a discharger with
istic, but eventually deviates from it and multidischarges a white noise is practically
leads to lower threshold field value of 17.5 obtained and we can state that the reduction

kV .m - . (by comparison with a "corona" point oper-
The interpretation of this phenomenon ating with a similar mean current) goes to

must also be explained by the effect of space -80 dB for frequencies ranging from some 10
charge that lowers the discharge onset of the Hz to several MHz.
dischargers located at the top of the rudder. AIRCRAFT TESTS - Radio Electric Noise at
The space charge delay the starting of the 350 kHz - The receiver used is a classical
discharger but modify its discharge ef- ADF system operating as a detector with dy-
ficiency until a new electrostatic balance of namic compression. The reception frequency is
the aircraft is obtained. 350 kHz and the bandwidth is 3 kHz.

We can sum up the characteristics of The aim of the test is to determine the
this top of the rudder discharger by means of interference level affecting the receiver in
different curves of figure 14 in which we the presence of a "corona" discharge that is
have described the emitted current idH in well defined and detected (reference point).
relation to the reduced field EA/ES, ES  The aircraft is isolated from ground by insu- .
being the threshold field measured at the lating blocks. It is connected to the earth
point A for each test. by a resistance of 30 M 2 in order to create

- When the number of dischargers is coupling conditions similar to those in
large (23 for the flight No 4) and for fields flight, between the discharger and the corre-
larger than ES, we observe a character- sponding antenna.
istic current i = f(EA/ES) close to that The reference point is at the wing tip
obtained on the ground tests. This result and a suitable polarization device allows to
shows an electrostatic configuration around vary the intensity of the average current
the aircraft which is nearly the same in both emitted by this point. The radiation noise
cases. The greater observed efficiency is due measured with respect to the mean current is
to the aircraft velocity. represented in figure 15. The coupling func-

For a small number of dischargers (9 tion between the location of the point and
for flight No 6) the slope of the linear dis- the antenna is small and the noise level is
charge characteristic is close to that ob- rather low. No clearly established variation
taned in the laboratory, which indicates a can be observed. This demonstrates the impul-
relatively homogeneous field in areas remote sional nature of the discharge ; noise maxima
from the discharger tips. are recorded when an harmonic of the rep-

- For intermediate cases (flight No 5 etition frequency of current pulses is situ- 4%.

with 12 dischargers) the discharge character- ated in the bandwidth of the receivers. This
istic of the discharger will be located be- point is ascertained by a discrepancy ob-

% tween the two extreme operating configur- served, for the same emission current, depen-
ations which have just been defined, ding on whether the latter is obtained in an .

increasing phase or a decreasing one ; the
RESIDUAL ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION exact harmonic analysis of pulses shows in-

deed a frequential discrepancy between both
PERFORMANCE OBTAINED IN THE LABORATORY - experimental methods.

We have shown that the current emitted by a Discharger Effects on Aircraft - In or-
"corona" discharge is related to the move- der to measure the performance of the dis-
ments of positive and negative charge that chargers from the point of view of radiation
give rise to very brief pulses (of the order we can consider again the three flights (Nos
of 5 ns) and whose repetition frequency in- 4, 5 and 6) performed with installation of
creases according to the intensity of the ap- 23, 12 and 9 dischargers, and we compare the
plied electric field. The radiation noise as- results obtained with reference to flight (No
sociated with emission at the reference point 1) performed without a discharger.
defined previously is analysed in relation to The radiation noise observed corresponds
frequency by using the setting up described to the levels recorded in the ADF system at
in figure 5. Here the discharger and its sup- 350 kHz and whose detection threshold Is of
port can be considered as the reception the order of some 10- 6 V in the case of
antenna itself. The spectral distribution of the aircraft in flight without electrifi-
noise is shown in picture (a) of figure 15 cation phenomenon.
we see a frequency distribution corresponding Flight No 1 (fig. 17) - For the flight
to the repetition frequency of current used as a reference, an important increase in
pulses. Experimentally and for average cur- noise is observed at a field of the order of
rents exceeding 10 pA, noise can be detected 25 kV.m - 1 . This coincides with the
up to 100 MHz. threshold for the wing or elevator ex-

During the same laboratory tests we have tremities ; the noise reaches a maximum of
shown that the decrease in radiation noise 300 pV for EA = 40 kV.m 1  and then re-
obtained through a discharger with coupling sumes its equilibrium at a value 100 pV. The
resistance is of the order of -30 dB and highest level detected in the low field re-
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gion may be explained by the fact the rep- CONCLUSION
etition frequency of the various discharges
appearing on the structure are located in the The following conclusions can be drawn
area of the ADF receiver, whereas for higher from this analysis
fields only harmonics of frequency rep- a) the electrostatic configuration of an
etitions are taken into account. aircraft in flight in the presence of tribo-

Flight No 6 - For EA < 25 kV.m - 1,  electric impact is very complicated ; in ad-
the discrepancy observed in relation to dition to the aircraft potential due to nega-
flight No I is not significant ; the noise tive charges accumulated on the structure,below 25 kV.m -I is undistinguishable from important local electric fields due to par-.to

flight No 1. But, on the other hand, a very ticles charged after collision and negative
rapid evolution of interference at 350 kHz ions liberated by the "corona" discharges

occurs at 35 kV.m - , explaining the ap- have to be evaluated ;
pearance of one or several "corona" dis- b) this electrostatic configuration mod-
charges strongly coupled with the antenna ; ify the discharge characteristics of the air-
the areas taken into account may be the craft ; we show that they are linked to the
trailing edges or the top of the rudder. A presence of space charge which raise their
rapidly decreasing interference depending on operating threshold and make the evolution of
the field, clearly indicates the presence of the emitted current linear vs the potential

L a "corona" source that is very localized and or vs the electric fields on the structure ;
strongly coupled with the ADF antenna. hysteresis phenomenon in the functioning of
Because of the low level of electrostatic ac- the dischargers are frequently observed
tivity observed during this flight, we do not c) electromagnetic radiation inter- .''"
have any data for values of EA higher than ference may be practically suppressed on an41 kV.m- I . aircraft if the number of the dischargers is 'a.'

-

Flight No 5 - The installation of an ex- sufficient ; from the maximal value of the
tra discharger on each elevator and at the emission current for an aircraft of a given
top of the rudder allows to suppress the size and speed [1) the number of dischargers
overall interference appearing around the may be evaluated by limiting the maximal
value EA = 40 kV.m - 1 . We can observe a value of current per discharger to be of the
noticeable increase in noise for higher order of 50 pA
values of the field around 60 kV.m - 1 . At d) the dischargers must exhibit a radi-
this level the 12 installed dischargers have ation coupling of at least -50 dBm in re-
almost identical operating conditions. This lation to an unprotected "corona" discharge
indicates that the unprotected discharges ap- of the same mean current.
pear in the strong electric field areas that REFERENCES
require an increase in the number of dis- . .*,

chargers. '*".-rFlight No 4- Three extra dischargers 1. R.L. Tanner and al, "Precipitation

have been installed on the wings, two on the charging and corona-generated interference in

elevator and one at the top of the rudder. No aircraft." AFCRL 336, Technical Report 73.

Increase in noise can be noticed up to values SRI Project No 2494, Contract AF 19 (604),
EA reaching 75 kV.m - 1 . This demon- 3468, 1961.

strates nearly complete radiation protec- 2. J.L. 8oulay, "Elimination des per-
tion; the recorded noise level is very close turbations radioflectriques d'origine alec- -'

to the detection threshold of the receiver. trostatique sur avions." La Recherche Aro-
The important conclusions of these tests spatiale, pp. 101-120, n* 1979-2.

are expressed on the following statements 3. J.L. Boulay, "Optimization of the--

a) Noticeable radiation interference ap- reduction of the radioelectric noise created
pears in the detection system only it an un- by a corona discharge on aircraft." 31me Con-

roea d g igras International de l'Electrostatique, Gre-protected corona " discharge is created on n b e 0 2 v i 9 7
* the aircraft structure. This result Is ascer- nbe 02 vi 97

tained by tests performed on the ground where 4. J.L. Boulay and P. Laroche, "Air-

the establishment of a single "corona" dis- craft potential variations in flight." Inter-

charge Is sufficient to disturb the ADF re- national Aerospace Conference on Lightning
ceiver. and Static Electricity, Oxford, 23-25 mars

b) In strong electric field areas, the 1982.
number of dischargers must be sufficient to 5 L•B. Loeb, "Electrical "coronas".
avoid the formation of discharges directly on Their basic physical mechanisms." University

the structure. We are of the opinion that we of California Press, 1965.

must not exceed a maximal current of 50 p 6. E. Nasser, "Fundamentals of gaseous r
for each discharger. ionization and plasma electronics." Wiley &"

c) The performance of a discharger is Sons, Interscience, 1971.

sufficient if the decrease in radio noise for
a current of 50 viA, reaches -50 dBm when com-
pared to an unprotected discharge of the same
mean current.
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